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Summary 
 
 
In materials science there is a continuous strive to obtain materials with enhanced properties 
without introducing unwanted limitations. Inspiration for these materials can be found in nature, 
where the extraordinary control of biological processes results in excellent material properties, 
for example the impressive mechanical properties of bone, the surprising magnetic particles in 
magnetotactic bacteria and the beautiful iridescent colors of nacre shells. Many of these natural 
materials possess these properties due to a hybrid composition containing both organic and 
inorganic (mineral) phases. While nature has limited its choice to a few minerals, mainly silica, 
phosphates and carbonates, this is not the case for man-made materials. Therefore, by 
understanding and emulating the formation of natural materials with non-naturally incorporated 
minerals, a near endless range of new materials should be obtainable. An excellent candidate for 
this is the well-known metal oxide zinc oxide (ZnO). Its most common polymorph wurtzite ZnO 
has a wide range of relevant physical properties making it a material of interest for a multitude of 
technological applications including piezo-electrics, photocatalysis and solar cells. Mineralization 
of organic templates with ZnO should therefore allow for the expression and control over a wide 
range of material properties.  
 In this thesis we aim to combine ZnO with organic templates by developing the tools for ZnO 
formation under conditions that are generally compatible with organic templates using some very 
different approaches. The first approach, discussed in Chapter 2., investigates the viability of ion-
exchange for the formation of ZnO mineralized collagen. As a starting mineral phase 
hydroxyapatite (HAp) is selected, a mineral which is able to mineralize collagen in bone. The first 
and crucial step in the ion-exchange process is the exchange of present calcium ions with zinc ions 
in order to form Zn-HAp. Using a rapid screening strategy shows that up to 20 mol% of calcium 
ions can be exchanged without loss in shape, size or measured crystallinity. Introducing more 
vigorous reaction conditions in the form of heating, sonication or extended reaction times does 
increase zinc incorporation but comes at the cost of byproduct formation. Control experiments 
show that the dissolution of the Zn-HAp crystals is directly related to the presence of zinc ions in 
the crystal which increases its solubility. Hence, the increased incorporation of zinc ions in Zn-
HAp does not result in a more zinc-rich HAp, but in increased crystal dissolution and subsequent 
reprecipitation, preventing the formation of ZnO from HAp ion-exchange via a Zn-HAp 
intermediate. 

The second part of this thesis aims to understand and control the formation mechanism of 
ZnO directing it towards mild “organic template friendly” reaction conditions. In Chapter 3 a 
common ZnO synthesis strategy in water at mild pH using hexamethylene tetraamine (HMTA) 
as base release agent is discussed. Comparing the influence of the zinc salt, it is found that the 
counterion has a significant effect on the final product resulting in ZnO predominantly in-
dispersion, ZnO grown on solid reaction interfaces or layered zinc hydroxy salts (LZHS). The 
formation path that results in the formation of ZnO are subsequently investigated by discrete 
cryoTEM sampling and SEM sampling. This shows that for the formation of ZnO in dispersion, 
LZHS transient phases are initially predominantly formed. These LZHSs mature and grow over 
time in the presence of a minority ZnO phase until they rapidly and spontaneously collapse. 
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Especially the use of zinc acetate, with its layered basic zinc acetate (LBZA) transient phase, results 
in dispersed ZnO crystals, given that LBZA is rapidly formed initially and not too stable to prevent 
transition to a pure ZnO phase.  

Using this knowledge, the formation of ZnO in dispersion was optimized by replacing the 
gradual HMTA hydrolysis by direct base titration as described in Chapter 4. Imitation of the 
HMTA-ZnO strategy by direct base titration shows that the hydrolysis of HMTA is in fact 
influenced by the formation of ZnO, preventing its exact reproduction. It is further found that the 
reaction results in the formation of ZnO between a pH > 5.5 up to at least 8.3 via a similar 
mechanism as described in chapter 3. With increasing amounts of ammonia in the system more 
faceted hexagonal ZnO crystals are observed, indicating that ammonia acts as a capping agent. 
The flexible addition of base further allows to increase the reaction yield of ZnO crystals from 
~13 %, using the HMTA method, to as high as 74 %.  
 To improve the compatibility of the ZnO formation process with organic templates, the 
reaction temperature for a base titration strategy, inspired on the work in Chapter 4, was 
incrementally lowered as described in Chapter 5 without introducing any post-annealing step. 
Depending on the concentration of zinc acetate in the reaction medium, ZnO could be formed at 
temperatures as low as 40 °C. Decreasing the reaction temperatures results in the formation of 
LBZA in the final product even with extended reaction times. This LBZA phase becomes more 
dominant with decreasing reaction temperatures. A more ZnO-rich reaction product could be 
obtained at 40 °C by introducing l-lysine (l-lys) as an additive at the start of the reaction. Moreover, 
in the presence of l-lys a prolonged reaction under aqueous RT conditions resulted in a more 
dominant ZnO phase.  
 The third part of this thesis focuses on the development of hierarchical organic templates and 
setting up the mineralization of organic templates with ZnO. To this effect, in Chapter 6 we 
describe the formation of thermodynamically stable nanotubes assembled from a lysine-rich block 
copolypeptide (BCPP). By tuning the hydrophilic and hydrophobic domain lengths, combined 
with the ability of peptides to form secondary structures, high aspect ratio nanotubes can be 
formed that are stable between pH 2 and 12 and up to 80 °C. This stability permits their 
hierarchical assembly into bundled nanotube fibers by directing the pH and inducing 
complementary zwitterionic charge behavior, making it an excellent candidate template for 
mineralization.  
 Using collagen as a model system, the mineralization of organic templates with ZnO is 
investigated as discussed in Chapter 7. Collagen fibers are exposed to a zinc acetate and LBZA 
dispersion at collagen friendly reaction conditions, both in the presence and in absence of charged 
additives. Extended exposure of collagen to these dispersion shows no adverse effects on the 
collagen fibers. Although these screening experiments did not result in the mineralization of 
collagen with zinc species, the results indicate that with further optimization zinc (oxide) 
mineralized collagen should be obtainable by direct synthesis.  
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Samenvatting 
 
 
In de materiaalkunde wordt continu gestreefd naar de vorming van materialen met geoptimaliseerde 
eigenschappen zonder hierbij ongewenste beperkingen te introduceren. Inspiratie voor deze 
materialen kan in de natuur worden gevonden, waarbij de buitengewone controle van biologische 
processen resulteert in uitstekende materiaaleigenschappen, zoals de indrukwekkende mechanische 
eigenschappen van bot, de verassende magnetische deeltjes in magnetotactische bacteriën en de mooie 
iriserende kleuren van parelmoerschelpen. Veel van deze natuurlijke materialen bezitten deze 
eigenschappen dankzij hun hybride samenstelling van zowel organische als anorganische (mineralen) 
fases. Waar de natuur zichzelf beperkt tot enkele mineralen, voornamelijk silica, fosfaten en 
carbonaten, bestaat deze beperking niet voor synthetische materialen. Door deze natuurlijke 
mineralisatie processen te bestuderen en te begrijpen, en door vervolgens deze kennis te gebruiken om 
het mineralisatie proces te imiteren met niet in de natuur ingebouwde mineralen, kan er toegang 
verkregen worden tot een vrijwel oneindig bereik aan nieuwe materialen. Een uitstekend mineraal 
voor zo’n studie is het bekende metaaloxide zinkoxide (ZnO). De meest voorkomende ZnO-polymorf 
wurtzite bezit een scala aan relevante fysische eigenschappen waardoor het een interessant materiaal 
met een breed bereik aan technologische toepassingen waaronder piëzo-elektriciteit, fotokatalyse en 
zonnecellen. De mineralisatie van organische templates met ZnO zou daarom kunnen resulteren in 
zowel het bereiken als het beheersen van een breed scala aan materiaaleigenschappen.  

Het doel in dit proefschrift is het combineren van ZnO met organische templates door de vorming 
van ZnO mogelijk te maken onder omstandigheden die verenigbaar zijn met organische templates. 
Hierbij worden verschillende aanpakken onderzocht. In het eerste deel wordt de haalbaarheid van 
ionenuitwisseling onderzocht voor de vorming van met ZnO gemineraliseerde collageen. Dit wordt 
besproken in Hoofdstuk 2. Aangezien hydroxyapatiet (HAp) in collageen mineraliseert in bot is HAp 
gekozen als startmineraal. De eerste en cruciale stap van het ionenuitwisselingsproces is het uitwisselen 
van de aanwezige calciumionen met zinkionen om Zn-HAp te vormen. Snelle screeningsexperimenten 
laten zien dat tot 20 mol% van de calciumionen uitgewisseld kan worden zonder verlies van de 
kristalvorm, kristalgrootte of waargenomen kristalliniteit. De introductie van extremere 
reactiecondities in de vorm van verwarmen, sonificatie en langere reactietijden zorgen voor een iets 
hogere inbouw van zinkionen, maar met als gevolg dat meer bijproduct gevormd wordt. Controle-
experimenten demonstreren hierbij dat de aanwezigheid van zinkionen in Zn-HAp de kristallen 
destabiliseert waardoor deze beter oplosbaar worden. Dit proces resulteert dus niet in een verhoogde 
inbouw van zinkionen met als resultaat zinkrijker HAp, maar zorgt ervoor dat HAp kristallen oplossen 
en reprecipiteren waardoor de vorming van ZnO uit HAp via ionenuitwisseling met een Zn-HAp 
tussenfase verhinderd wordt. 

In het tweede deel van deze thesis is het doel het begrijpen en beheersen van het ZnO-
vormingsmechanisme, zodat dit proces kan worden aangepast naar reactiecondities die compatibel 
zijn met organische templates. In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt een vaak toegepaste ZnO synthesestrategie in 
water onderzocht met een milde reactie pH, waarbij base wordt toegevoegd door het uiteenvallen van 
hexamethyleen-tetramine (HMTA). Door de invloed van zinkzouten te vergelijken blijkt dat het 
tegenion een significante invloed heeft op het eindproduct. Selectie van het zinkzout bevordert ofwel 
de vorming van ZnO in dispersie, ofwel de vorming van ZnO op aanwezige oppervlakten ofwel de 
vorming van gelaagde zinkhydroxyzouten (LZHS). Vervolgens zijn de vormingsmechanismen van 
ZnO onderzocht door het nemen van aliquots voor discrete cryoTEM en SEM metingen. Dit laat zien 
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dat voor de vorming van ZnO in dispersie initieel voornamelijk een LZHS-overgangsfase gevormd 
wordt. Deze LZHSs groeien in de tijd in aanwezigheid van een ZnO-minderheidsfase tot op het punt 
waarbij de LZHS-fase snel en spontaan ontleedt. Dit is vooral het geval wanneer zinkacetaat gebruikt 
wordt. Vanwege de snelle initiële vorming van een gelaagde basisch zinkacetaat (LBZA) overgangsfase 
met een beperkte stabiliteit leidt dit tot de uiteindelijke vorming van gedispergeerde ZnO kristallen. 

De vorming van ZnO in dispersie kan verder worden geoptimaliseerd door de kennis uit hoofdstuk 
3 te combineren met een titratie-gestuurde base additiemethode in plaats van het gebruik van HMTA. 
Dit wordt beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4. Imitatie van de HMTA-ZnO strategie via titratie-gestuurde base 
additie demonstreert dat de hydrolyse van HMTA wordt beïnvloed door de vorming van ZnO. Dit 
maakt het onmogelijk om deze reactie exact te reproduceren. Het gebruik van titratie resulteert in de 
vorming van ZnO, via een vergelijkbaar mechanisme zoals besproken in hoofdstuk 3, tussen een pH 
van >5.5 en minstens 8.3. Hexagonale ZnO kristallen met een meer uitgesproken facettering worden 
waargenomen met toenemende hoeveelheid ammonia in het system. Dit suggereert dat ammonia zich 
aan het ZnO oppervlak hecht en dit afdekt. Dankzij de flexibele toevoeging van base kan de ZnO 
reactieopbrengst verhoogd worden van ~13 %, met de HMTA methode, naar een reactieopbrengst 
van 74 %. 

Om de compatibiliteit van het ZnO vormingsproces met organische templates te bevorderen is 
een titratie-gestuurde base additiemethode bij een geleidelijk verlaagde reactietemperatuur 
onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 5. Hierbij wordt geen gebruik gemaakt van een verhittingsstap na de reactie. 
Afhankelijk van de zinkacetaatconcentratie in het reactiemedium leidt deze methode tot de vorming 
van ZnO, zelfs op een reactietemperatuur zo laag als 40 °C. Het verlagen van de reactietemperatuur 
heeft wel als gevolg dat LBZA in het eindproduct aanwezig is, zelfs als de reactietijd verlengd wordt. 
Deze LBZA-fase wordt dominanter bij lagere reactietemperaturen. Door l-lysine (l-lys) toe te voegen 
kan een ZnO-rijker reactieproduct verkregen worden bij 40 °C. Na het uitvoeren van de reactie gaat 
de vorming van ZnO in het reactiemedium door op kamertemperatuur, waardoor een ZnO-rijkere 
fase verkregen kan worden.  

Het derde deel van deze thesis is gericht op de ontwikkeling van hiërarchische organische 
templates en het mineraliseren van organische templates met ZnO. In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt de vorming 
beschreven van thermodynamisch stabiele nanotubes gevormde uit lysinerijke blokcopolypeptiden 
(BCPP). Door de lengte van de hydrofiele en hydrofobe domeinen te variëren, samen met de 
secundaire structuur van de peptiden, kunnen nanotubes gevormd worden met een hoge 
aspectverhouding die stabiel zijn op 80 °C tussen pH 2 en 12. Dankzij deze stabiliteit is het mogelijk 
om gebundelde nanotubevezels samen te stellen uit de nanotubes door middel van de pH-
geïnduceerde complementaire zwitterionischeladingen. Dit maakt dit systeem een uitstekende 
kandidaat om als template voor mineralisatie te dienen. 

De mineralisatie van organische templates met ZnO wordt besproken in Hoofdstuk 7, waarbij 
collageen als modelsysteem gebruikt is. Collageenvezels zijn blootgesteld aan een zinkacetaatoplossing 
of een LBZA-dispersie onder collageen-vriendelijke reactiecondities. Dit is onderzocht zowel in de 
aanwezigheid als in de afwezigheid van geladen additieven. Een langere blootstelling van collageen 
aan deze condities heeft geen negatieve invloed op de collageenvezels. Hoewel deze 
screeningexperimenten niet resulteerden in de mineralisatie van collageen met zinkkristallen, 
suggereren deze resultaten dat met verdere optimalisatie de mineralisatie van collageen met 
zink(oxide) via directe synthese mogelijk is.   
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Prologue: 
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“The truth.” Dumbledore sighed. "It is a beautiful and terrible thing, and should therefore be 
treated with great caution. However, I shall answer your questions unless I have a very good 
reason not to, in which case I beg you'll forgive me. I shall not, of course, lie.” 

J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, 1997. 
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 1.1. Organic-Inorganic Hybrid Materials  

 
Inorganic materials form an essential part of the world around us. They are present in the soil, they are the 
building blocks of mountains and houses, they ensure cellphones can operate and they are an intricate part 
of many, if not all, living organisms. Due to the extraordinary control biology has over materials, living 
creatures cannot only incorporate inorganic materials, but they are also able to enhance the material 
properties, like enhanced toughness with minimal compromise on strength. Synthetically one common 
strategy to achieve this is via the formation of organic-inorganic hybrid materials[1, 2]. 

In hybrid materials the organic part often templates, directs and encapsulates the inorganic minerals[3]. 
Here the organic matrix can be hierarchically ordered over many length scales ranging from the nanometer 
to centimeter scale[4, 5]. This precise control by nature over shape and size results in the exceptional 
properties of these materials. For example, the vivid “structural” colors[6] of Morpho butterfly wings 
(Fig. 1.1a) are caused predominantly by the periodic nanostructured chitin of which it is composed Fig 1.1b 
[7, 8]. The iridescent colors and the excellent mechanical properties of nacre in shells (Fig. 1.1c) are due to 
ordered hybrid layers of aragonite (calcium carbonate, CaCO3) platelets templated by β-chitin and proteins 
(Fig. 1.1d) [2, 9, 10]. Even magnetic properties can be directed, as exemplified in the strings of magnetite 
crystals grown in organic magnetosome vesicles in magnetotactic bacteria (Fig. 1.1e) allowing the bacteria 
to orient themselves[11-13].  
 

 

Figure 1.1 Image of a Morpho rhetenor butterfly with vibrant blue wings (a) and a SEM image (b) of the scales composing 
the Morpho wings[7]. An image of the nacre shell of a Haliotis Glabra mollusk (c) and a SEM image (d) of its organized 
structure, which composed out of alternating layers β-chitin and protein with aragonite sheets[9]. TEM image of a 
magnetotactic bacteria similar to the Magnetospirillum species, part of the magnetosome composed out of vesicles filled 
with individual magnetite crystals is magnified in the inset[13]. Scale bar equals 2 µm (b) and 10 (d) µm. (a) Photograph 
reproduced with permission from the photographer Adrian Hoskins. (b) Reproduced with permission.[7] Copyright 2016, 
IOP Publishing. (c,d) Reproduced with permission.[9] © The Optical Society. (e) Reproduced with permission. [13] 
Copyright 2012, American Society for Microbiology.  

The range of minerals used in biological systems is relatively limited. In most cases either 
hydroxyapatite, calcium carbonate or silica[14] is used, there are also some less common observed minerals 
like magnetite[15], iron pyrite[16] and goethite[17, 18]. In contrast, there is a nearly endless range of man-made 
inorganic materials with a wide range of properties. Indeed there are numerous examples of synthetic 
hybrid and even hierarchical materials taking a varying degree of inspiration from nature[19]. A straight 
forward example is the mineralization of CaCO3 or zinc oxide (ZnO) inside polymer track-etched 
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membrane pores [20-22]. Other, more biologically inspired systems are using mineralization of bioinspired 
peptide amphiphiles with magnetite[23] and hydroxyapatite[24]. However, these materials do not rival the 
complexity of biological materials. Therefore, understanding the formation of hybrid materials in nature 
and applying the lessons learned to synthetic materials is of great interest. An example of this are the 
attempts to imitate (and even expand) on the formation of bone[25]. 
 
1.1.1.  Bone Collagen Mineralization 
Bone is a hierarchical hybrid material, composed of hydroxyapatite (HAp) crystals mineralized in and 
around an organic collagen template[26, 27]. Collagen, which is common in the human body, be it in bone 
or in tendons[28] as exemplified in Fig. 1.2a, can assemble hierarchically with several length scales of order. 
On its smallest scale collagen is composed of procollagen, which are polypeptide sequences containing 
predominantly proline, hydroxyproline and glycine as amino acids. In water procollagen can self-assemble. 
Here, three procollagen sequences coil together into a triple helix forming a collagen molecule. These 
collagen molecules assemble into ordered microfibrils composed out of a repeating structure of five triple 
helixes. This assembly results in the periodic gap and overlap zone observable in assembled collagen by 
electron microscopy (Fig. 1.2b)[29, 30]. The microfibrils subsequently assemble into fibrils and these fibrils 
assemble into collagen fibers. Finally, these collagen fibers form the final collagen structure[31-34]. 
 

 

Figure 1.2 The self-assembly of procollagen into a non-mineralized tendon possessing hierarchical order from the 
nanometer to the micrometer scale[34]. CryoTEM image (b) of an assembled bovine Achilles tendon collagen fibril. The 
40 nm gap zones in the 67 nm collagen repeating structure are indicated with red lines. (a) Reproduced with permission. 
[34] 2010, Elsevier ltd. 

In bone, the collagen template is mineralized both intra- and extra-fibrillary with HAp platelets. These 
HAp platelets combined with the collagen matrix provide bone its hardness and strength, while making 
sure it is not too brittle[35]. Although the exact mechanism of HAp mineralization is still poorly understood, 
it is presumed that a combination of small molecules plays an essential role in the mineralization process[36]. 
Indeed, synthetic HAp mineralization of collagen only proved possible in the presence of charged 
molecules. Particularly, poly aspartic acid (pAsp)[25, 37] and poly acrylic acid (pAA)[38, 39] have been used to 
promote the mineralization of collagen. Using these lessons from HAp mineralization, collagen could be 
mineralized with several other minerals including CaCO3[40], yttria-stabilized zirconia[41] and iron oxides 
[42].  

Although collagen fibers are thermodynamically favored self-assembling structures, they are sensitive 
to reaction conditions[43]. To form and maintain the fibers, a pH between 5 – 9 is required [44]. Furthermore, 
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 slightly increasing the reaction temperature above 37 °C results in denaturation of the collagen 

structure[45]. After crosslinking, the assembled structure will maintain the general shape even outside ideal 
environmental conditions[46], but it is likely not able to negate the influence of all environmental conditions 
which may affect collagen mineralization behavior. It is therefore important to perform any mineralization 
reaction of collagen under these “collagen-friendly” conditions.  

 
1.1.2. Rules for Mineralization  
To mineralize a crystal, several conditions need to be met (Fig. 1.3.). (I) The first and most obvious is the 
need for template compatible reaction conditions. The mineralization protocol should preserve the organic 
template. As discussed above, this means that especially pH and temperature should be well controlled. 
(II) The precursor material should be able to enter the template and form via a gradual and controlled 
crystallization process. For example, in the case of HAp collagen mineralization, primary particles are 
initially formed[47]. The stability of these primary particles in part allows their uptake into the collagen, 
which enables the formation of HAp to take place inside the collagen template[25]. (III) Finally, mineral 
nucleation and growth should either be promoted in the organic template or suppressed in dispersion. A 
rapid formation of the mineral in dispersion will not only limit the amount of precursor available for 
template mineralization, but it might also drain ions from the template via osmosis. This means that before 
any mineralization strategy can be investigated it is essential to understand the mechanism of 
mineralization in the absence of a template and to have sufficient control over the reaction to perform it 
under “template friendly” conditions.  
 

 

Figure 1.3 Overview of the required knowledge for mineralization. 

1.2. The Targeted Inorganic Phase: Zinc Oxide 
 
1.2.1.  Crystal Structure, Physical Properties and Applications 
Zinc oxide (ZnO) is an amphoteric metal oxide[48]. Although rarely found in nature[49], it has been 
synthesized and used as early as 2000 BCE[50]. There are three known crystallographic forms of ZnO 
(Fig. 1.4): wurtzite (P63mc), zinc blende (F4̅3m) and rock salt (Fm3̅m)[48, 51-53]. The hexagonal wurtzite 
ZnO is the thermodynamically favored polymorph, which can be readily obtained under a wide variety of 
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reaction conditions[54]. Zinc blende and rock salt ZnO are metastable and require cubic epitaxial 
templating[55] or high-pressures[56] to prevent their transformation to wurtzite. Given the common 
formation of wurtzite ZnO, the use of “ZnO” during the remainder of this dissertation refers to wurtzite 
ZnO specifically. 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Crystal structure of wurtzite, zinc blende and rock salt ZnO shown in order.  

Wurtzite ZnO has a lattice similar to a hexagonally close packed lattice. Hence, ZnO commonly forms 
hexagonally shaped structures including pillars[57], platelets[58], tubes[59-61] and dumbbells[62] (Fig. 1.5a,b). 
These structures are predominantly composed of a top and bottom c-plane (001) with rectangular m-planes 
(210) on the sides. Being composed of either oxygen or zinc atoms the c-planes are highly polar due [63]. 
Thanks to the development of a variety in synthetic strategies, a range of alternative ZnO morphologies 
has been obtained. This includes: spindles[64, 65] (Fig. 1.5c), nanobelts[66], helices[67], cages[68], and even more 
complicated hierarchical structures including nanoplatelet columns[69] and multileveled ZnO crystals[70]. 
 

 

Figure 1.5 SEM (a-b) and TEM (c) images of ZnO morphologies including pillars (a), dumbbells (b) and spindles (c).In a 
and b, the (001) ZnO c-plane and the (210) ZnO m-plane have been indicated with a cyan and red arrow respectively. 
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 ZnO possesses an extensive and diverse set of physical properties, due to its crystal lattice and its 

inherent lack of a center of symmetry. ZnO is a wide band-gap N-type semiconductor (~3.37 eV)[71], it is 
photoluminescent[72], has a high exciton binding energy of ~60 meV [73], a high refractive index of ~2 [74], a 
high thermal conductivity of over 1.1 W cm−1K−1 [75], a reasonable electromechanical coupling coefficient 
of 0.24 [76-78], and it is biocompatible[79] and antimicrobial[80]. Furthermore, doping allows for changes in 
conductivity[81] and a significant effort has been devoted to obtain p-type ZnO using this strategy[82]. This 
makes ZnO a material of substantial interest for a wide range of technological applications including 
piezo-electrics[83-85], pyroelectrics[86-88], (O)LEDs[89-91], sensors[92-94], photocatalysts[95-97], solar cells[98, 99] and 
acoustic wave devices[100, 101]. 
 
1.2.2. Synthesis of Zinc Oxide 
There is a wide array of strategies for the formation of ZnO. Approaches range from chemical vapor 
deposition[102, 103], pulsed laser deposition[104], sputtering[105], electro spinning[106, 107] to wet chemical 
strategies[65, 108]. The wet chemical methods require the mildest reaction conditions. Generally, a zinc 
precursor is dissolved in a solvent like methanol[93] or ethanol[109], though most commonly water is used. 
Hydroxide is provided by direct addition in the form of NaOH[110] or ammonia[111] or via a thermal 
hydrolysis of an agent like hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA)[112]. The reaction is subsequently initiated by 
adding energy to the system, typically by heating (> 60 °C)[113], under native or elevated (hydrothermal) 
pressure. After several hours reaction time this typically results in the formation ZnO crystals. 
 The most common wet chemical strategy for the formation of ZnO in water uses zinc acetate or zinc 
nitrate as the zinc source with HMTA as the base source[114]. Upon dissolving the zinc precursor Zn2+ ions 
are released in solution (Eq. 1.1). 

2H O 2+2Zn(x)    Zn + 2x−  (1.1) 
The reaction mixture is subsequently heated. At elevated temperature (> 50 °C) HMTA starts to thermally 
hydrolyse into ammonia and formaldehyde (Eq. 1.2) which are formed uniformly throughout the reaction 
medium[115]. Part of the ammonia is protonated by water forming ammonium and hydroxide ions in the 
process (Eq. 1.3)[116], the latter of which is consumed as base, reacting with the Zn2+ ions and resulting in 
the formation of ZnO (Eq. 1.4). 

d6 12 4 2 2 3C H N  + 6H O  6CH O + 4NHK

  (1.2) 
d +3 2 4NH  + H O  NH  + OHK

−  (1.3) 2 + 2Zn  +  2O H  Zn O (s) +  H O− →  (1.4) 
Using this strategy ZnO crystals can be grown both in dispersion[117] and on solid interfaces exposed to 

the reaction solution (on-surfaces)[118]. On-surfaces ZnO growth shows a strong preference for 
hydrophobic surfaces[119]. Although, ZnO formation seems random on most surfaces the use of epitaxial 
seeding layers, e.g. ZnO films or gold[108], does promote the formation of highly directed arrays of ZnO 
pillars or wires[120]. 
 
1.2.3.  Reaction Temperature 
Whereas most wet chemical strategies require a temperature of > 60 °C, reactions at or close to room 
temperature (RT) have been investigated. In vacuo, ZnO has been formed by exposing zinc phthalocyanine 
to UV-light, inducing degradation of the phthalocyanine[121]. However, UV-light exposure has been shown 
to cause unintentional heating[122], rendering the actual reaction temperature ill-determined. Sonication of 
aqueous zinc acetate solutions has shown to produce ZnO at RT[65, 123], typically resulting in polycrystalline 
spindle or flower (multiple connected spindles) shaped structures. ZnO has further been obtained at RT 
by using a more extreme reaction pH (> 13), both in the presence and absence of additives[124] and in 
combination with alternative solvents including ethanol[125] and DMSO[126]. It is worth mentioning that 
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post synthetic annealing steps are commonly applied, making it unclear whether ZnO was formed during 
the reaction or during post-synthesis annealing, especially given that observed intermediates can directly 
transform into ZnO [127-129]. 
 
 

1.3. The Mechanism of Aqueous Zinc Oxide Formation 
 
1.3.1.  A Complex Interplay of Reaction Variables 
Aqueous ZnO formation mechanisms have received great interest over the last decades. There is a rich 
literature, elucidating aspects of both the nucleation and the growth stages of formation. Due to the lack 
of a standard protocol for aqueous ZnO formation, however, multiple variables are varied between 
studies[62, 63, 113, 117, 130-132]. These variations will influence the observed formation mechanism[133], especially 
the initial state of the Zn2+ ions present in solution as in pure water, the state of zinc is pH dependent [115, 

130]. Looking at a speciation diagram at room temperature, it can be observed that free (though still 
hydrated) ions are dominantly present below pH 6 (Fig. 1.6a). Increasing the pH above 6 results in the 
formation of varying species of zinc hydroxide. The selected reaction temperature or heating protocol will 
naturally influence the speciation. 
 

 

Figure 1.6 Speciation diagram based on the interaction between zinc and pure water (a) [130] and a simple scheme for the 
structure of LBZA[134]. (a) Reproduced with permission.[130] 2015, Elsevier ltd. (b) Reproduced with permission.[134] 2018, 
Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 In a typical ZnO forming reaction, more components are present than simply Zn2+ ions and water. For 
instance, the counterion of the zinc salt leads to the formation of layered zinc hydroxy salts (LZHS) in 
many cases[134-138]. These LZHS are intercalated sheets of hexagonal unit cells. A well-known example is 
layered basic zinc acetate (LBZA, Fig 1.6b)[128, 129]. Here the type and addition rate of the base also needs to 
be considered, for instance, when adding a significant amount of ammonia to initiate the reaction. This 
will (a) result in a high starting pH that decreases over the reaction, shifting the speciation of Zn2+ ions[115] 
and (b) result in a large amount of ammonia present that might directly interact with the Zn2+ ions or other 
zinc species.  

In contrast, the use of an agent like HMTA will result in a more stable pH during the reaction. Still the 
initial concentration of HMTA will have an influence on the reaction pH. [130] As mentioned above, the 
ammonia and formaldehyde that are formed during the hydrolysis of HMTA might also have an effect. 
Besides the influence that HMTA hydrolysis products may exert, there is discussion that HMTA itself 
directly influences the formation of ZnO [139, 140].  
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 1.3.2 Zinc Oxide Nucleation and Growth 

Given the discussed variations in reaction conditions and their possible influences, it is not surprising that 
different ZnO formation mechanisms have been indicated in different studies. Generally, one of three 
formation mechanisms are observed or deduced: 1) ZnO is formed via a zinc hydroxide precursor phase, 
2) ZnO is directly formed from the solution; and 3) ZnO is formed via a LZHS precursor phase. To expand 
on this, a few studies, based on in-situ and ex-situ analysis of ZnO nucleation and growth, are discussed in 
more detail below.  

To illustrate the first mechanism, Nicholas et al.[127] preheated a aqueous 0.5 M Zn(NO3)2 to 20 – 90 °C 
and initiated the reaction by adding 0.3 M ammonia hydroxide at the same temperature. The product was 
analyzed after 20 min reaction time with powder x-ray diffraction (pXRD). This showed the formation of 
ZnO at 70 °C or at higher temperatures. At lower reaction temperatures wülfingite zinc hydroxide was 
obtained. Increasing the reaction time at 50 °C to 140 h resulted in the formation of ZnO instead, 
suggesting that wülfingite acts as a precursor phase for the formation of ZnO. Using secondary ion mass 
spectrometry (SIMS) and isotopically labelled water (H218O) , it was found that the interior of the ZnO 
crystals is likely formed via a solid phase transformation from wülfingite to ZnO, whereas the ZnO edges 
are more likely formed via exchange with the solution. Using ex-situ SEM and pXRD measurements, Feng 
et al.[130] investigated the formation of ZnO from 10 or 20 mM ZnAc2 and 10 – 40 mM HMTA in water at 
85 °C for 3 h. Using 10 mM ZnAc2 and 20 mM HMTA, dominant formation of wülfingite was observed 
during the first 30 min of the reaction. Using liquid phase TEM (LPTEM), Wang et al.[131] investigated 
aqueous solutions of 10 mM Zn(NO3)2 with 30 – 80 mM HMTA inducing the reaction by electron beam 
irradiation. Using 30 mM Zn(NO3)2, 200 nm ZnO crystals were formed within 70 seconds. Further growth 
of these crystals was limited by the LPTEM cell size. Increasing the HMTA concentration resulted in 
smaller ZnO particles, which in the case of 60 and 80 mM HMTA are dendritic in nature. Based on the 
results it is argued that zinc hydroxide is initially formed and subsequently decomposed into ZnO 
molecules. These monomers then aggregate into the ZnO crystals. However, no direct evidence for the 
zinc hydroxide formation is provided. 
 

 

Figure 1.7 False color transmission x-ray microscopy (TXM) absorption images showing the evolution of ZnO nanorods 
in time (a – c) and an ex-situ SEM image (d) of the same area after the reaction[141]. LPTEM series (e-h) showing ZnO 
particle growth by monomer attachment (e-i) and by growth via oriented attachment (i-l). Particle coalescence followed 
by monomer attachment is illustrated in the scheme below (m) [117]. (a-d) Adapted from.[141] with permission from The 
Royal Society of Chemistry. (e-m) Reproduced with permission.[117] 2016, American Chemical Society. 
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Indeed, not all studies show zinc hydroxides as an intermediate phase. Multiple studies argue that ZnO is 
directly formed from solution, that is, favor the second mechanism. McPeak et al.[142] investigated the 
formation of ZnO on cadmium oxide seed layers by in-situ X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES) 
spectroscopy, on a 4.17, 6.25 or 12.5 mM equimolar solution of Zn(NO3)2 and HMTA at 60 or 90 °C. This 
showed that ZnO crystals are directly formed from [Zn(H2O)6]2+ without any long lived intermediates. 
Next, using 27 mM ZnAc2 in ethanol in the presence of varying ligands and tetramethylammonium 
hydroxide as base, Zobel et al.[109] studied the ZnO formation mechanism using in-situ Small Angle X-ray 
Scattering (SAXS) measurements. SAXS showed the initial formation of 1 nm ZnO clusters. These clusters 
subsequently form ZnO nanoparticles of 2 - 4 nm in diameter in time. Tay et al.[141] investigated the 
formation of ZnO using an electron deposition strategy on a 5 or 50 mM Zn(NO3)2 aqueous solution with 
0.1 M KCl electrolyte. Studying this process using in-situ transmission x-ray microscopy (TXM) showed 
the formation of a nanorod or nanoplate morphology of Zn(NO3)2 concentration (at 5 or 50 mM, 
respectively, Fig 1.7a-d). After the initial nucleation, nanorod or nanoplate growth was dominantly 
observed, suggesting a near instantaneous nucleation process. Due to the limited resolution of TXM, 
however, individual nanorods could not be resolved, consequently making it impossible to observe the 
very initial nucleation stages.  

A combination of in-situ LPTEM studies similarly found no preceding intermediate. Here, Liu et al.[132] 
used an aqueous solution of 10 mM Zn(NO3)2 with 0 - 30 mM HMTA to form ZnO nanoparticles. HMTA 
proved essential for the formation of ZnO. Using a minimal electron flux of < 6.3 e− nm−2 (< 1 A m−2), 
ZnO formation was only observed when heating the reaction vessel to 95 °C by using a custom-made 
environmental stage. Hsieh et al.[117] investigated the formation of ZnO using an equimolar 1 mM ZnAc2 
and HMTA solution. Here, the electron beam is proposed to act as heat source, although it is not excluded 
that electron beam induced radiolysis is in-fact the actual cause for reaction initiation[143, 144]. After 
nucleation of clearly facetted ZnO pillars, two growth mechanism were observed: growth via monomer 
attachment and growth via orientated particle attachment (Fig 1.7e-m).  
 

 
 
Figure 1.8 pXRD results of the formation of ZnO from 15 mM ZnAc2 and ammonia, showing the initial formation of 
LBZA, at 1-7 h, preceding the formation of ZnO (a)[113]. TEM images of ZnO nuclei on LBZA sheets (b, c)[62]. SEM images 
of 12.5 mM Zn(DDAB)2 and HMTA demonstrating the initial formation of LZHS-ZnO binary structure (d) followed by 
the formation of ZnO crystals (e)[128]. (a) Reproduced with permission.[113] 2014, American Chemical Society. (b,c) 
Adapted from.[62] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (d,e) Reproduced with permission.[128] 2016, 
American Chemical Society. 
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 The third formation mechanism suggests the initial formation of LZHS. Using a time resolved ex-situ 

pXRD and SEM sampling procedure, Liang et al.[113] investigated the formation of ZnO using two different 
methods. The first method used a 50 mM equimolar concentration of Zn(NO3)2 and HMTA in water. After 
leaving this solution for 24 h at RT, pXRD confirmed the formation of layered basic zinc nitrate (LBZN). 
After subsequently heating the reaction to 65 °C for 48 h this resulted in the formation of ZnO. Secondly, 
ZnAc2 was mixed with ammonia in an equimolar concentration of 15 mM for both compounds and 
preheated to 50 °C. PXRD sampling for this strategy confirmed the initial formation of LBZA, which was 
subsequently consumed by ZnO over increasing reaction time of up to 72 h (Fig 1.8a). Investigating the 
influence of LBZA further, Jang et al.[62] looked into the transition of LBZA into ZnO by investigating a 
100 mM ZnAc2 and HMTA aqueous solution. Using TEM the authors concluded that ZnO nucleation sites 
exist on the initially formed LBZA sheets (Fig 1.8b,c). Assuming this, ZnO nucleates and growth occurs on 
both sides from these LBZA-ZnO sites and would explain the formation of dumbbell-shaped ZnO pillars.  
 The formation of LZHS is not limited to LBZA and LBZN. Using ZnCl2 with equimolar amounts of 
HMTA at 95 °C for 12 h, Long et al.[145] noted the formation of layered basic zinc chloride (LBZC). Notably 
at or above 50 mM ZnCl2, pure LBZC pXRD signals were obtained from the reaction product. At lower 
concentrations pure ZnO signals were obtained, suggesting that also the precursor concentration can 
strongly influence the preferred reaction product. Song et al.[128] used aqueous 50, 12.5 or 5 mM zinc 
N-dodecyl-N,N-dimethylammonioacetic bromide (Zn(DDAB)2) solutions with an equimolar 
concentration of HMTA at 105 °C. Time resolved SEM sampling showed the evolution from LZHS to a 
stable LZHS-ZnO binary structure (Fig 1.8d) to ZnO (Fig 1.8e). The presence of these binary structures 
suggests that a solid-phase transformation from LZHS to ZnO can occur. Notably this binary structure was 
only observed at lower (12.5 and 5 mM) Zn(DDAB)2 concentrations, suggesting that a dissolution and 
reprecipitation pathway is followed at higher 50 mM Zn(DDAB)2 concentrations. 
 Overall, this shows that depending on the reaction conditions for the study involved, significant 
differences are observed for the initial ZnO formation process. This makes it challenging to predict how a 
specific reaction will evolve.  
 
 

1.4. Objective and Outline of the Thesis 
 
Bioinspired mineralization of complex hierarchical organic templates is already a challenge when 
performed with minerals that can be easily formed at template friendly conditions. ZnO is not such as 
mineral and hence even more difficult to deposit inside a (bio)template. Therefore, the aim of the research 
described in this thesis is to obtain the knowledge and the tools required for realizing ZnO formation within 
and on top of hierarchical organic templates under template friendly reaction conditions. Hence, three 
very different approaches, corresponding to the three general parts of the thesis, have been pursued. The 
first part investigates the direct ion-exchange of HAp, which can be found in biological organic templates, 
into ZnO without loss of size and shape. The second part aims to understand the nucleation and initial 
growth of ZnO under mild aqueous conditions and to optimize these conditions to allow for controlled 
“template friendly” ZnO nucleation and growth. The third part is dedicated to the development of a highly 
stable hierarchical organic mineralization template and to use the above-mentioned tools to develop new 
template based ZnO mineralization strategies.  

The first part is dealt with in Chapter 2, which explores ion-exchanging from HAp into ZnO as a tool 
to obtain ZnO platelets in collagen. The first and crucial step in this ion-exchange pathway is the exchange 
of HAp into Zn-HAp. For this a near 100 % conversion of Ca2+ to Zn2+ ions is essential. Here the exchange 
of dispersed “biomimetic” HAp is investigated under aqueous conditions to ensure compatibility for 
exchange in collagen. 
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The second part starts by studying in detail the mechanism of ZnO formation under “typical” 
conditions and is discussed in Chapter 3. This chapter aims to elucidate the influence of the zinc counterion 
on both the reaction product and its formation mechanism. The primary method to achieve this is by 
varying only the zinc salt, present in the rection solution, between reaction compositions. Subsequently, 
the reaction paths are elucidated by discrete in-situ CryoTEM sampling and SEM sampling.  

Following this line, in Chapter 4 a controlled titration-based strategy for the addition of base is 
explored, which is inspired by the thermal hydrolysis of HMTA as used in Chapter 3. This titration strategy 
is used to probe the influence of the added base and its addition protocol at a mild reaction pH. The 
flexibility of base titration is further exploited to probe the influence of reaction pH and the optimization 
conditions for ZnO twin-pillar structures.  

The above discussed ZnO synthesis strategies lack a reaction temperature compatible with ZnO 
mineralization in sensitive organic templates. Therefore, in Chapter 5 the titration strategy as used in 
Chapter 4 are further explored and developed for “template friendly” reaction conditions. This is done by 
systematically investigating the influence of the reaction temperature on the formation of ZnO at a mild 
reaction pH without post synthetic annealing. These results are subsequentially used to further optimize 
the formation of ZnO at low temperatures.  

For the third part the self-assembly of selectively charged block copolypeptide (BCPP) into organized 
structures is studied as described in Chapter 6. This work focusses on exploring the preferred morphologies 
as well as the stability of these assemblies at RT conditions, high and low pH, and at elevated reaction 
temperature. In particular, the pH dependent hierarchical self-assembly behavior of these BCPP is 
investigated in detail.  

Combining the lessons learned in Chapters 3- 5, in Chapter 7 the mineralization of bovine Achilles 
tendon collagen with ZnO is studied to develop a general protocol for the formation of organic-ZnO hybrid 
materials under “template friendly” conditions. 
 Finally, Chapter 8 the epilogue concludes and discusses the insights gained in this thesis.  
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Chapter 2 
 
 
 

Stability-limited Ion-exchange of Calcium with 
Zinc in Biomimetic Hydroxyapatite 

 
The exchange of Ca2+ ions in hydroxyapatite (HAp) with Zn2+ ions into Zn-HAp is of interest 
for applications ranging from bone tissue engineering to the use as a precursor in subsequent 
ion-exchange reactions. Previous studies, using direct synthesis, showed that ~ 20 mol% Zn2+ 
ions can be incorporated into HAp, before byproducts are observed. However, this is realized 
at the cost of a loss in crystallinity and control over crystal size and shape with an increasing 
amount of Zn2+ ion incorporation. In this work we investigate a simple post synthetic ion-
exchange strategy for the formation of Zn-HAp. By merely exposing HAp to high 
concentrations of zinc nitrate in water, up to 22 mol% of the Ca2+ ions could be displaced by 
Zn2+ ions without any measured loss in crystallinity and preservation of crystallite size and 
shape. It was found that the incorporation of Zn2+ ions destabilizes the HAp crystals resulting in 
their gradual dissolution and reprecipitation. Consequently, promoting the exchange of Ca2+ 
with Zn2+ions using increased reaction times, sonication and increased temperature results in 
an increased dissolution of HAp and precipitation of hopeite crystals, thereby preventing the 
formation of more zinc rich Zn-HAp. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

This chapter has been adapted from: 
M. M. J. van Rijt‡, S. W. Nooteboom‡, A. van der Weijden, W. L. Noorduin and G. de With, Stability-
limited Ion-exchange of Calcium with Zinc in Biomimetic Hydroxyapatite, Materials & Design, 2021, 
under peer review. 
 

“ ‘Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?’ ‘That depends a good deal on 
where you want to get to’ said the Cat. ‘I don’t much care where-’ said Alice ‘Then it doesn’t 
matter which way you go,’ said the Cat ‘-so long as I get somewhere,’ Alice added as an 
explanation. ‘Oh, you’re sure to do that,’ said the Cat, ‘if only you walk long enough.’ ” 

Lewis Carroll, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, 1865. 
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2.1. HAp Ion-exchange 
 
Hydroxyapatite (HAp, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) is one of the most abundant minerals in biology. In both 
bone and teeth HAp is mineralized intra and inter fibrillary in collagen providing strength to these 
materials[1, 2]. Synthetically highly crystalline HAp can be formed in dispersion[3], although 
biological HAp is rather ill-defined[4]. While HAp is the naturally occurring mineral in collagen[5], 
collagen has thus far only been mineralized to a limited extent via direct synthesis[6] with other 
materials including calcium carbonate[7], silica[8], yttria-stabilized zirconia[9] and iron oxides[10].  

To extend the range of materials that can be incorporated into collagen and other organic templates, 
an alternative strategy would be the use of ion-exchange[11, 12]. The preservation of crystallite shape and 
location should allow for a post-synthetic ion-exchange of the mineral inside the template, avoiding the 
need to investigate new mineralization protocols. The substitution of both PO43− and Ca2+ ions in HAp 
with a range of respective anions and cations is possible[13]. However, the relatively high lattice energy of 
HAp and apatite species in general will make anion exchange challenging[11, 14-16]. The substitution of Ca2+ 
ions with Zn2+ ions (further on referred to as Ca and Zn), leading to Zn-HAp, has been investigated for a 
range of applications including its (antimicrobial) coatings[17-19], dental applications[20], drug or DNA 
delivery[21, 22], bone tissue engineering[23-25], improvement in bio-activity and selective protein adsorption[26, 

27]. By substituting Ca with Zn during HAp synthesis 15 – 20 mol% of the Ca could be replaced with Zn[20, 

23, 28-30]. Increasing the amount of Zn in the reaction medium results in a progressive increase in Zn 
substitution, but with an associated decrease in crystallinity and control over the crystal size and shape[20, 

28]. Furthermore increasing the concentration of Zn in the reaction medium above 15 – 20 mol% leads to 
the undesired formation of CaZn2(PO4)2⋅H2O[23, 29, 30] and Zn3(PO4)2⋅2H2O (hopeite)[29].  

Apart from its use as an heavy metal remover as e.g. discussed by Oliva et al.[31], substituting 
Ca by Zn via post-synthetic ion-exchange for the specific goal of obtaining Zn-HAp has received 
limited attention. Hayakawa et al.[26] exposed HAp to up to 11.5 mM of aqueous Zn(NO)3 solutions 
for 24 h at 80 °C and they exchanged 2.3 mol% of Ca with Zn without loss in crystallinity. Wang 
et al.[32] exposed a HAp slurry to 1 M Zn(NO)3 solution for 7 days at 37 °C resulting in a 9.5 mol% 
exchange of Ca with Zn for HAp with the formation of β-tricalcium phosphate as a byproduct. 
Using organic solvents, Chen et al.[33] were able to incorporate a range of cations in HAp including 
Zn. A maximum of 20.5 mol% could be exchanged in the case of iron[33]. These processes generally 
result in a very limited Zn incorporation of less than 20 mol%, require significantly longer than 
24 h reaction times or need to be performed in organic solvents. 

Here ion-exchange[11, 12] of Ca with Zn in HAp to Zn-HAp in an aqueous dispersion was 
investigated by a combination of fast screening experiments, directly performed on TEM grids, in 
combination with more traditional ion-exchange experiments on dispersed HAp powders. 
Exposing synthetic HAp to a significant concentration of Zn(NO3)2, it was found that ~ 20 mol% 
of Ca can be exchanged with Zn within a minute while preserving morphology and crystallinity. 
Further promoting the incorporation of Zn into Zn-HAp by using increased exposure time or 
increased temperature only results in a minimal increase in incorporated Zn. The main reason for 
this seems to be the destabilizing effect of the Zn incorporated into the HAp crystals close to 
20 mol%. This causes the gradual dissolution of the Zn-HAp crystals, followed by the precipitation 
of hopeite. Nevertheless, the method used leads to the rapid incorporation of what seems to be the 
maximum of Zn in HAp. 
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Figure 2.1 SEM image of HAp clusters after exposure to 1M Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O solution (a, scale bar: 5 µm) and the 
corresponding EDX signals of Zn, Ca and P (b-d). quantified EDX atomic ratios of Zn/(Ca+Zn) against P/(Ca+Zn) for 
apatite exposed to ZnNO3⋅6H2O at RT for 1 min in triplicate (e, using a different symbol for each sample) and varying 
exposure time at RT (f). The black line corresponds to Ca - Zn ion-exchange, whereas the red line indicates maximum 
Zn adsorption to the HAp crystals. Conventional TEM images of as synthesized HAp (g) and after exposure to 
Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O solution for 1 min (h); performed directly on a TEM grid. Inset: SEAD results of similar regions, 
observed spacings match with HAp (g-h).  
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2.2. Incorporation of Zinc into HAp 
 
Ion-exchange was performed by exposing HAp to a 1 M Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O solution set to pH 2.9 by adding 
0.1 M nitric acid. To rapidly probe the incorporation of Zn into HAp, HAp-coated continuous carbon TEM 
grids were floated on a droplet of Zn(NO3)2 solution for 1 min, followed by washing (Section 2.7). SEM 
imaging showed the presence of clusters of HAp before and after the reaction (Fig 2.1a). SEM-EDX 
mapping on these clusters was used to investigate the chemical composition. From the EDX data 
quantitively two values were compared (Fig. 2.1b-e): the ratio of P/(Ca+Zn) to identify the occurrence of 
ion-exchange versus adsorption and the Zn/(Ca+Zn) which indicates the rate of ion-exchange. No drop in 
P/(Ca+Zn) ratio was measured suggesting that Ca is exchanged for Zn rather than the adsorption of Zn 
to the HAp exterior. Nevertheless, the P/(Ca+Zn) ratio increased, possibly indicating the introduction of 
cation hole defects. After 1 min exposure time, a Zn/(Ca+Zn) ratio of about 0.18 ± 0.07 could be obtained, 
implying that Zn ion-exchange has occurred replacing approximately 20 mol% of the Ca with Zn.  

The influence of the procedure on crystallite shape was investigated using conventional TEM. This 
showed that nanometer-sized platelets were present both before and after the reaction (Fig. 2.1g,h), with 
a similar length (before 400 ± 138 nm, after 380 ± 171 nm) and width (before 170 ± 70 nm, after 170 ± 
64 nm). The crystallinity was further probed by using Selective Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) 
measurements. No changes in diffraction spacings could be observed before and after ion-exchange, 
indicating that the crystalline structure remains intact (insets of Fig. 2.1 g,h). Note that, given the accuracy 
of the SAED measurements, this does not exclude that minor shifts in specific spacings might have occurred 
(ESI section 1).  

 

Figure 2.2 Quantified EDX atomic ratios of Zn/(Ca+Zn) against P/(Ca+Zn) for apatite exposed to Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O at 
53 °C at varying concentrations and time.  

To determine if the incorporation of Zn can be modulated by the exposure time to the Zn(NO3)2 
solution, the reaction was repeated at 10 s, 15 min and 60 min. Again SEM-EDX measurements showed a 
slightly increased P/(Ca+Zn) value for all reaction times, indicating the predominant occurrence of ion-
exchange over that of adsorption. With increasing reaction time, a Zn/(Ca+Zn) ratio of 0.16 ± 0.03 (10 s), 
0.18 ± 0.07 (1 min), 0.17 ± 0.01 (15 min) and 0.22 ± 0.02 (60 min) was obtained (Fig. 2.1f). This shows that 
most of the ~ 15 mol% Zn is incorporated rapidly within the first 10 s of exposure. After significantly 
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increasing the exposure time to 60 min only a minor increase in the incorporated amount to ~22 mol% Zn 
can be achieved. This suggests that there is either a diffusion or ion-exchange barrier, preventing the 
incorporation of more Zn. Overall it shows that close to 20 mol% of Zn can be incorporated into HAp by 
exposure to Zn(NO3)2 under aqueous RT conditions, a result which is comparable to direct Zn-HAp 
synthesis.  
 

2.3. Temperature Effects 
 
Generally, reaction and diffusion barriers can be overcome by elevating the reaction temperature. 
Therefore the experiments were repeated at 53 °C using Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O solution concentrations of both 
1 M and 2 M using either 1 min or 15 min exposure time (Fig. 2.2, Section 2.7). SEM-EDX studies after 
exposure showed that in all cases the Zn concentration in solution had no effect and therefore the given 
averages are combinations from both concentrations. EDX studies after 1 min ion-exchange at 53 °C 
showed a Zn/(Ca+Zn) ratio of 0.18 ± 0.02, similar to the value obtained at RT experiments. After 15 min 
reaction time, however, a strong increase in Zn/(Ca+Zn) ratio was observed to 0.44 ± 0.24. The 
P/(Ca+Zn) ratio showed a strong variation between 0.2 and 0.9. In most regions a measured increase in 
Zn/(Ca+Zn) ratio corresponded with a strong decrease in P/(Ca+Zn) ratio (Fig. 2.2), suggesting that 
adsorption of Zn is at least in part responsible for the relative increase in Zn. Notably multiple regions were 
identified that only had a minimal decrease in P/(Ca+Zn) ratio indicating minimal adsorption, while 
showing a Zn/(Ca+Zn) ratio as high as 0.8. TEM studies after ion-exchange further showed large 
populations of relatively small Zn-HAp crystals (Fig. A2.1, 200 ± 79 nm by 80 ± 32 nm) compared to the 
original crystal (400 ± 138 nm by 170 ± 70 nm). This could indicate that the stress induced by Zn 
substitution induces cracking or that at elevated temperature dissolution of the Zn-HAp starts to occur. 
Performing the procedure at 80 °C only showed the incidental presence of particles (Fig A2.2), preventing 
further EDX studies. Overall, the data does suggest that a higher incorporation might be obtained, both by 
increasing exposure time and temperature. However, this is at a notable cost of uniformity throughout the 
sample, indicating full Zn incorporation may not be feasible.  

 

Figure 2.3 pXRD pattern of as synthesized HAp (black) and HAp dispersed in 1M Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O solution for 1 min at 
RT (light-green), 15 min at RT (dark-green), 15 min at RT while sonicating (blue) and 15 min at 80 °C (red). The broad 
pXRD signal visible at about 20° is due to the substrate. 
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2.4. Exchange of Dispersed HAp Crystals 
 
To supplement on-grid studies, the exchange procedure was also performed on dispersed HAp crystals 
exposed for 15 min at 80 °C to a preheated 1 M Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O solution (Section 2.7). Powder X-Ray 
Diffraction (pXRD) of the purified product (Fig. 2.3) showed the dominant formation of hopeite with no 
(Zn-)HAp signals being identified. SEM studies on the product dominantly showed highly faceted 
micrometer-sized hopeite sheets with an ill-defined shape. (Fig. 2.4a-b). The observation of hopeite is in 
sharp contrast with the incidentally observed HAp particles when using the on-grid procedure. 

Further experiments on dispersed HAp crystals show that the formation of hopeite is not restricted to 
high temperature conditions. pXRD analysis of HAp exposed to a Zn(NO3)2 solution shows the presence 
of hopeite signals after as little as 1 min exposure time at RT (Fig. 2.3). These hopeite signals become more 
pronounced with increasing exposure time (15 min) and sonication. SEM studies (Fig. 2.4c-d) show, in 
contrast to the experiments performed at 80 °C, micrometer-sized sheets that are rectangular in shape, 
very similar to previously synthesized hopeite crystals by Parhi et al.[34] The sheets formed at RT are 
generally clean. Many of the hopeite sheets formed under sonication at RT are covered with small particles, 
presumably (Zn-)HAp. The presence of the latter could be due to better dispersion due to sonication.  

 

Figure 2.4 SEM images of HAp before ion-exchange (a) and Zn-HAp and Hopeite crystals obtained after HAp exposure 
to 1 M Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O solution at pH 2.7 for 15 min at 80 °C (b), 15 min stirring at RT (c), and 15 min sonication at RT 
(d). Scale bar: 10 µm.  

 

2.5. Transformation to Hopeite 
 
There are two possible pathways for the transformation of Zn-HAp to hopeite. The first is the dissolution 
of Zn-HAp followed by reprecipitation into hopeite. A second route would be the direct transformation 
into hopeite. The initial nanometer-sized Zn-HAp crystals are significantly smaller than the formed 
micrometer-sized hopeite crystals, which is highly unusual for a direct transformation strategy. 
Furthermore, hopeite crystals were not observed when using the on-grid exchange procedure although 
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their presence would be expected for a direct transformation. Given that the grids are floated on or 
suspended in the Zn(NO3)2 solution (Fig. A2.3), dissolution and recrystallization to hopeite probably 
predominantly takes place in the solution phase with the crystals subsequently sedimenting in the liquid 
phase, a process matching observations. This leaves dissolution and reprecipitation as the most likely 
mechanism. 

A dissolution reprecipitation mechanism, however, does not preclude local interaction between 
hopeite and Zn-HAp crystals. It is possible that local dissolution of the Zn-HAp crystals is required for the 
formation of the large hopeite sheets. Indeed, using conventional TEM on the powder sample formed at 
15 min at RT showed Zn-HAp crystals aggregated on hopeite crystals. Specifically, not well developed 
crystal facets were covered with Zn-HAp crystals (Fig. 2.5). One suggestion is that the dissolution 
reprecipitation process occurs locally. Unfortunately, the hopeite crystals proved too thick for cryoTEM 
imaging, preventing the time-resolved studies of their formation in-situ. This makes it unclear whether 
these Zn-HAp filled defects are due to drying effects, the presence of Zn-HAp or a local mineralization 
process. 

 

Figure 2.5 Conventional TEM image (a) of a hopeite crystal with Zn-HAp crystals in observed crystal defects (blue 
arrows) in a 15 min RT experiments. Higher magnification insets (b-c) of hopeite Zn-HAp interface regions. 

Parhi et al.[34] demonstrated that, at low pH, hopeite can be synthesized in water at room temperature 
by mixing ZnCl and sodium phosphate solutions. This suggests that, if Zn and PO43− ions are present in 
solution, hopeite is the preferred crystallization product although not necessarily the thermodynamically 
most stable one. Therefore, to identify whether the formation of hopeite at higher reaction temperatures 
is a simple dissolution and reprecipitation process caused by the natural dissolution of HAp under these 
conditions, a control experiment at 80 °C at pH 2.7 in the absence of Zn was performed. After the reaction 
a significant amount of white powder was collected. pXRD and TEM studies (Fig. A2.4) showed the 
presence of pure HAp crystals. This demonstrates that Zn is essential for the dissolution process. 
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Previously mentioned EDX studies show that roughly 20 mol% of the Ca can be exchanged with Zn. 
Since the spatial resolution of SEM-EDX analysis is limited it cannot distinguish between ions present on 
the surface or throughout the crystal. The HAp crystals investigated have a thickness of about 4.2 ± 
0.69 nm based on measurements on tilted crystals observed by cryoTEM (Fig. A2.5). A HAp unit cell has a 
c-axis of ~ 7 Å[35], meaning a single crystal is ~ 6 unit cells in thickness. If 20 mol% of the Ca in HAp is 
exchanged with Zn in a surface layer, this would give a layer thickness of about half a unit cell on either 
side. To support such an assumption, a value of the diffusion constant of Zn in HAp would be helpful. 
However, direct data are absent and given the broad range of experimentally determined activation 
energies for other ions which do not uniquely relate to the ionic radius, it also appeared to be unfeasible to 
reliably estimate the diffusion constant of Zn into apatite[36, 37]. Hence it is not realistic to determine the 
positioning of Zn throughout the Zn-HAp crystals based on experimental evidence or calculations. 
Therefore, to gain more insight the results were compared to existing literature.  

In literature, using direct synthesis, a HAp exchange limit of ~20 mol% Ca with Zn was obtained, the 
distribution of which is expected to be homogenous. Furthermore, increasing the Zn fraction above 
20 mol% during synthesis results in increased amounts of hopeite. In addition, performing ion-exchange 
with a range of cations in organic solvents, a similar degree of cation incorporation was achieved by Chen 
et al.[33] These observations combined with the results from our work suggest that the Zn is homogenously 
distributed throughout the crystal. This indicates that the incorporation of Zn into HAp is limited to about 
20 mol%. The ionic radius of Zn (0.88 Å) is smaller than of Ca (1.14 Å)[38]. Incorporating Zn therefore results 
in internal stress in the crystal. If the crystal is unable to reconfigure to release this stress, its stability 
decreases, and, when in contact with water, possibly resulting in dissolution eventually. Calculations by 
Flora et al.[15] indicate that fully converted Zn-HAp (Zn10(PO4)6(OH)2) has a negative Gibbs energy of 
dissolution, matching our inference. This would mean that hopeite is not only formed because it is the 
most preferred crystal at this low pH and Zn-rich conditions, but that the Zn-HAp is simply too unstable 
to exist under experimental conditions. It also means that it is highly unlikely that more than about 
20 mol% of Zn incorporation in Zn-HAp can be achieved in absence of any stabilization agents in water.  
 
 

2.6. Conclusion 
 
Exposing HAp to a simple aqueous ion-exchange strategy, up to ~ 20 mol% of the Ca atoms could 
consistently be replaced with Zn atoms without influencing the morphology or crystallinity. The initial 
exchange with Zn occurs rapidly reaching ~ 16 mol% exchange within seconds. A larger amount of Zn 
could be incorporated with increasing reaction time (up to 22 mol% after 60 min) or by elevating the 
reaction temperature (incidental high conversion). The incorporation of Zn decreases the stability of the 
resulting Zn-HAp, resulting in an increased dissolution of these crystals and reprecipitation into hopeite 
crystals with increasing Zn incorporation. The limited stability of the Zn-HAp crystals under aqueous 
conditions in the absence of stabilization agents, therefore, does not permit the homogenous formation of 
a more Zn-rich Zn-HAp.  
 
 

2.7. Materials and Methods 
 
2.7.1. Materials  
Acetone (99%, Technical) was acquired from VWR, sodium chloride (NaCl, > 99,5%, BioXtra), sodium 
hydroxide (NaOH, > 98%, BioXtra) and hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37%, ACS reagent) were acquired from 
Sigma Aldrich, zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2, 98%, ACS reagent) was acquired from Acros organics, 
calcium carbonate (CaCl2, 90%, anhydrous), di-potassium hydrogen phosphate (K2HPO4, 99 %, pro 
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analysi), Trizma® base (NH2C(CH2OH)3, 99.7%, pro analysi), Nitric acid (HNO3, 65 % EMSURE) were 
acquired from MERCK. All chemicals were used as received unless stated otherwise. 
 
2.7.2. Synthesis of HAp Nanoplatelets 
HAp nanoplatelets were synthesized according to the procedure described by Habraken et al.[3] A buffer 
solution was prepared by dissolving 50 mM Trizma base and 150 mM NaCl in pure water. The pH was set 
to 7.4 using concentrated HCl solution. Phosphate and calcium stock solutions were prepared by adding 
either 10 mM K2HPO4 or CaCl2 to the buffer solution. Both stock solutions were set to pH 7.4 by dropwise 
addition of 0.1 M HCl or NaOH. The reaction was initiated by adding phosphate stock solution to calcium 
stock solution in a ratio of 0.7:1.0 in a beaker. The reaction mixture was stirred for at least 4 h depending 
on volume under magnetic stirring. The HAp nanoplatelets were isolated by centrifugation using either 
an Optima L-90K ultracentrifuge equipped with a Type 70 Ti rotor at 20,000 rpm for 20 min or an 
Eppendorf MiniSpinPlus equipped with a F-45-12-11 rotor at 14,500 rpm for 15 min. The so-obtained pellets 
were redispersed in pure water followed by another centrifugation step. This procedure was performed 
twice. After centrifugation the product was dried overnight in a 60 °C oven. 
 
2.7.3. On-grid Ion-exchange Experiments 
Several mg of HAp was dispersed in pure water and 10 µl of the resulting HAp dispersion was placed on a 
glow discharged continuous carbon Au grid for 40 s. The droplet was removed by sideling manual blotting 
using a filter paper. The pH of the Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O  ion-exchange solution was preadjusted to pH 2.9, unless 
otherwise stated, by dropwise addition of 0.1 M nitric acid. For RT experiments a HAp-loaded grid was 
placed on a 300 µl droplet of Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O  solution for the targeted amount of time. For on-grid 
exchange at higher temperature, a HAp loaded grid clamped in Teflon coated tweezers was submerged 
vertically using for the targeted amount of time in a preheated Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O solution. After either ion-
exchange reaction procedure, excess Zn was removed by washing in freshly prepared acetone and pure 
water (twice). 
 
2.7.4. Powder Ion-exchange Experiments 
For ion-exchange on HAp powder, > 10 mg of HAp was dispersed in 1 mL of pure-water, which was 
injected in fluent motion into 15 mL of 1 M Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O solution. For short reactions (< 1 min) the 
dispersion was dispersed by shaking. For reactions longer than 1 min the dispersion was either stirred or 
sonicated (the latter at room temperature only) to prevent sedimentation. After a reaction time of 1 to 
15 min (and cooling on an ice bath in case of heated reactions), the powder was purified and dried by 
centrifugation, similar to as during the synthesis of HAp, or by rapid filtration over a GE Whatman® 7 µm 
filter paper.  
 

2.7.5. Analysis 
pH measurements were performed using a Metrohm (6.0234.100) 125 mm unitrode pH probe. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) measurements were conducted 
using either a Phenom ProX (Thermo Fischer Scientific) operated at 5 kV (for imaging) using a 
backscattering detector  and at 15 kV (for EDX mapping) or on a Verios 460 (Thermo Fischer Scientific) 
operated at 5 kV and 100 pA (for imaging) and using an circular Everhart-Thornley backscatter detector at 
30 kV (for EDX analysis). Elemental quantification was performed using the built-in Phenom software or 
AZtec 2.4, respectively, based on internal device calibrations. For every reaction condition at least 5 
different areas were mapped using EDX. Regular SEM imaging was conducted using a Quanta 3D (Thermo 
Fischer Scientific) operated at 5.0 kV which was equipped with a field emission gun and an ETL secondary 
electron detector. 
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Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) images were 
collected on a Tecnai T20 (Thermo Fischer Scientific) operated at 200 kV, equipped with a 
4096 × 4096 pixels CETA CMOS camera. 
Size analysis of the HAp particles was performed by judiciously choosing representative particles in 
representative images, and measuring their length, width and thickness manually using an in-house Matlab 
script.  
Powder X-ray difraction (pXRD) measurements were performed on a MiniFlex 600 difractometer operated 
at 40 kV and 15 mA using Cu Kα radiation. Automatic peak assignments were made by the PDXL 2 
software. 
Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (CryoTEM) samples were prepared by depositing 3 μl of a 
dispersion on a 200 mesh Au grid covered with a Quantifoil R 2/2 holey carbon films (QuantifoilMicro 
Tools GmbH , part of SPT Life Sciences group). An automated vitrification robot (TFS, Vitrobot Mark III) 
was used for blotting and plunging in liquid ethane. All TEM grids were surface plasma treated for 40 s 
using a Cressington 208 carbon coater prior to use. CryoTEM studies were performed on the TU/e 
cryoTITAN (Thermo Fischer Scientific) equipped with a field emission gun (FEG), a postcolumn Gatan 
Energy Filter (model 2002) and a post‐GIF 2k × 2k Gatan CCD camera (model 794). The microscope was 
operated at 300 kV acceleration voltage in bright field mode and with zero‐loss energy filtering. 
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2.8. Appendix A2 
A2.1 Selected Area Electron Diffraction Resolution 
In literature the exchange of Ca2+ with Zn2+ or other ions can result in a small observed pXRD shift of up 
to 0.2° for the (002) plane, e.g. from 26.0° to 26.2° in 2ϴ.[26, 33] Using SAED the reciprocal of the lattice D 
spacing is measured 1/D. The D spacing is related to the angle 2ϴ measured in pXRD as shown in Eq.2.1, 
using a wavelength λ of 1.5406 Å and a reflection order n of 1.   2Dsin( )nλ θ=        (2.1)  D  2 sin ( )nλ

θ
=        (2.2) 

Rewriting Eq. 2.1 into Eq. 2.2 a reciprocal D spacing of 2.92 1/nm−1 and 2.94 nm−1 is obtained for a 2ϴ of 
26.0° to 26.2°, respectively. At a pixel size is 0.0165 nm−1, this shift would then roughly equal only 1 pixel. 
In acquired SAED data the signal arising from this spacing is measured between a reciprocal D spacing of 
2.85 nm−1 and 2.98 nm−1 making it unrealistic to determine this minor shift. 
 
A2.2 Figures 

 

Figure A2.1 TEM images of HAp crystals before (a,b) and after (c,d) 15 min exposure to 1 M Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O at 53 °C. 
Panels b and d are higher magnifications of the indicated regions in figure a, c, respectively.  
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Figure A2.2 TEM image (a) and the corresponding SAED (b) of incidentally observed HAp platelets after on-grid 
exposure of HAp to 1 M Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O for 15 minutes at 80 °C.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A2.3 Sketch of the grid position during the exposure to Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O solution at RT (left) and at elevated 
temperatures (right).  
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Figure A2.4 TEM image (a) and pXRD of the HAp crystals after exposure for 15 min to a nitric acid solution set to pH 
2.7 at 80 °C. Comparing pXRD of the product (red) to HAp before exposure(black) shows no change in crystalline 
species. The broad signal around 20 deg corresponds to the measuring substrate. 

 

  

 

Figure A2.5 CryoTEM image of HAp platelets after exposure to 1 M Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O at RT. Size measurements at the 
indicated region (red arrows) give a platelet thickness of 4.2±0.69 nm.  
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Chapter 3 
 
 
 

Counter-ion Influence on the Mechanism of 
HMTA-mediated ZnO Formation 

 
Crystalline materials are often formed via transient phases. Here we focus on ZnO which is a 
widely used and investigated material for technological applications. Although the literature for 
the wet chemical synthesis of ZnO is extensive, its formation pathway using these strategies has 
gained limited attention so far and is poorly understood. To gain insight in these pathways, a 
HMTA-mediated ZnO synthesis protocol with a variety of zinc salts was employed using in-situ 
pH measurements combined with discrete cryoTEM and SEM sampling studies, in addition to 
more typical pXRD and SEM product analysis. These results indicate a significant effect of 
counterions on the reaction product. Using acetate, nitrate, chloride and sulphate as counterions 
all result first in the formation of a layered zinc hydroxy salt (LZHS), the exact composition of 
which depends on the counterion. Rather stable LZHSs are formed using chloride and sulphate, 
preventing the eventual formation of ZnO. Only acetate and nitrate result in the formation of 
ZnO. For acetate, ZnO is preferably grown in-dispersion, while for nitrate it is formed on 
exposed solid interfaces to the reaction medium (on-surfaces). For the latter the nucleation of 
its LZHS precursor requires an additional incubation time, resulting in heterogenous nucleation 
instead. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This chapter is adapted from: 
M. M. J. van Rijt, B. M. Oosterlaken, R. R. J. Joosten, L. E. A. Wijkhuijs, P. Bomans, H. Friedrich and G. 
de With, Counter-ion influence on the mechanism of HMTA-mediated ZnO formation, CrystEngComm, 
2020, 22, 5854-5861. 
 

“Even as a young officer he was such a hard drinker that his name, Tiberius Claudius Nero, was 
displaced by the nickname ‘Biberius Caldius Mero’: ‘Drinker of wine with no water added’ ” 

Suetonius, The twelve Caesars, 121CE. 
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3.1. HMTA-mediated ZnO Formation 
 
Non-classical crystallization pathways, i.e. the multi-step progression from transient phases[1] has been 
observed for multiple minerals including magnetite[2], hydroxy apatite[3] and calcium carbonate[4]. 
Similarly, for the synthesis of zinc oxide (ZnO) under aqueous conditions, it is generally accepted that 
either zinc hydroxide[5-8] or layered zinc hydroxy salts (LZHS)[9-13] are formed as a transient phase. 

A common strategy for the formation of high quality ZnO uses the gradual thermal decomposition of 
hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) into ammonia and formaldehyde, where after the ammonia reacts with 
water resulting in the formation of hydroxide. The released hydroxide is subsequently consumed resulting 
in the formation of ZnO after several hours at temperatures above 60 °C[9, 10, 14, 15]. The thermal 
decomposition rate of HMTA increases with the concentration of protons in the system, making the release 
of hydroxide in the system pH dependent[16]. Several ex-situ studies on the mechanism of ZnO formation 
have been conducted using both zinc acetate [9, 10, 13, 14] and zinc nitrate [10, 17-20] as a zinc source. For these 
reactions either layered basic zinc acetate (LBZA, Zn5(OH)8(CH3COO)2·2H2O) or layered basic zinc nitrate 
(LBZN, Zn5(OH)8(NO3)2·2H2O) have been observed in the early reaction stages, suggesting they are 
transient species. It has been postulated by Jang et al.[13] that these LZHS act as a seeding template for ZnO 
dumbbell structures that are frequently formed in dispersion. In-situ studies have been performed 
including LPTEM[14, 21] and STXM[22], focusing on the growth stage, and XANES[7], showing the initial 
formation of [Zn(OH6)]2+ instead of LZHS. 

The formation of ZnO using HMTA is not limited to the use of zinc acetate or zinc nitrate, as other 
zinc salts such as zinc N-dodecyl-N,N-dimethylammonioacetic bromide[11], zinc formate[5], zinc chloride[23, 

24] and zinc sulphate[25], have been successfully used. However, only a few papers used similar reaction 
conditions for different zinc salts to investigate the influence of the counterion[5, 23] so that a general 
understanding of the counterion role during the ZnO formation is currently lacking. To date counterions 
are mainly described as capping agents, e.g. resulting in the formation of hexagonal platelets when using 
zinc sulphate, in contrast to the typically formed hexagonal rods for > 4 nm ZnO crystals[25-27]. Given the 
observation of counter-ion specific intermediates, it is highly likely that the counterion will have a 
significant influence on the reaction. 

Here we investigate the influence of various zinc counterions on the formation of ZnO using a mild 
HMTA-based reaction strategy. We show that the selection of the counterion has a strong influence on the 
process and the final reaction product. Furthermore, for the formation of ZnO the counter-ion, dependent 
on reaction conditions, can direct the growth of ZnO in-dispersion or on-surfaces. Finally, in-situ pH 
measurements are combined with discrete cryoTEM and SEM sampling to gain insight in the underlaying 
formation mechanism of ZnO. 
 
 
3.2. Counter-ion Influence on the Reaction Product 
 
The influence of zinc counterions on ZnO crystallization was investigated using a protocol similar to 
Ou et al.[28]. In brief, by reacting 50 mM zinc salt and 25 mM hexamine (HMTA) in pure water at 80 °C for 
6 h at ambient pressure, see section 3.6. Four different zinc salts were investigated: zinc acetate (ZnAc2), 
chloride (ZnCl2), nitrate (Zn(NO3)2) and sulphate (ZnSO4). In all cases a white precipitate was obtained 
after the reaction (Fig. A3.1). For Zn(NO3)2 the precipitate formed dominantly on the flask wall and on the 
pH probe, resulting in a clear solution. In contrast, for the other three salts most (all in the case of ZnSO4) 
of the precipitate was formed in dispersion. 

For all zinc salts, in-situ pH measurements (Fig. 3.1a) showed an initial rapid decrease in pH with 
increasing reaction temperature. The observed pH minima show a counter-ion dependence with the 
highest pH minima being observed for ZnAc2 (5.8) followed by Zn(NO3)2 (5.6), ZnCl2 (5.5) and 
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ZnSO4 (5.4). Following the initial drop in pH, a stabilization or gradual increase in pH is observed over 
time. Only when ZnAc2 is used this constant pH trend is interrupted by a distinct second drop in pH of 
0.1 - 0.2 pH points. This drop is typically observed after 2 h reaction time (section A3.1). After 6 h reaction 
time the pH of the reaction solution has raised to 5.8 for ZnAc2, 5.7 for ZnCl2 and 5.6 for both Zn(NO3)2 
and ZnSO4. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 HMTA-mediated synthesis of ZnO showing pH (a) and temperature (inset) profiles, combined with SEM 
images (b-e) and pXRD data (f) of the reaction products when using ZnAc2 (b, black), Zn(NO3)2 (c, red), ZnCl2 (d, green) 
and ZnSO4 (e, blue). SEM scales equal 2 µm. The pXRD data are normalized on the highest intensity signal and the 
broad pXRD signal visible at about 20° is from the substrate. 
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The morphologies and crystallinity of the purified reaction products were investigated using SEM 
(Fig. 3.1b-e) and pXRD (Fig. 3.1f). For both ZnAc2 and Zn(NO3)2 hexagonal pillar-shaped wurtzite ZnO 
crystals were formed. Use of ZnAc2 typically resulted in a dumbbell structure. The reactions using ZnCl2 
and ZnSO4 resulted in the formation of frequently hexagonally faceted plate-shaped crystals of 
Zn5(OH)8Cl2·H2O (LBZC) and[29] Zn4(OH)6SO4·4H2O (LBZS), respectively[30]. The plate-shaped crystals 
are not dissimilar to crystals observed by Govender et al.[5] Thus for ZnCl2 and ZnSO4 no evidence of ZnO 
formation was observed using pXRD and this was supported by the observation of only one morphology 
by SEM. When comparing the reaction pH profiles, it can be observed that for ZnCl2 and ZnSO4 the 
reaction pH is slightly lower than when using the ZnO forming zinc salts. Furthermore, when ZnO pillars 
formed from ZnAc2 and Zn(NO3)2 were left in the reaction solution for over 24 h, they became hollow 
(Fig. A3.2). This is indicative of pH-induced etching due to prolonged exposure to the low pH reaction 
solution at RT after synthesis[31]. This suggests that the reaction pH when using ZnAc2 and Zn(NO3)2 is 
close to the pH stability limit of ZnO. In an attempted to raise the reaction pH, base (0.1 M ammonia) was 
added dropwise to the ZnSO4 reaction. This led to the formation of a white precipitate at RT without 
resulting in an increase in pH. After performing the reaction, pXRD showed the formation of a mixture of 
zinc hydroxy sulphate salts (Fig. A3.3). As an alternative to raise the reaction pH, the reaction temperature 
was lowered for both ZnCl2 and ZnSO4. This increased the observed minima in reaction pH to 5.7 and 5.8, 
respectively (Fig. A3.4a). After purification pXRD analysis still showed the dominant formation of LBZC 
and LBZS without any evidence for ZnO formation (Fig. A3.4b). This indicates that the reaction pH is not 
the main cause for the formation of LZHS instead of ZnO when using ZnCl2 or ZnSO4. 

 
 

3.3. Mechanism of HMTA-mediated ZnO Formation in Dispersion 
 
To understand how ZnAc2 transforms in dispersion into ZnO, discrete cryoTEM sampling studies were 
conducted (Fig. 3.2). Given that the features in the pH curve tend to shift in time between experiments due 
to the stochastic nature of nucleation and crystallization (section A3.1), cryoTEM sampling points are 
chosen and indicated based on curve features rather than absolute time points (Fig. 3.2a I). Dissolving 
ZnAc2 and HMTA in water yielded a transparent solution. CryoTEM prior to the start of the reaction 
showed the presence of ~200 nm sized sheets (Fig. 3.2b). These sheets tend to orient with the TEM grid 
and are predominantly observed in clusters. Low Dose Selected Area Electron Diffraction (LDSAED) of 
such clusters showed the presence of two diffuse rings originating from vitreous water and three faint but 
sharp rings, which include stronger diffraction spots, matching the (010), (120) and (020) spacing of either 
wurtzite ZnO or LBZA (Fig. 3.3; A3.5). When the temperature is gradually increased to initiate the 
reaction, cryoTEM imaging shows that the lateral size of the sheets increases significantly (Fig. 3.2c) 
concomitant with a decrease in pH from 6.8 to 5.8. LDSAED shows that these sheets are single crystals 
(Fig. A3.5b,e), in agreement with previous observations on LBZA[32, 33], with a preferred growth in the 
[010] direction. The maxima of the most prominent diffraction signals match with those of the ~200 nm 
sheets (Fig. 3.3). This clearly shows that LBZA is formed when dissolving the reactants prior to the start of 
the reaction at RT. Upon temperature increase, which initiates the reaction, growth of LBZA sheets 
accelerates resulting in increased hydroxide consumption and a concomitant decrease in pH. 
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Figure 3.2 pH (continuous) and temperature (dashed) profiles of the ZnAc2 / HMTA reaction (blue) versus HMTA 
decomposition (gold) (a). CryoTEM images (b-h) obtained from discrete sampling, selected points are indicated in the 
pH curve. Sketch of products observed by cryoTEM at different time points (i) showing only LBZA sheets (region I, a), 
nucleation of ZnO in presence of LBZA (region II, a), fast disintegration of LBZA (region III, a) and of the final ZnO 
reaction product (region IV, a). 

The initial pH drop lasts for about 30 min when the temperature has reached approximately 75 °C. 
Thermal decomposition of HMTA, which starts at 50 °C, does not impact the slope of the pH drop. This 
suggests that the hydroxide, released by HMTA decomposition  − ammonia formation − is immediately 
consumed by the formation of LBZA. Subsequently, the pH stabilizes close to 5.8 with only a slight increase 
being observed in time. At the beginning of the first pH plateau, LBZA sheets with a width of over 1 µm 
in some cases (Fig. 3.2d) can be regularly observed by cryoTEM. It should be noted that even at this stage 
small nanometer-sized sheets, like those observed at RT, are still present. 
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CryoTEM imaging at 60 min reaction time shows that the LBZA sheets have even further increased in 
size, with some having a width of more than 5 µm (Fig. 3.2e,f; A3.6). From this timepoint onward, ZnO 
pillars can be observed in dispersion using cryoTEM (Fig. 3.2a II), suggesting that the ZnO nucleation takes 
place after formation of large LBZA sheets. Given above findings and the similar lattice spacings of wurtzite 
ZnO and LBZA, it seems reasonable to assume that LBZA plays a role in the formation of ZnO. However, 
cryoTEM provides no direct evidence for this hypothesis. Furthermore, it is striking that the formation of 
ZnO crystals does not rapidly consume all available LBZA, in fact, it seems that LBZA sheets continue to 
increase in size during the nucleation and initial growth of ZnO pillars. 

The first pH plateau ends with a spontaneous second decrease in pH (Fig. 3.2a III). Under typical 
reaction conditions this pH drop occurs after about 2 h reaction time. Surprisingly, during cryoTEM 
sampling experiments this pH drop occurred earlier (as early as 75 min reaction time), and in several cases 
directly after sampling (section A3.1) as will be discussed in more detail later. The spontaneous decrease in 
pH, which consequently will again accelerate the proton catalyzed decomposition of HMTA and 
subsequent release of hydroxide[34], can only be explained by a spontaneous increase in the consumption 
of hydroxide by the reaction. 
 

 

Figure 3.3 Radial averaged LDSAED data at different time points showing the initially observed small ~200 nm LBZA 
(black), the large “matured” LBZA sheets (red) and species observed after the second pH drop; nanometer-sized sheets 
(gold), high-contrast particulated regions (blue), and amorphous nanoparticle clusters (green). The full LDSAED 
patterns are shown in Fig. A3.5. The sharp signals at 1.1, 1.4, 1,6, 2.6, 2.8 and 3.2 Å match with LBZA. 

After the onset of this second pH drop no rectangular shaped LBZA crystals were observed by 
cryoTEM (Fig. 3.2g; 3.4), indicating that the pH drop corresponded with a rapid decrease in the number of 
LBZA crystals present. Simultaneously, the size of ZnO crystals increased from 470 ± 330 nm to 660 ± 
380 nm in length, ± standard deviation, during the first 9 minutes of the pH drop (Fig. A3.7; A3.8), while 
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the aspect ratio stayed almost constant at 2.4 vs 2.3, respectively. Simplifying the shape of ZnO crystals as 
cylinders, this corresponds to a ZnO volume increase of 2.8 times. At the end of the second pH drop 
(27 min in the process), a ZnO rod length of 650 ± 250 nm is measured with an aspect ratio of 2.2. This 
shows that ZnO crystal growth is most pronounced at the start of the second pH drop. Given that LBZA 
contains hydroxide moieties, spontaneous dissolution of LBZA would result in a strong pH increase. The 
rapid increase in ZnO size and the corresponding decrease in pH indicate that the LBZA is not gradually 
dissolved, but instead rapidly consumed by accelerated ZnO crystal growth. 

Although ZnO has become the main phase after the onset of the second pH drop, other transient 
phases are present. Throughout the pH decrease a variety of coexisting phase are observed including folded 
sheets (Fig. 3.4a) and high contrast regions, that appear to be particulated on a higher magnification 
(Fig. 3.4b). LDSAED of both phases matches with the earlier observed LBZA spacings (Fig. 3.3). 
Furthermore, clusters of amorphous nanometer-sized particles are also observed at multiple time points 
(Fig. 3.3; Fig. 3.4c,d). 

 

Figure 3.4 CryoTEM images of phases observed throughout the second drop in pH including: folded sheets (a), high-
contrast particulated regions (b) and clusters of nanoparticles (c,d). 

After the end of the second pH drop a gradual increase in pH is observed. For this stage cryoTEM 
shows that ZnO is the dominant species present (Fig. 3.2h). This matches pXRD data obtained after 6 h 
reaction time (Fig. 3.1f). During this time period, base will still be released by HMTA decomposition, 
whereas the pH only gradually increases from 5.8 to 5.7 (Fig. 3.2a IV). The remainder of the released base 
is likely consumed by the growth of the ZnO crystals present. 

By using cryoTEM sampling only a fraction of the reaction volume can be investigated. Due to this 
fact, only local information is obtained at a specific time point. Therefore, to confidently track the evolution 
in sample composition accurately in a relatively small timeframe it is imperative that the transition process 
occurs uniformly throughout the reaction. Given that for a fast and spontaneous disintegration process a 
uniform transition is unlikely, it is impossible to confidently chart the disintegration of the LBZA using 
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cryoTEM sampling. This explains the observation of the coexisting transient phases. In fact, one of the 
sampling points taken close to the end of the second pH drop, shows the dominant presence of nanometer-
sized particle clusters (section A3.1, Fig. 3.4d) which could correspond with a relative early stage of the 
disintegration process. These clusters are accompanied by small highly particulated sheets, which possibly 
correspond to the transition of LBZA into this particle phase. If the LBZA sheets would disintegrate into 
nanometer-sized particles, this could partially explain the spontaneous rapid decomposition of the species. 
These particles would be rapidly consumed by present crystals in dispersion, resulting in a rapid size 
increase for both species. 

This leaves the question why the LBZA sheets would spontaneously and rapidly start to disintegrate 
and how this is accelerated by cryoTEM sampling experiments. The most probable reason is mechanical 
breaking of the LBZA sheets. LBZA sheets grow throughout the reaction and it is known that crystalline 
materials are more prone to brittle fracture with increasing size due to the occurrence of crystal defects.[35, 

36] When the crystal size surpasses this critical size, brittle fracture will occur due to stress exposure, 
resulting in shattering of the LBZA sheets. The resulting disintegration of some LBZA sheets will feed and 
accelerate the growth of other LBZA sheets and ZnO crystals in dispersion. These expanded LBZA sheets 
will also surpass the critical size and disintegrate, effectively resulting in a rapid autocatalytic collapse of 
the entire LBZA phase. In contrast, the ZnO crystals grown remain stable, resulting in the formation of a 
pure ZnO phase as observed by pH measurements and cryoTEM sampling. Given that growth rates will 
be similar for every reaction, the onset of this autocatalytic fracturing can be expected to occur at about 
the same reaction time, matching observations. When performing cryoTEM sampling, additional strain is 
added to the system, fracturing some LBZA sheets and expediting the process. 
 
 

3.4. The Influence of Layered Hydroxy Salts 
 
Similar to the use of ZnAc2, the use of Zn(NO3)2 resulted in the formation of ZnO. However, in contrast 
to the other zinc salts used, the Zn(NO3)2 reaction product is predominantly formed on solid interfaces 
submerged in the reaction solution (on-surface growth) e.g. reaction flask and pH probe. CryoTEM 
sampling was used to investigate the particles formed in dispersion at both 15 and 30 min reaction time. 
Particles were only incidentally observed in dispersion (Fig. A3.9), suggesting that during the early reaction 
stages most of the hydroxide is consumed by the formation of either soluble zinc hydroxide or on-surface 
crystal growth. 

To investigate if on-surface crystal growth occurs during the early stages, SEM was performed on 
cleaned glass plates (without a seed layer) submerged for a specific time in the reaction medium (Fig. 3.5). 
After 15 min reaction time micrometer-sized crystals were observed on the glass surface (Fig. 3.5a). The 
diameter of the particles significantly increased with reaction time (30 – 45 min, Fig. 3.5b; A3.10), showing 
that the inserted hydroxide in the reaction is consumed by the formation of crystal growth on the glass 
surface. Many of these crystals have a rhombic shape, which is an atypical shape for both ZnO and LZHS, 
but it excellently matches with wulfingite zinc hydroxide as observed by McBride et al.[6] The absence of 
LZHS species under mild condition is not unique as McPeak et al.[7] also showed a zinc hydroxide 
intermediary when using seeded ZnO growth from Zn(NO3)2. In the presence of ZnAc2 after 30 min 
reaction time no crystal growth can be observed by SEM on the glass surface (Fig. A3.11). After 180 min 
the surface was covered with ZnO pillar structures (Fig. 3.5c,d). These hexagonal pillars are significantly 
smaller than the initially observed crystals implying a transition via a dissolution-reprecipitation 
mechanism or their overgrowth with ZnO crystals as the reaction progresses. They also lack a preferred 
growing orientation which is due to the absence of an epitaxial seeding layer[37]. 
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Figure 3.5 SEM images of the Zn(NO3)2 reaction product on glass plates at 15 min (a), 45 min (b) and 180 min (c,d). Scale 
bars are 5 µm (a-c) and 3 µm (d). A lower magnification image of (b) is shown in Fig. A3.10. 

Discrete SEM sampling experiments provided no reasonable evidence for the formation of LBZN as a 
precursor for the observed surface grown ZnO crystals. Liang et al.[10] observed the initial formation of 
LBZN in dispersion by using a 24 h incubation period at RT. Therefore, to stimulate the formation of 
LBZN a similar 24 h incubation time was introduced. This resulted in a gradual reduction of the starting 
pH from roughly 6.8 to 6.5 yet yielding a clear solution (Fig A3.12a). Increasing this incubation time to 
several days results in the formation of a white precipitate. This matches with LBZN characteristics 
according to pXRD (Fig 3.6a; A3.12b), confirming its formation. Performing the reaction after 24 h 
incubation time a turbid dispersion was obtained (Fig A3.13). pH measurements (Fig 3.6b) showed a second 
drop in pH at 25 min reaction time near the end of the typical initial pH drop. After purifying the dispersed 
product, pXRD and SEM (Fig 3.6a,c) confirmed the formation of wurtzite ZnO in-dispersion. This shows 
that, for Zn(NO3)2 the preferred in-dispersion versus on-surface nucleation and growth of ZnO can be 
controlled by stimulating the formation of LBZN as a transient phase. 

Considering the observations for all the studied zinc salts, when using ZnAc2, ZnCl2 or ZnSO4, LZHS 
crystals are rapidly formed under standard reaction conditions, however, only for ZnAc2 this LZHS phase 
transits into ZnO (Fig. 3.7a,b). Given the rapid formation of all three LZHS species their respective energy 
barriers are expected to be low and therefore a likely explanation for variation in evolution is the stability 
of these three transient phases. Although all three LZHS species can be transformed in ZnO under dry 
conditions by heating, this transition occurs for LBZA at 90 °C[32, 33, 38], whereas for LBZC 160 °C and 
LBZS 225 °C are required, implying their greater stability[29, 30, 39]. Additionally, when ZnO is formed in the 
presence of LBZA, it does not directly result in the consumption of LBZA (Fig. 3.7b). As shown above, 
LBZA initially continues to mature in the presence of ZnO, showing that ZnO is thermodynamically stabile 
in the same range as LBZA. Given the higher stability of LBZC and LBZS precursors compared to LBZA, 
this could explain why these phases do not easily transform into ZnO. This does not preclude that ZnCl2 
and ZnSO4 can be used to form ZnO via a HMTA-mediated precipitation, as this has been achieved,[5, 23, 
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25] but it does show that these systems will likely be more sensitive to specific reaction conditions and that 
their transition into ZnO might be less straightforward. 
 

 

Figure 3.6 LBZN obtained after > 7 days incubated at RT and in-dispersion obtained ZnO form Zn(NO3)2 after 
introducing a 24 h waiting time: pXRD data (a), pH and temperature profile (b) SEM image (c) of the reaction product. 
The broad pXRD signals visible a about 20° are from the substrate. Arrow indicates the second drop in pH. SEM scale 
bar equals 2 µm. 

When using Zn(NO3)2, ZnO can be formed in-dispersion after the initial formation of LBZN, 
suggesting a similar mechanism as for the formation of ZnO from ZnAc2 (Fig. 3.7b). However, in the 
absence of an initial incubation period at RT, the formation of LBZN is limited compared to the 
heterogenous nucleation and growth of zinc hydroxide on solid interfaces exposed to the reaction solution 
(Fig. 3.7c). This implies that either the energy barrier for LBZN nucleation is relatively high compared to 
the other LZHS or that the present nitrate molecules promote the formation of zinc hydroxide. Based on 
available data neither hypothesis can be excluded. In the absence of LBZN formation, hexagonal wurtzite 
ZnO pillars are still formed, but they are predominantly formed on surfaces present, resulting in a non-
measurable quantity in the dispersion. A possible cause for this is the high concentration of zinc and 
hydroxide near the solid interfaces. As discussed previously, a more likely alternative is that both LBZN 
and LBZA play a role as ZnO nucleation template. This is supported by the similar shape, similar hexagonal 
spacings in the (001) plane of both species and that the main growth direction of the ZnO crystals is 
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perpendicular to that of the LZHS sheets. The observed occurrence of ZnO nucleation in the presence of 
LBZA, when using ZnAc2, further supports this hypothesis.  

 

 

Figure 3.7 Overview of the counter-ion dependent transition into ZnO. The use of ZnCl2 or ZnSO4 results in the 
formation of stable LBZC or LBZS (a). For ZnAc2 or for Zn(NO3)2 after 24 h incubation time, LBZA or LBZN are formed 
which subsequently transform into ZnO in-dispersion (b). For Zn(NO3)2 under standard conditions ZnO is formed on 
exposed solid interfaces (on-surface) after the initial formation of zinc hydroxide (c). 

 

3.5. Conclusion 
 
We have shown that for the formation of ZnO in-dispersion, a LZHS transient phase is required. The 
stability of this transient phase, which depends on reaction chemistry and conditions, is an essential 
parameter to be considered. A too stable phase, as in the case of LBZC and LBZS, can prevent the transition 
of this transient phase into ZnO. For LBZA under the investigated reaction conditions, pure ZnO can be 
formed in-dispersion. Initially, LBZA is formed, followed by a gradual formation of ZnO. During the initial 
formation of ZnO crystals, the LBZA crystals keep growing resulting in micrometer-sized rectangular 
sheets. These LBZA sheets then rapidly disintegrate (most likely by brittle fracture) resulting in an 
acceleration of ZnO growth. It is highly likely that the LBZA initially present acts as a nucleating template 
for the formation of ZnO. For Zn(NO3)2 initial formation or suppression of LBZN can be stimulated 
(aging), resulting either in ZnO dominantly formed as dispersed particles or particles on-surfaces. This not 
only implies that there are multiple paths for the formation of ZnO under mild reaction conditions, it also 
shows that the counterion has a strong effect on the formation and stability of the transient phases, in turn 
influencing the final reaction product and its nucleation location.  
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3.6. Materials and Methods 
 
3.6.1. Materials 
Ammonia (28%, GPR rectapur) was acquired from VWR, hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA, > 99.0%, 
ACS reagent) was acquired from Sigma-Aldrich, Zinc acetate dihydrate (ZnAc2, > 98%, ACS reagent), zinc 
chloride (ZnCl2, > 97%, ACS reagent), zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2, 98%, ACS reagent) and zinc 
sulphate heptahydrate (ZnSO4, 99%, ACS reagent) were acquired from Acros organics. All chemicals were 
used as received unless stated otherwise. 
 
3.6.2. Methods 
In a standard synthesis 50 mM of zinc salt and 25 mM of HMTA were dissolved in 50 ml pure water in a 
100 ml three-neck round-bottom flask under reflux. The solution was magnetically stirred (vortexing at 
450 rpm) for at least 15 minutes before the start of the reaction. The reaction pH and temperature were 
registered using a Metrohm unitrode pH probe. The reaction flask was suspended in an oil bath and the 
reaction was subsequently initiated by gradually heating to 60 or 80 °C under continued stirring. The 
reaction was terminated after 6 h and the final dispersion was collected. In the case that the product formed 
dominantly on the flask wall, ultrasonication was used to remove parts of the formed products from the 
flask wall. All dispersions were subsequently purified by centrifugation using an Optima L-90K 
ultracentrifuge equipped with a Type 70 Ti rotor at 20.000 rpm for 20 min. The pellet was redispersed in 
pure water followed by another centrifugation step. This procedure was performed twice. After 
centrifugation the solid product was dried at room temperature. 

For the SEM sampling experiments, the reactions were performed in 25 ml vials using 10 ml reaction 
solutions. A glass cover slide (precleaned with ethanol) was diagonally suspended in the vial. The vial was 
suspended in an oil bath and the reaction was subsequently initiate by gradually heating to 80 °C under 
stirring. The reaction was terminated by removing the cover slide and rising it with pure water several 
times. 
 
3.6.2.2. Analysis 
Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (CryoTEM) samples were prepared by depositing 3 μl of 
reaction solution on a 200 mesh Cu grid covered with a Quantifoil R 2/2 holey carbon films (Quantifoil 
Micro Tools GmbH, part of SPT Life Sciences group). An automated vitrification robot (Thermo Fischer 
Scientific, TFS, Vitrobot Mark III) preheated to 60 °C at 100% humidity was used for blotting and plunging 
in liquid ethane. All TEM grids were surface plasma treated for 40 seconds using a Cressington 208 carbon 
coater prior to use.  
In case of discrete sampling at elevated temperatures the Vitrobot chamber and the used pipet tip were 
preheated to 60 °C to minimize sample preparation artifacts due to cooling. The TEM grid was placed in 
the Vitrobot several minutes before applying the sample to allow for thermal equilibration. Finally, the 
sample was taken directly from the reaction solution and rapidly transferred onto the grid in the Vitrobot 
followed by blotting and plunge freezing.  

Cryo‐TEM studies were performed on the TU/e cryoTITAN (TFS) which is equipped with a field 
emission gun (FEG), a postcolumn Gatan Energy Filter (model 2002) and a post‐GIF 2k × 2k Gatan CCD 
camera (model 794). The microscope was operated at 300 kV acceleration voltage in bright field mode with 
zero-loss energy filtering using an electron flux between 2 – 24 e-/Å2s. and a 1s image acquisition time. 

Powder X-ray diffraction (pXRD) measurements were performed on a MiniFlex 600 diffractometer 
operated at 40 kV and 15 mA using Cu Kα radiation (1.54 nm),.  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out on an Quanta 3D (TFS) equipped with a 
secondary electron detector and operated at 5.0 kV. SEM samples prepared on glass were sputter coated 
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with a 10 nm gold layer using an Emitech K575X sputter coater to improve conductivity. The samples in 
powder form were dispersed in pure water, 10 µL dispersion was deposited on a continuous carbon coated 
TEM grid with copper or gold supports (200 mesh) followed by manual blotting after 40 seconds. Samples 
were loaded in the SEM using an in-house build custom SEM holder that can accommodate 6 TEM grids. 
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3.7. Appendix A3 

 
Figure A3.1 Pictures of the reaction flask and a storage jar containing the final dispersion for reactions performed with 
ZnAc2 (a), ZnCl2 (b), Zn(NO3)2 (c) and ZnSO4 (d) at 80 °C. 

 

Figure A3.2 SEM images of hollow ZnO pillars synthesized from ZnAc2 (a) and Zn(NO3)2 (b) purified at least 24 hours 
after the reaction was terminated.  
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Figure A3.3 pXRD data of Zn4(OH)6SO4·4H2O (blue curve) and a mixture of zinc sulphate hydroxy hydrate salts (red 
curve) formed from ZnSO4 under native reaction conditions and with an initial addition of ammonia to increase the 
amount of base present, respectively. 

 
 
 

 

Figure A3.4 pH and temperature profiles (a) and pXRD data (b) of the reaction using ZnCl2 and ZnSO4 as zinc source at 
60 and 80 °C reaction temperature. 
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Figure A3.5 Low Dose Selected Area Electron diffraction (LDSAED) patterns (a1-e1), corresponding cryoTEM images 
(a2-e2) and the selected area location encircled in red (a3-e3) from the radial averaging plots showed in Fig. 3.3. LBZA 
sheets formed initially at RT (a), matured LBZA sheets (b), and species observed during the LBZA collapse; high contrast 
particulated regions (c), disorganized sheet clusters (d) and particle clusters (e). Diffraction rings are indicated with 
yellow arrows.  
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Figure A3.6 CryoTEM image of large LBZA sheets and small ZnO crystals observed in region II, see Fig. 3.2. 

 
Figure A3.7 Histogram of the measured length (a) and width (b) of ZnO crystals observed by cryoTEM just before 
(83 min 45 s, blue), at the beginning (92 min 55 s, red) and at the end (110 min 30 s, pink) of the second ZnAc2 pH drop. 
All data was taken from cryoTEM experiment 4 (section A3.1). Using a two-sided independent t-test it is found that the 
average length (l) at 92 min 55 s (l = 660 nm, Sl = 380 nm, N = 34) and 110 min 30 s (l = 650 nm, Sl = 250 , N = 33) is 
not equal to the average length at 83 min and 45 s (l = 470 nm, Sl = 330 nm, N = 22) with a probability of 95.4% and 
96.4%, respectively. It was found that the average width (w) at 92 min 55 s (w = 280 nm, Sw = 150 nm, N = 34) and 
110 min 30 s (w = 300 nm, Sw = 90 , N = 33) is not equal to the average width at 83 min and 45 s (w = 200 nm, Sw = 120 
nm, N = 22) with a probability of 97.5% and 99.8%, respectively. 
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Figure A3.8 CryoTEM images at 83 min 45 s, 92 min 55 s and at 110 min 30 s sampling time used for particle size analysis. 
The red lines indicate measured withs and the yellow lines indicate measured lengths. The contrast was modified to 
distinguish between individual ZnO particles. Data collected from these images and at least 4 additional images per 
sampling time were used to compose the histograms in Fig. A3.7 and the particles sizes in the main text. 
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Figure A3.9 CryoTEM images of the Zn(NO3)2 reaction sampled at 15 min reaction time, showing incidentally observed 
particles including one LBZN sheet (a) and two twined ZnO crystals (b). 

 

 

Figure A3.10 Lower magnification SEM image of the region showed in Fig. 3.5b. The location of Fig. 5b has been 
indicated in red.  
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Figure A3.11 SEM images of a glass surface suspended in a ZnAc2 reaction for the first 30 minutes, showing two particles 
(red arrow) in a field of about 9 mm2. This shows that the image is in focus and no significant surface growth occurs at 
this time point. 

 

Figure A3.121 pH and temperature (a) profile of Zn(NO3)2 and HMTA in water incubated for 24h at RT. pXRD data (b) 
collected of the product obtained after > 7 days of incubation at RT. 
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Figure A3.13 Pictures of the flask and isolated reaction product dispersion for the reaction performed with Zn(NO3)2 
with an additional 24 hours incubation time. 

A3.1. Additional Supporting Information 
Additional supporting information can be found online with the original manuscript at: [40] 
https://pubs.rsc.org/--/content/articlelanding/2020/ce/d0ce00847h#!divAbstract 
The references in the text specifically correspond to ESI section 3.  
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Chapter 4 
 
 
 

Titration-based Strategy for Controlled 
Aqueous ZnO Formation 

 
Hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) is commonly used as a base releasing agent for the synthesis 
of ZnO under mild aqueous conditions. HMTA hydrolysis leads to a gradual formation of base 
during the reaction. Use of HMTA, however, does have limitations: HMTA hydrolysis yields 
both formaldehyde and ammonia, it provides no direct control over the ammonia addition rate 
or the total amount of ammonia added during the reaction, it results in a limited applicable pH 
range and it dictates the accessible reaction temperatures. To overcome these restrictions, this 
work presents a direct base titration strategy for ZnO synthesis in which a continuous base 
addition rate is maintained. Using this highly flexible strategy, wurtzite ZnO can be synthesized 
at a pH > 5.5 using both KOH or ammonia as base source at a variety of addition rates and 
reaction pH. In situ pH measurements suggest a similar reaction mechanism as for the HMTA-
based synthesis, independent of the varied conditions. The type and concentration of the base 
used for titration, affects the reaction product, with ammonia showing evidence of capping 
behavior. Optimizing this strategy, we are able to influence and direct the crystal shape and 
significantly increase the product yield to 74% compared to the ~13% obtained by the HMTA 
reference reaction. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This chapter is adapted from: 
M. M. J. van Rijt, B. M. Oosterlaken, H. Friedrich and G. de With, Controlled Titration-based ZnO 
Formation, CrystEngComm, 2021, DOI: 10.1039/d1ce00222h. 
 

“And as regards haste”, he added philosophically, “the impression that time is quickly running out 
is customary a warning signal enjoining one to reduce the pace, and proceed slowly and with due 
prudence” 

Andrzej Sapkowski, The tower of Swallows, 1997 
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4.1. Limitation in Aqueous ZnO Formation 
For the aqueous formation of zinc oxide (ZnO) at a mild and controlled pH, hexamethylenetetramine 
(HMTA) is typically used as a base releasing agent.[1-4] Using this strategy a variety of ZnO morphologies 
can be synthesized[5] ranging from hexagonal twin pillar structures[6, 7] and ZnO arrays,[8-10] to more 
complicated morphologies[11-13] and nanocomposites.[14] At elevated reaction temperature HMTA 
hydrolysis results in the gradual formation of ammonia (NH3) and formaldehyde (CH2O, Eq. 4.1) in the 
reaction medium. The produced ammonia is protonated by the water present, releasing hydroxide in the 
process (Eq. 4.2).[15] The formed hydroxide is subsequently consumed as base during the formation of ZnO 
(Eq. 4.3). 

d

6 12 4 2 2 3C H N  + 6H O  6CH O + 4NH
K

  (4.1) 
d

+
3 2 4NH  + H O  NH  + OH

K
−  (4.2) 

 

2+
2Zn  +  2O H  Zn O (s) +  H O− →  (4.3) 

( [H] )obs w hk k k f+ += +  (4.4) 
 
HMTA hydrolysis is acid catalysed, resulting in a concomitant increase in HMTA decomposition rate 

k with a decreasing reaction pH (Eq. 4.4), with f+ representing the fraction of HMTA in protonated form.[16] 
Combining this with a hydroxide consuming reaction, like the formation of ZnO, the system will move to 
an equilibrium pH where the formation of hydroxide by HMTA hydrolysis and ammonia protonation is 
in balance with the hydroxide consumption by the reaction, effectively making HMTA a pH buffer.[17] 
Given that for a crystallization process the reaction rate is temperature dependent, the reaction pH and 
final HMTA decomposition rate will also be influenced by the reaction temperature. Although the 
decomposition of HMTA is further catalysed by the presence of strong acids,[18] Ashfold et al.[19] showed 
that the rate of HMTA decomposition is not catalysed or retarded by the formation of ZnO after 2 h 
reaction time. 

Besides HMTA being used as base source and pH buffer, additional influences of HMTA on the ZnO 
reaction have been investigated.[20] HMTA has been proposed to act as a capping or structure directing 
agent on the non-polar side facets of ZnO promoting growth along the c-axis[21-23] and acting as a shell 
preventing the merging of nanorods[22, 24]. However, these additional HMTA influences are under debate. 
Notably, in-situ XANES measurements showed no long lived zinc-HMTA intermediates during the 
reaction, whereas IR measurements showed no adsorption of HMTA on ZnO.[25, 26] One generally 
overlooked aspect is the influence of the HMTA hydrolysis products ammonia, formaldehyde and 
hydroxide. As hydrolysis of HMTA yields all these products simultaneously, studies into product specific 
effects becomes highly challenging.  

To overcome above mentioned limitations, a titration-based strategy may be employed that allows for 
the addition of any reactant at any rate, facilitating the study of the influence individual components. 
Furthermore, titration is not limited to a narrow equilibrium pH window during reaction (I), by the 
reaction temperature (II), does not need reactant refreshing steps over long reaction times (III) [27-29] or a 
reaction condition dependent base addition rate (IV), disadvantages inherent to the use of HMTA. 
Titration-based strategies have been used previously for the formation of biomimetic magnetite,[30, 31] 
silica[32] and to limited extend for ZnO[26], but not in context of imitating existing reaction conditions such 
as the HMTA-based ZnO synthesis. 

Therefore, this works aims to design a HMTA-inspired base-titration strategy for the formation of ZnO 
in water under mild pH conditions. By investigating the contribution of HMTA decomposition products, 
we find that of its hydrolysis products mainly the ammonia affects the ZnO reaction product. It is further 
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found that the decomposition rate of HMTA is higher during the initial formation of ZnO than under 
native conditions. Finally, using the flexibility of the titration strategy, we show that ZnO crystal shape and 
size is sensitive to the reaction conditions, including the initial pH and the added base concentration. We 
finally demonstrate a protocol for the formation of highly faceted twin-pillared ZnO crystals with high 
yield. 
 
 

4.2. Hydrolysis of HMTA and Experimental Design 
 
Previous work on the formation of ZnO using HMTA showed a constant pH of 5.8 during most of the 
reaction.[33] Hence, the hydrolysis of 25 mM HMTA in water at a constant pH of 5.8 was taken as a model 
system.[33] For experimental details see section A4.1. The HMTA hydrolysis rate was measured by titrating 
0.25 M acetic acid into the reaction vessel to maintain a constant pH (Fig. A4.1), as discussed in detail in 
section A4.2. These measurements showed a constant but pH dependent HMTA hydrolysis rate kobs of 
0.013 h−1 (pH 6.0), 0.018 h−1 (pH 5.8) and 0.023 h−1 (pH 5.7), which matches excellently with results from 
Ashfold et al.[19] (Fig. 4.1a). 
 

 

Figure 4.1 Observed hydrolysis rate (a) of HMTA at pH 6.0, 5.8 and 5.7 (black) compared to results from Ashfold et al.[19] 
(results from Ashfold have been corrected with a factor of two to compensate for the difference HMTA starting 
concentration, see section A2.2). Measured formation of hydroxide ions (OH−) by HMTA hydrolysis (b) at pH 5.8 (green) 
and the calculated amount of formed hydroxide as a function of time (b), with the corresponding titration protocol, by 
using 73.35 mM ammonia or KOH (red) or 3.1 mM KOH (black), see inset. 

To mimic the base formation rate during HMTA hydrolysis with a preprogramed run in our titration setup, 
the minimal titration rate and increment steps of 0.01 mL min-1 of the equipment should be considered. 
Taking this limitation into account, two titration strategies were designed, both presuming that ZnO 
formation does not influence the hydrolysis of HMTA, as indicated by Ashfold et al.[19] The first is based 
on the addition of ammonia (both with and without the simultaneous addition of formaldehyde) or KOH 
without taking the dissociation constant of ammonia Kd into account. Given the near linear hydrolysis rate 
of HMTA, we calculated that 73.35 mM ammonia or KOH had to be added at a constant rate of 
0.02 mL min-1 or 146.70 mM ammonia and 221.55 mM formaldehyde, both at a constant rate of 
0.01 mL min-1 (Fig. 4.1b, red). The second titration strategy is based on the addition of KOH while taking 
the Kd of ammonia into account.[15, 34] For this a progressively decreasing addition rate was calculated for 
3.1 mM KOH (Fig. 4.1b, black). Both strategies showed an increase in hydroxide ions that closely matched 
with the previously identified decomposition of HMTA (25 mM) at a pH of 5.8 (Fig. 4.1b). 
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4.3. Influence of Reaction Components 
 
Upon initiating a HMTA-ZnO reference reaction by heating, in-situ pH measurements show a gradual pH 
decrease from 6.8 to 5.8 (Fig. 4.2). After this initial pH drop, the pH remains stable until 120 min reaction 
time. At this time a second drop of 0.1 pH is observed, which previous work has shown to indicate a rapid 
transition from a layered basic zinc acetate (LBZA) rich phase to predominantly wurtzite ZnO (LBZA-ZnO 
transition).[33] Following the LBZA-ZnO transition the pH gradually recovered to 5.8. At the end of the 
reaction, a white precipitate is observed for all reactions but to a varying degree, both in dispersion and on 
the flask. After purification of the dispersed reaction products, a yield of 12.6% was obtained. Repeating 
the HMTA reaction to exclude the influence of titration itself (water, 0.2 mL min-1), no significant influence 
on the kinetics, final product or yield was observed (Fig. A4.2a-c). pXRD and SEM analysis confirm the 
formation of wurtzite ZnO (Fig. A4.2d-g).  
 

 

Figure 4.2 HMTA- and titration-based synthesis of ZnO from zinc acetate showing the pH evolution of the HMTA 
control experiment (a), the pH evolution of the ammonia-based titration experiments (b), the pH evolution of the 
potassium hydroxide-based titration experiments (c), the temperature T (d) and titration volume V (e) as function of 
time. 
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When titrating 73.35 mM ammonia directly (Fig. 4.2b,d-e), the pH profile showed the same features as the 
HMTA reference reaction with the notable difference that the LBZA-ZnO transition is observed at 51 min 
instead of 120 min reaction time. This indicates a significant acceleration of the reaction kinetics when 
using direct base-titration. Simultaneous titration of formaldehyde showed no influence on the pH 
evolution during the reaction. After purification, pXRD confirmed the formation of wurtzite ZnO, 
independent of simultaneous titration of formaldehyde (Fig. 4.3). As all pXRD reflections are sharp, we 
conclude that the materials formed are crystalline. The product yield was 3.5% when titrating ammonia 
and 3.7% when titrating in ammonia and formaldehyde.  

 

 

Figure 4.3 pXRD data of ZnO formed by HMTA- and titration-mediated synthesis. The pXRD data is normalized on the 
highest intensity signal and, the broad pXRD signal visible at about 20° is due to the substrate. All further observed 
spacings match with wurzite ZnO. 

The effects of direct hydroxide addition by KOH titration was investigated using the two protocols 
detailed above: 1) taking the Kd of ammonia into account by gradually adding 3.1 mM KOH and 2) 
mimicking the ammonia titration protocol using 73.35 mM KOH. Again, both strategies showed the typical 
pH features (Fig. 4.2c-e) as observed when using HMTA.[33] The LBZA-ZnO transition was observed at 
64 min reaction time for the 3.1 mM and 21 min reaction time for the 73.35 mM KOH titration strategy. 
Furthermore, when using 3.1 mM KOH the pH remained at 5.7 after the LBZA-ZnO transition, resulting 
in a relatively low final pH compared to all other reactions. This suggests that the added amount of 
hydroxide is significantly lower for this experiment than for all other investigated reactions. Indeed, after 
purification the yield was 0.4% for the 3.1 mM and 4.3% for the 73.35 mM KOH titration strategy. Due to 
the limited yield, only the 73.35 mM KOH product could be analysed by pXRD, which confirmed the 
formation of wurtzite ZnO (Fig. 4.3).  

Comparing the experimentally obtained reaction yields to theoretically calculated values 
(section A4.3.), it is found that the result for the 3.1 mM KOH strategy matches well with the expected 
yield (0.43%) when taking the ammonia Kd into account. The 73.35 mM KOH and ammonia strategies 
showed a notably higher yield close to ~ 4%. Given the close match between the 73.35 mM KOH and 
ammonia yields, we presume that almost all ammonia dissociates into ammonium during the reaction. 
Therefore, the result of the 73.35 mM KOH sample is expected to be close to result obtained using 
ammonia. This is likely caused by the formation of Zn-ammonium complexes,[28] possibly in combination 
with the capping of LBZA and ZnO by ammonium.  

Using SEM, the crystal size and shape were studied (Fig. 4.4; A4.3). An approximately constant crystal 
aspect ratio is observed for all conditions. The crystal habit of wurtzite ZnO results in either a rod-like or 
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twin-pillared hexagonally faceted shape.[28] The ZnO crystals resulting from the 25 mM HMTA reaction 
generally show this hexagonal shape. Size measurements revealed a diameter of 400±150 nm, where ± 
indicates the sample standard deviation. (Fig. 4.4a). Although all four HMTA-inspired titration strategies 
show hexagonally shaped ZnO crystals, the hexagonal faceting is generally less well expressed as compared 
to crystals of similar size synthesized by using HMTA. Measuring crystal size revealed a diameter of 
250±40 nm when titrating ammonia (Fig. 4.4c) and 260±70 nm when titrating with ammonia and 
formaldehyde (Fig. 4.4d). This shows that formaldehyde has no notable influence of the crystal shape or 
size. Titrating KOH results in a diameter of 270±110 nm for the 3.1 mM (Fig. 4.4e) and 110±30 nm for the 
73.35 mM titration strategy (Fig. 4.4f). This indicates that the above titration-based strategies result in the 
formation of smaller ZnO crystals compared to the use of HMTA, especially when using KOH as base. 
Additional size measurements from the pXRD data, by use of the Scherrer equation, did not yield reliable 
results because the crystals exceed the maximum measurable crystal size imposed by instrumental 
limitations.[35] 
 

 

Figure 4.4 SEM images of ZnO formed using 25 mM HMTA (a) and 8.33 mM HMTA (b) as reference. Titration based-ZnO using 73.35 
mM ammonia titration (c), 146.7 mM ammonia with simultaneous 221.55 mM formaldehyde titration (d) and using KOH titration 
3.1 mM (e) and 73.35 mM (f). All scalebars equal 1 µm. Size analysis is shown in Fig. A4.3. 

Overall, these results show that using a HMTA-inspired direct base-titration strategy wurtzite ZnO 
can be synthesized under a mild and controlled pH, is formed independent of the added base (ammonia or 
KOH) and that the addition of formaldehyde does not seem to influence the reaction. A similar pH 
evolution is observed for all the titration strategies compared to the HMTA reference reaction, suggesting 
that the underlying ZnO formation mechanism remains unchanged, although with increased reaction 
kinetics. The HMTA-inspired titration-based ZnO crystals are smaller, show a loss in crystal habit definition 
and have a smaller yield than the HMTA reference reaction.  
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4.4. Increased Base Addition Rates 
 
Given the promising results using a HMTA-inspired direct base-titration strategy, the flexibility of the 
approach was used to optimize the formation of ZnO. As initial step the base addition was increased by 
using a 1 M ammonia or KOH stock solution while maintaining a titration rate of 0.02 mL min-1. After 1 h 
reaction time, no base was added in case that the pH was 6.0 or higher to minimize pH-induced ZnO 
etching.[33]  

 

Figure 4.5 Titration-based synthesis of ZnO from zinc acetate using 1 M KOH or 1 M ammonia solutions showing the 
time evolution of pH (a) magnified between 30 and 50 min reaction time (inset), the temperature T (b) and the titration 
volume V (c). The dotted line at 1 h reaction time indicates the change in the titration protocol to a target pH of 6. The 
LBZA-ZnO transitions (a) are indicated using coloured arrows. * Indicates base has been gradually added prior to 
heating, see Fig. A4.4. 

Using either 1 M KOH or ammonia solutions all typical pH features were observed (Fig. 4.5a,b). The 
LBZA-ZnO transition was again clearly observed in both cases at 41 min and 44 min reaction time, 
respectively. After the LBZA-ZnO transition the pH gradually increased (from 5.8) to 6.0 at 140 min for 
KOH and 169 min for ammonia. Upon reaching a pH of 6.0, the base addition rate gradually decreased to 
0 mL min-1, indicating that the reaction was complete. This was observed between 180 – 240 min reaction 
time. In total 2.70 mL of 1 M KOH and 3.27 mL of 1 M ammonia were required for the reaction with no 
base being added after 4 h reaction time (Fig. 4.5c). This new titration strategy resulted in a significantly 
increased yield of 31.8% using KOH and 41.3% using ammonia. pXRD confirmed the formation of pure 
ZnO (Fig. 4.6). For 1M KOH, SEM analysis showed the formation of crystals with a diameter of 140±30 nm 
(Fig. 4.7b; A4.3) with some clear evidence of hexagonal faceting. For 1 M NH3 titration, crystals with a 
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diameter of 240±90 nm and a clear hexagonal faceting were observed (Fig. 4.7c; A4.3), however, rods tend 
to form clusters instead of the expected twin-pillared structure.  
 

 

Figure 4.6 pXRD data of ZnO formed by direct base titration using 1 M NH3 or KOH. The pXRD data is normalized on 
the highest intensity signal and the broad pXRD signal visible at about 20° is due to the substrate. All further observed 
spacings match with wurtzite ZnO. 

 

4.5. Influence of pH and Promoting Twin-pillar ZnO Formation 
 
Given the narrow pH range 6.8 – 5.7 using standard conditions, the influence of pH was further 
investigated. We used 1) a lower starting pH of 5.3 combined with a low target pH of 5.5 and 2) studied 
the influence of an initially higher pH of ~8.3 combined with a similar reaction protocol as that used at 
standard pH. In all cases 1 M ammonia was gradually titrated into the system.  

Starting the reaction at pH 5.3, the pH gradually increased until reaching 5.5 (Fig. 4.5a,b), after which 
the addition of base was stopped, resulting in a further constant pH of 5.5 (Fig. 4.5c). During and after the 
reaction no turbidity was observed, nor could any product be obtained by post purification. This indicates 
that no LBZA or ZnO is formed under these conditions, suggesting that the typical reaction pH of 5.7 - 5.8 
is close to the minimal pH required for the formation of ZnO.  

To probe the higher pH range, the starting pH was set to 8.3 by either titrating 1 M ammonia (4.7 mL, 
Fig. 4.5) or KOH (4.8 mL, Fig. A4.4) to the reaction mixture (Fig. A4.5). Upon reaching pH 6.9 this instantly 
led to the precipitation of LBZA using either base, independently of the base addition rate (Fig. A4.6). Upon 
reaching pH 8.3 by titrating ammonia or KOH, a stable pH was obtained. 

Upon initiating the reaction by heating (Fig. 4.5a,b; A4.4), in-situ pH measurements show an 
immediate drop in pH. For the case that ammonia was used to set the initial pH, an accelerated decrease 
in the pH is observed 21 minutes after starting the reaction, suggesting a very early LBZA-ZnO transition. 
Around 32 min, a minimum in pH of 6.6 is reached, followed by a gradual increase in pH up to 6.8 at 60 
min due to the constant titration of ammonia. At 60 min, ammonia titration stops resulting in a slight drop 
in pH to 6.7 after which the pH remains stable for the remainder of the reaction. When adjusting the pH 
using KOH, a comparable pH evolution is observed with one notable difference. A small rise in pH is 
observed at 22 min, followed by a second pH decrease at 42 min (Fig A4.4a). These two pH observations 
make it unclear when the transition for LBZA to ZnO exactly occurs. After purification an even higher 
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yield of 74.5 or 68.2% was obtained using respectively ammonia or KOH to set the initial pH. pXRD 
analysis showed the formation of wurtzite ZnO for both bases (Fig. 4.6). SEM images show the formation 
of twin-pillared ZnO (Fig. 4.7d,e) with the amount of ammonia used during the start of the reaction 
strongly affecting their morphology. The use of KOH resulted in ZnO crystals with a diameter of 220±90 
nm with a less defined crystal habit, in particularly visible on the side facets (Fig. 4.7e; A4.3). Using 
ammonia to set the pH resulted in crystals with a diameter of 390±110 nm and a complete loss of crystal 
habit, i.e., multifaceted ZnO crystals (Fig. 4.7d; A4.3). 
 

 

Figure 4.7 SEM images of ZnO formed by 25 mM HMTA as reference (duplicate of Fig. 4.2a), titrating 1 M KOH at 
native starting pH (b) and 1 M ammonia at native starting pH (c), starting at a pH of 8.3 set using ammonia (d), starting 
at a pH of 8.3 set using KOH (e) and titrating 1 mL of 1 M ammonia before initiating the reaction (f). The pXRD data is 
normalized on the highest intensity signal and the broad pXRD signal visible at about 20° is due to the substrates. All 
scalebars equal 1 µm. 

Using this high starting pH of 8.3, predominantly twin-pillared ZnO crystals were observed whereas 
clusters of ZnO are predominantly formed using the milder native reaction pH. LBZA is formed upon 
increasing the starting pH and LBZA is believed to act as a nucleation template during the formation of 
ZnO in dispersion.[6, 33] Therefore, to promote the formation of twin-pillared ZnO at a mild reaction pH, a 
titration reaction was designed starting at pH 6.9, after adding 1 mL of ammonia at RT to promote the 
initial formation of LBZA (Fig. 4.5; A4.5). This resulted in a yield of 34% wurtzite ZnO (Fig. 4.6). Indeed, 
after purification SEM analysis (Fig. 4.7f; A4.3) showed the presence of predominantly straight twin-pillared 
ZnO crystals with a diameter of 200±50 nm.  

In short, it was observed that titrating an increased concentration of base during the reaction results in 
the formation of wurtzite ZnO crystals that are similar in size and shape compared to the use of HMTA, 
while maintaining a similar pH evolution and range. Simultaneously, the yield increased significantly to 
~35 %, when aiming at pH of 6. Decreasing the reaction pH does not result in LBZA or ZnO formation; 
however, upon increasing the starting pH to 8.3 the ZnO yield is increased to ~70%. Crystals formed at 
elevated pH show loss of habit, especially when adding relatively large amounts of ammonia. The 
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formation of a twin-pillared ZnO structure over clustered pillars can be promoted by simply adding base 
before initiating the reaction. 
 
 

4.6. Discussion 
 
4.6.1. Yield 
As mentioned, the HMTA reference reaction resulted in a yield of ~13%. This value exceeds both the 
yields observed for the HMTA-inspired ammonia- and KOH-based titration strategies (~4%) and the 
expected maximum yield, based on the predicted decomposition rate of HMTA (10%, section A4.3.). To 
obtain a HMTA reference with a lower yield, the initial amount of HMTA was decreased from 25 mM to 
8.33 mM. However, this still resulted in a yield of 7.2%, significantly exceeding the yield of the titration 
reaction and the expected maximum yield (~3.3%, Fig. A4.2). Ashfold et al.[19] showed that the 
decomposition rate of HMTA is not affected by the formation of ZnO after a reaction time larger than 2 h 
and these authors are on occasion cited as proving that the ZnO formation reaction does not affect the 
HMTA decomposition rate. However, using their data for the first 1.5 h we calculated a close to 9-fold 
faster decomposition rate in presence of the ZnO forming reaction (section A4.3.). This higher initial 
decomposition rate of HMTA during the formation of ZnO explains the higher yield for the HMTA 
reference reaction compared to the 73.35 mM base titration reactions. This emphasizes the unpredictability 
of the HMTA reference reaction and makes the direct imitation of HMTA decomposition highly 
challenging.  

When titrating 1 M of base, an increase in yield with reaction pH could be observed. Titrating 
ammonia to an equilibrium pH of 6.0 resulted in a yield of 34.0 or 41.3% with or without an initial addition 
of base, respectively. For the high pH reactions with a final pH of 6.6 and 6.4, a yield of respectively 74.5 
or 68.2% was obtained. This suggests that the equilibrium between soluble Zn species and ZnO shifts with 
increasing reaction pH, allowing for a larger ZnO yield when terminating the reaction at a higher final pH. 
It also shows that significantly more base is added using these 1 M base titration strategies then when using 
HMTA. 

 
4.6.2. Kinetics 
Comparing the LBZA-ZnO transition time between experiments, we note that by titrating 73.35 mM KOH 
this transition is observed slightly earlier at 40 min compared to 51 min using 73.35 mM ammonia. In 
general, faster reaction kinetics are observed with an increase in the concentration of the base added 
(Fig. 4.3; 4.5). By increasing the added KOH concentration from 3.1 mM to 73.35 mM, the time at which 
the LBZA-ZnO transition occurs, decreases from 64 min to 40 min. However, further increasing the KOH 
concentration to 1 M does not further accelerate the occurrence of the LBZA-ZnO transition. Moreover, 
using 1 M ammonia, the addition of 1 mL base before initiating the reaction results in a delay of the LBZA-
ZnO transition from 44 min to 50 min reaction time (Fig. 4.5). Given that the LBZA-ZnO transition is 
presumably caused by LBZA crystals exceeding a critical size,[33] this suggests that the LBZA-ZnO 
transition time depends on small variations in (initial) reaction conditions influencing the LBZA growth 
rate and/or stability. This point is further supported by the transition time of ~120 min when using HMTA, 
close to an hour longer than all titration reactions including those with a slower base addition. However, 
based on the present data it cannot be excluded that the presence of HMTA itself has a retarding effect on 
the kinetics. 
 
4.6.3. Particle Size, Shape and Capping 
The shape of the ZnO crystals seems to be strongly influenced by the added concentration and type of 
base. Titration of KOH results in the formation of relatively poorly defined crystals with some hexagonal 
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features, independent of the titrated concentration of KOH (3.1 mM, 73.35 mM or 1 M). The size of the 
crystals decreases with increasing amounts of base from 270±110 (at 3.1 mM) to 140±30 (at 1 M). This 
implies that the increased presence of base in the system increases the number of nuclei resulting in smaller 
particles.[36]  

When using ammonia additional changes in crystal habit of the reaction product are observed. Where 
titration of relative low amounts of ammonia (73.35 mM, Fig 4.4c) results in crystals with poor hexagonal 
faceting, the titration of higher amounts (1 M, Fig. 4.7c) results in highly defined hexagonal crystals. This 
suggests, especially when taking the KOH observations into account, that the ZnO crystal habit definition 
increases with the amount of ammonia in the system. This is further supported by the HMTA observations. 
This strategy adds an intermediate amount of ammonia compared to the two ammonia titration strategies 
and results in a less clear hexagonal habit compared to the use of 1 M ammonia titration (Fig. 4.4a; 4.7a). 
The influence on crystal shape due to the presence of ammonia is a strong indicator of capping behaviour. 
Additional evidence for the capping of ammonia is provided from the reactions starting at an elevated pH 
of 8.3. In contrast to KOH, using ammonia to set the initial pH results in the formation of multifaceted 
ZnO structures. Strikingly, Amin et al. [37] observed similar multifaceted ZnO crystals for HMTA-based 
ZnO but at a very low starting pH of 1.8. This large difference in starting pH excludes a pH effect. However, 
both systems are expected to contain a large amount of ammonia before the onset of ZnO formation, 
either due to the initial correction of pH starting to 8.3 or by rapid HMTA decomposition when the pH is 
increased from 1.8 to > 5.5 to conditions under which ZnO can be formed.  

The observation of capping behaviour by ammonia is not surprising. Adsorption of ammonia on ZnO 
is a known behaviour[38, 39] and exploited for the use of ZnO as ammonia sensors.[40-42] With an increasing 
concentration of ammonia both the (001) c-plane and the (210) m-plane become more pronounced, 
suggesting both planes are capped (Fig. A4.7). Wurtzite ZnO has an innate preferential growth in the [001] 
direction in water.[43] Hence observation of preferred growth suggests that capping along the m-plane is 
either comparable to the capping of the c-plane or more pronounced. The c-plane is composed of 
alternating layers of Zn+ or O2- resulting in a positively or negatively charged polar surface. The m-plane 
has no net surface charge and is non-polar. Although the surface chemistry is different, adsorption of 
ammonia in the gas phase has been experimentally confirmed on both the c-plane[44] and the m-plane[45], 
supporting this hypothesis.  

Besides the effect of HMTA on crystal faceting, there is an additional factor that influences both the 
size and shape of the ZnO crystals, namely the early formation of LBZA during the reaction. As discussed 
earlier, LBZA promotes the formation of twin-pillared ZnO crystals by acting as a nucleation template.[6] 
Thus, if more LBZA is formed at the start of the reaction, ZnO nucleation will become more favourable 
compared to growth, thereby decreasing the ZnO particle size. Indeed, in this work early formation of 
LBZA decreased the ZnO diameter from 240±90 nm to 200±50 nm.  
 
4.6.4. Direct HMTA Influences 
Compared to the HMTA-inspired titration strategies, the HMTA reference reaction results in larger and 
more clearly facetted ZnO particles, a higher reaction yield and retarded reaction kinetics. This makes it 
arguable whether HMTA has a direct influence on the reaction, besides its gradual formation of ammonia. 
Unfortunately, given the influence of the ZnO formation reaction on the decomposition rate of HMTA, it 
can also be argued that all these effects are caused by variations in the base formation rate. Therefore, 
based on the present data no firm conclusion can be made whether HMTA directly influences the ZnO 
formation process. However, it should be noted that by increasing and optimizing the ammonia addition 
rate, ZnO crystals can be formed similar to those formed when using HMTA. This shows that, although 
HMTA may directly influence the formation of ZnO, the same results can be achieved by optimizing 
ammonia titration conditions. 
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4.7. Conclusion 
 
Wurtzite ZnO was synthesized at mild pH in water using a direct base titration strategy which offers 
excellent control over the base addition rate. Using HMTA inspired titration rates we found that ZnO is 
formed independent of the added base, either ammonia or KOH. The evolution of pH in time indicates no 
change in ZnO formation mechanism compared to HMTA, but only changed reaction kinetics. In contrast 
to statements in literature, the formation of ZnO was found to influence the decomposition rate of HMTA. 
Formaldehyde, a byproduct of HMTA decomposition, shows no influence on the reaction.  

Use of KOH as base results in relatively small crystals independent of the added amount of base. Using 
increasing amounts of ammonia instead, the shape and degree of faceting closely matches the typically 
observed hexagonal ZnO twin-pillars, which implies that ammonia caps the formed ZnO crystals.  

Reducing the reaction pH to < 5.5 prevented any reaction from occurring, showing that a minimal pH 
value is required for the reaction. In contrast, increasing the starting pH to 8.3 resulted in ZnO formation 
with a loss in crystal habit. Here use of ammonia to set the starting pH resulted in multifaceted ZnO 
crystals. The typical twin pillared ZnO crystal shape was predominantly observed when LBZA was formed 
before initiating the reaction. This supports the hypothesis that LBZA acts as a nucleation template for the 
formation of twin pillared ZnO crystals in dispersion. Given the observed influences of ammonia on the 
formation of ZnO in this work, it can be argued that it is the ammonia and not HMTA that further directs 
the formation of the ZnO crystals. Due to the direct control over base addition rates ZnO yields exceeding 
74% could be achieved. This yield increases with the target pH. 

Given the direct control over base addition and the entailing flexibility provided by the titration-based 
ZnO synthesis strategy, we believe it is a promising tool for mineralization in general. For ZnO in 
particular, we expect it to have further uses for heterogenous ZnO nucleation and growth, due to the high 
control over the growth conditions, and for the formation of ZnO at reduced temperatures thanks to the 
temperature independent addition of base.  
 
 

4.8. Materials and Methods 
 
4.8.1. Materials 
Acetic acid (99-100%, GPR rectapur) and ammonia (28 %, GPR rectapur) were acquired from VWR, 
hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA, >99.0 %, ACS reagent) and formaldehyde (37%, ACS reagent in water 
10 – 15 % methanol as stabilizer) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich, potassium hydroxide (pellets, pure) 
was acquired from Merck, zinc acetate dihydrate (ZnAc2, 98+ %, ACS reagent) was acquired from Acros 
organics. All chemicals were used as received unless stated otherwise.  
 
4.8.2. Methods 
4.8.2.1. Reaction Set-up, pH and Temperature Measurements 
pH and temperature measurements were conducted, respectively, using a Metrohm 6.0234.100 and 
6.1110.100 pH and temperature sensor, connected to an 809 Titrando unit equipped with two 800 dosino 
dosing devices (10 or 20 mL) controlled by TIAMO 2.5 software.  
 
4.8.2.2. Determining the pH Dependent HMTA Hydrolysis Rate 
25 mM of HMTA was dissolved in 50 ml pure water in a 100 mL five-neck flask under reflux. The titration 
experiment was magnetically stirred (vortexing, 450 rpm). The titration unit was set to titrate acetic acid 
(0.25 M) to achieve a pH of 5.7, 5.8 or 6.0 using the optimal titration speed setting on the dosing device. 
300 s after initiating the titration protocol, the reaction temperature was gradually increased to ~80 °C. 
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The experiment was continued for 22200 s (6.2 h) during which time the added volume, the pH and the 
reaction temperature were monitored. From this data the released amount of ammonia and hydroxide by 
HMTA were calculated, see section A4.2.  
 
Table 4.1 Titration protocol including the titration solution composition and time specific titration rates for the HMTA 
imitation and control reactions.  Protocol Added solution  0 – 1198  s (mL⋅min−1) 1200 – 2958 s (mL⋅min−1) 2960 – 5768 s (mL⋅min−1) 5770 – 10598 s (mL⋅min−1) 10600 – 22200  s (mL⋅min−1) 

Measure None  
IM Pure water 0 0.02  
IM-73 73.35 mM NH3 or KOH 0 0.02  
IM-146 146.70 mM NH3  + 221.55 mM CH2O 

0 0.01  
IM-OH 0.0310 mM KOH 0 0.07 0.03  0.02  0.01 

 

Table 4.2 Titration protocol including the titration solution composition and time specific titration rates used for 
reactions with an increased base concentration. Protocol pH set solution  Titrated solution 0 – 1198  s (mL min-1) 1198 - 22200  s (mL min-1) 1198 – 3600  s (Target pH) 3600 – 22200 s (Target pH) 

pH 6.8 None 1 M ammonia 0 0.02 7.0 6.0 
pH 5.3 0.25 mM acetic acid 1 M ammonia 0 0.02 5.5 5.5 
pH 8.3 1 M NH3 or KOH 1 M ammonia 0 0.02 8.5 6.0 

 
 
4.8.2.3. Titration-based Synthesis of Zinc Oxide 
50 mM zinc acetate (and when noted 8.33 or 25 mM of HMTA) was dissolved in 50 ml pure water in a 
100 mL five-neck flask under reflux. The titration experiment was magnetically stirred (vortexing, 450 
rpm). If stated, the pH was pre-set at RT by adding 1 M acetic acid, KOH or ammonia solution. After 
addition of the chemicals or the correction of the pH, the solution was stirred for 900 s. After this time 
titration unit was set to add base (ammonia or KOH) at a constant rate. The used titration protocol is 
sample specific and detailed in Table 4.1; 4.2. 300 s after initiating the titration protocol, the reaction 
temperature was gradually increased to ~80 °C. After 22200 s (6.2. h) the reaction was terminated, and the 
reaction dispersions were collected. These dispersions were subsequently purified by centrifugation using 
an Optima L-90K ultracentrifuge equipped with a Type 70 Ti rotor at 20k or 30k rpm for 20 min. The 
sediment was redispersed in pure water followed by another centrifugation step. This procedure was 
performed twice. After centrifugation the product was dried at room temperature. An overview of all 
experimental results is shown in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3 Overview of investigated samples, their yield, LBZA-ZnO transition time, initial pH, final pH, used titration 
protocol and diameter as measured by SEM. Sample Yield % LBZA-ZnO transition (min) Initial pH Final pH Titration-protocol Diameter (nm) 

25 mM HMTA 12.6 120  6.8 5.8 measure 400±150 
8.33 mM HMTA 7.2 141 6.8 5.8 measure 410±160 

25mM HMTA-H2O 13.2 126 6.8 5.8 IM 430±140 
146.70 mM NH3 + 
221.55 mM CH2O 

3.7 51 6.8 5.8 IM-146 260±70 
73.35 mM NH3 3.5 51 6.8 5.8 IM-73 250±40 
3.1 mM KOH 0.4 64 6.8 5.7 IM-OH 270±110 

73.35 mM KOH 4.3 40 6.8 5.9 IM-73 110±30 
1 M KOH 31.8 41 6.8 6.0 pH 6.8 140±30 

1 M NH3 STD 41.3 44 6.8 6.0 pH 6.8 240±90 
1 M NH3 pH 8.3*I 63.6 21 8.3 6.6 pH 8.3 390±110 
1 M NH3 pH8.3*II 74.5 22,42 8.4 6.8 pH 8.3 220±90 
1 M NH3 pH 5.3*III 0 - 5.3 5.5 pH 5.3 No product 

1M NH3 STD opti*IV 34.0 50 6.9 6.0 pH 6.8 200±50 
*Either the starting pH was pre-set using 1M ammonia,I KOHII or acetic acidIII or 1mL 1M ammonia was gradually 
added at RTIV before initiating the reaction by heating. 

4.8.2.4. Analysis 
Powder X-ray diffraction (pXRD) measurements were performed on a MiniFlex 600 diffractometer using 
Cu Kα radiation, operating at 40 kV and 15 mA. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out on a Quanta 3D (Thermo Fischer Scientific) 
equipped with a field emission gun, secondary electron detector and operated at 5.0 kV. The samples in 
powder form were dispersed in pure water, 10 μL dispersion was deposited on a continuous carbon-coated 
TEM grid with copper or gold supports (200 mesh), followed by manual blotting after 40 s. Samples were 
loaded in the SEM using an in‐house build custom SEM holder that can accommodate 6 TEM grids.  

Size measurements were performed on SEM images using an in-house Matlab script. For each sample 
the diameter of 60 clearly identifiable particles was measured (3 images, 20 particles each). For these 
particles the diameter was measured either at the twinning location or if not possible at the end with 
visually the shortest diameter.  
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4.9. Appendix A4 
 
A4.1. Calculations 
Calculating the release of base from HMTA using zinc acetate counter titration requires several 
considerations. First the molar concentration of acetic acid in solution [CH3COOH]total depends on the 
molarity of titrated acetic acid solution [CH3COOH]titrated the initial volume (Vinitial) and the titrated 
volume (Vtitrated): 

3 titritated titrated
3 total

initial titrated

[CH COOH]  × V[CH COOH]
V + V

=  (A4.1) 

Acetic acid is a weak acid therefore only part of [CH3COOH]total will be deprotonated to [CH3COO−]eq 
depending on the dissociation constant (Kd): 
 

3 total 3 eq 3 eq[CH COOH] [CH COOH] [CH COO ]−= +  (A4.2) 

d +
3 2 eq 3 eq 3 eq[CH COOH] [H O] [CH COO ] +[H O ]−+ ⇔

K

eq  (A4.3) 

This means the molar concentrations can be set against the Kd. This can be simplified by considering that 
the formed amount of [CH3COO−]eq is equal to the formed amount of [H3O+]eq and that in the case of a 
neutralization reaction with a constant pH [H3O+]eq reacts with an equal amount of released [OH−]eq: 
 

+ + 2 2
3 eq 3 eq 3 eq eq

d
3 eq 3 eq 3 eq

- -[CH COO ] +[H O ] [H O ] [OH ]
= =

[CH COOH] [CH COOH] [CH COOH]
=K  (A4.4) 

By substituting Eq. A4.4 into Eq. A4.2 we obtain Eq. A4.5: 
 

+
3 total 3 eq 3 eq 3 eq 3 eq

2
eq

3 eq eq eq
d

[CH COOH] [CH COOH] [CH COO ] [CH COOH] +[H O ] =

[OH ]
[CH COOH] +[OH ] +[OH ]

−

−
− −

= + =

=
K

 (A4.5) 

Preforming these calculations for ammonia will result in Eq. A4.6: 
2

eq+
3 total 3 eq 4 eq 3 eq eq eq

d

[OH ]
[NH ] =[NH ] +[NH ] =[NH ] +[OH ] = +[OH ]

−
− −

K
  (A4.6) 

To determine the amount of [OH−]eq effectively released to the system, Eq. A4.5 can be solved for [OH−] 
using the quadratic formula:  

2
d d d 3 total

eq

+(4× ×[CH COOH] )
[OH ]

2
− =

−K K K
 (A4.7) 

The temperature dependence of Kd can be described by: 

d
ALog  + B Log T + CT + D
T

=K  (A4.8) 
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d

A  + B Log T + CT + DLog T
d 10 10= =KK  (A4.9) 

where A, B, C and D are constants, given in Table A4.1. 
 
Table A4.1 The constants for acetic acid and ammonia in expressions 8 and 9. [15, 34, 46] Compounds  A B C D Acetic acid −1500.65 −6.50923 −0.0076792 18.67257 Ammonia −1746.57 0 0.01706 −6.1848 
 
In absence of counter titration, the released molar concentration of hydroxides [OH−]eq by HMTA can be 
measured by the change in pH. This takes place at neutral pH, therefore, the decrease in free protons (pH) 
and the increase in free hydroxides (pOH) should be considered: 
 

pOH pH pH) pH
e

(14
q[OH ] 10 10 10 10− − − − − −=− −=

 (10) 

A4.2. Collecting and Transforming Experimental Data 
During a typical ZnO reaction from 50 mM zinc acetate and 25 mM HMTA at ~80° C, the pH remains 
constant, close to pH 5.8, for most of the reaction.[33] To probe the release of hydroxide under these 
conditions, a reference reaction containing 25 mM HMTA in water was performed while titrating 0.25 M 
acetic acid targeting a pH of 5.8.  
 The reaction pH could be controlled by acetic acid titration (Fig. A4.1a,b,d). The released amount of 
hydroxide was calculated by correcting for the dissociation constant (Kd, Fig. A4.1c) while taking the 
reaction temperature into account.[34, 46] As expected, hydroxide was released into the system at a gradually 
decreasing rate over time (Fig. A4.1e,f). This results in the release of 3.3x10−2 mmol hydroxide after 6 h 
reaction time, which is equivalent to 0.50 mmol ammonia (Fig. A4.1g) or ~10% of total amount of 
ammonia present in HMTA per 6 h.  
 The influence of slight pH deviations on the hydrolysis rate of HMTA was investigated by repeating 
the experiment at pH 5.7 and 6.0 (Fig. A4.1a-b,d-g). This resulted in the release of respectively 0.62 (~13%) 
mmol and 0.36 mmol (~6%) ammonia per 6 h. This shows clearly that slight variations in pH will have a 
notable influence on the hydrolysis rate of HMTA.  

Both Strom et al.[16] and Ashfold et al.[19] used 50 mM HMTA to investigate the pH dependent 
hydrolysis rate of HMTA. Ashfold et al. predicts a HMTA hydrolysis rate (k) of 0.055 h−1 at a constant 
reaction pH of 5.64 at 90 °C. After 2 h reaction time during the formation of ZnO, a rate (kobs) of 0.059 h−1 
is measured. To compare data, the concentration of HMTA (Fig. A4.1i) and the natural logarithm of the 
HMTA concentration (Fig. A4.1h) were determined from the calculated release of ammonia and set against 
the time. From this the kobs could be calculated: at pH 5.7, kobs = 0.0230 h−1, at pH 5.8, kobs = 0.0181 h−1 and 
at pH 6.0, kobs = 0.0127 h−1. Given that Kobs is concentration dependent the data from Ashfold et al. was 
corrected with a factor two presuming no difference in activity between 25 mM and 50 mM HMTA in 
solution. When plotting the obtained data and the corrected data from Ashfold et al. against the number 
of protons in solution (10−pH), a clear match can be observed (Fig 4.1b). Using the experimental data 
provided by Ashfold et al. the initial hydrolysis rate of HMTA over the first 1.5 h was calculated. During 
this time the HMTA concentration decreased from 0.05 M to under 0.03 M. This results in a kobs = 0.51 h−1, 
close to a nine-fold increase from kobs = 0.059 h−1 obtained after 2 h reaction time. This shows that the 
HMTA hydrolysis rate is significantly higher during the initial 1.5 h of the reaction.  
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Figure A4.1 Hydrolysis of 25 mM HMTA at a constant pH of 5.7, 5.8 and 6.0, showing the evolution of pH (a) and 
temperature (b) of the acetic-acid counter titration as a function of time. Using the temperature evolution, the 
dissociation constant Kd of acetic acid and ammonia can be calculated (c). The titrated volume of acetic acid (d) is 
combined with the dissociation constant to calculate amount of hydroxide in M and mol (e, f), the amount of ammonia 
in mol released by the HMTA during the reaction (g), the concentration in M of HMTA present in solution (h) and 
finally the natural logarithm of the HMTA concentration (i). 

A4.3. Theoretical Yield Calculations 
The amount of hydroxide consumed during the reaction results from two sources: the original reaction 
solution (via the decrease in reaction pH) and the amount of base titrated into the system. During the 
investigated HMTA reference reaction and the titration reactions without an initial pH correction, the pH 
decreases from 6.8 to 5.8. For this pH decreases, Eq. A4.10 from section A4.1. shows the release of 
1.48×10−3 mM hydroxide, which is a negligible amount. The amount of hydroxide released to the system 
via ammonia titration is dependent on the Kd of ammonia. Using data from Fig. 4.1 and taking Kd of 
ammonia into account, it is expected that 0.380 mM hydroxide is released over a 6 h reaction period at pH 
5.8. When presuming that all the ammonia is converted into ammonium, 8.771 mM hydroxide is released 
(0.489 mmol ammonia in 55.64 mL). When 50 mM zinc acetate is used in the reaction after titration (7 mL 
to 50 mL), 43.86 mM ZnO is the maximal attainable. The formation of 1 mol ZnO requires 2 mol 
hydroxide. This allows for a maximum formation of 0.190 mM ZnO, a yield of 0.433% when taking the Kd 

of ammonia into account or a maximum formation of 4.385 mM ZnO equal to a yield of 10.00% when a 
full transformation of ammonia into ammonium is presumed. 
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A4.4. Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure A4.2 HMTA-mediated synthesis of ZnO from zinc acetate showing the evolution of pH (a), the temperature T 
(b) and the titration volume V (c) as a function of time combined with the pXRD results (d) and SEM images when using 
25 mM HMTA with water titration (e), 25 mM HMTA without water titration (f) and 8.33 mM HMTA without water 
titration (g). 
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Fig. A4.3 Histograms (a-e) and size distribution plots (a-f) of diameter measurements on SEM images used to calculate 
the given diameter ± sample standard deviation displayed in Table 4.3. This includes the HMTA references (a), the 
HMTA-inspired KOH titration strategy (b), the HMTA-inspired NH3 titration strategy (c), the titration strategies with 
an increased base concentration at native pH (d) and at pH 8.3 (e), followed by an overview of all results (f). 

 

 

Figure A4.4 High pH titration-based synthesis of ZnO from zinc acetate showing the evolution of pH (a), temperature 
T (b) and titration volume V (c) as a function of time.  
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Figure A4.5 Evolution of pH (a-c) and titration volume V (d-f) as a function of time for the presetting of the zinc acetate 
solution to pH 8.3 using 1 M ammonia (a,d) or 1 M KOH (b,e) and for the initial addition of 1 mL ammonia (c,f). The 
pH was set titrating base at a rate of 0.05 mL min-1 (d,e). For the preformation of LBZA (c,f) a similar titration rate as 
the reaction of 0.02 mL min-1 was chosen. 

 
Figure A4.6 Controlled addition of 1 M ammonia to 25 mM HMTA solution showing the evolution of pH (a) and 
titration volume V (b) as a function of time and the pXRD (c) results of the products showing the formation of LBZA in 
both cases. It should be noted that sharper signals are obtained when using a faster addition rate suggesting more defined 
crystals with a more even crystal spacing. 

 

Figure A4.7 Sketch of a twin pillar ZnO structure indicating the c- and m-planes using red and blue asterisks, respectively. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 
 

ZnO Formation at Template Friendly 
Conditions 

 
For the mineralization of organic templates into organic-inorganic hybrid materials, mild 
mineralization strategies are required. Given that hybrid materials typically possess enhanced 
material properties over its individual components, inorganic phases with a variety of properties 
like zinc oxide (ZnO) are of interest. The aqueous synthesis of ZnO at a mild reaction pH is 
rather well known, however this process generally requires a reaction temperature above 60 °C 
which is incompatible with many organic templates. To synthesize ZnO at “template friendly” 
conditions, this work explores the influence of incrementally lowering the reaction temperature 
for the formation of ZnO by using a direct base titration strategy. Using this strategy, ZnO can 
be synthesized at a temperature as low as 40 °C. The presence of layered basic zinc acetate 
(LBZA) does become more dominant at lower reaction temperatures, depending on the initial 
zinc acetate concentration. The presence of ZnO can be promoted further by adding l-lysine (l-
lys) to the initial reaction solution and in its presence a larger ZnO yield is obtained at shorter 
reaction times. Moreover, l-lys seems to promote ZnO formation even at room temperature.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

"Great was Atalanta's fame and beauty, great the value of Schoeneus's kingdom and great the 
conviction of many fine, fit and fast young fellows that no woman could ever best them. Many 
made the journey to Arcadia: all were defeated and all were killed. The crowds loved it." 

Steven Fry, Heroes, 2019 
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5.1. Zinc Oxide Formation at Low Temperature  
 
Hybrid materials are composed from both organic and inorganic components. The interaction between 
both these material components can result in enhanced material properties.[1, 2] An example of this is 
hydroxyapatite (HAp) mineralized collagen in bone which possesses the hardness and strength of HAp, 
without being brittle[3, 4]. By introducing material phases like zinc oxide (ZnO) into complex organic 
templates other properties, including piezoelectricity[5, 6], a high refractive index ~2 [7] and photocatalytic 
behavior[8, 9] may be introduced.  
 The mineralization of organic templates presents several challenges. One major challenge is the 
sensitivity of these templates to environmental conditions including: high or low pH, elevated reaction 
temperatures and exposure to incompatible solvents which all can lead to denaturation, disassembly or 
even decomposition of the organic template[10-12]. This makes mineralization at “template friendly” 
conditions essential.  

Using well known strategies ZnO can be readily synthesized in aqueous solution. By using 
hexamethylene tetraamine (HMTA)[13-16] as a base addition agent this reaction can be performed at a mild 
reaction pH[14, 17], however this generally requires the use of elevated reaction temperatures > 60 °C. At 
elevated temperatures HMTA hydrolyses gradually, which provides the base required for the reaction, see 
Ch. 4. Hence decreasing the reaction temperature will also affect the formation of base. Using a direct base 
titration strategy as presented in Ch. 4, it should be possible to overcome this limitation.  

Additionally, heat is presumed to promote the formation of ZnO. To overcome this need, several 
approaches have been investigated were direct heating has been replaced by alternative energy sources for 
the reaction. These include exposure to UV light[18], exposure to ultrasound[19], or use of elevated reaction 
pH[20]. Unfortunately, these conditions can all adversely affect sensitive organic templates and, as in the 
case of exposure to UV light and ultrasound, may introduce a significant temperature increase. 
Additionally, many low temperature ZnO formations studies, perform the initial reaction at near RT 
conditions and are followed by a post synthetic drying or annealing step at > 100 °C. Under post-synthetic 
conditions, expected transient phases such as wülfingite zinc hydroxide (ZnOH2)[21] and layered zinc 
hydroxy salts (LZHS)[22] are known to directly transform into ZnO. Moreover, the presence of water in a 
high temperature drying procedure may allow for the transition of either phase to ZnO. This makes it 
questionable whether the ZnO is actually formed at low reaction temperatures or during the post synthesis 
treatment. 

In contrast, another approach makes use of small molecular additives that promote the formation of 
ZnO at low temperatures. Custom peptide sequences like EAHVMHKVAPRP[23, 24] and small molecules 
like l-lysine (l-lys)[25, 26] have shown promising results.  

Following the latter approach, here we investigate the formation of ZnO from zinc acetate (ZnAc2) at 
low temperature using a titration-based synthesis route. Reactions being performed at incrementally lower 
reaction temperatures, namely 60, 50 and 40 °C and avoiding any post synthesis heating steps. It is 
demonstrated that ZnO can be formed at 40 °C reaction temperature in the absence of additives and 
depending on the amount of ZnAc2 in the initial reaction solution. Moreover, adding l-lys to the initial 
reaction solution does not only promote the formation of ZnO, it allows the transition to a more a pure 
ZnO system to continue when maturating the reaction product at room temperature.  
 
 

5.2. Zinc Oxide Formation at Decreasing Reaction Temperatures 
 
To investigate the influence of temperature on ZnO formation by a titration-based strategy, a similar 
reaction protocol was used as that described in Ch. 4. In general, 1 M ammonia is titrated into the reaction 
solution at 0.014 mL min-1 during the first 2 h of the reaction, after which ammonia is only added when 
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the pH of the reaction solution is below 6.0. This protocol is discussed in detail in Materials and Methods, 
section 5.6.2. Given the dominant presence of layered basic zinc acetate (LBZA) during the initial reaction 
stages at 80 °C and that its formation was promoted by increasing the reaction pH at room temperature 
(see Ch. 3 and 4), it was decided to set the starting pH to 6.4 using acetic acid in order to minimize 
precipitation of LBZA at the start of the reaction. 
 

 

Figure 5.1 Titration based strategy for ZnO formation showing in-situ pH curve (a), temperature T (b) and base 
volume V (c) of 50 mM ZnAc2 titrated with 1 mM ammonia at 0.014 mL min−1 with a target pH of 6 after the first 2 h 
off the reaction time, performed at 60 °C (black), 50 °C (red) and 40 °C (blue) reaction temperature.  

 The reaction was performed at 60, 50 and 40 °C. During the reaction the pH and the temperature were 
continuously monitored using a pH and a temperature sensor. Upon initiating titration after 30 s reaction 
time, a sharp pH increase can be observed (Fig. 5.1a). This pH increase continues for the first 5 min of 
titration, after which a gradual drop in pH is observed for all reaction temperatures. This strong initial pH 
increase suggests that a minimal amount of base is consumed here. Upon reaching the initial pH maximum 
it is likely that layered basic zinc acetate (LBZA) starts to precipitate, as has been observed previously[14]. 
The initial pH maximum is temperature dependent, occurring at pH 6.60 (60 °C), 6.64 (50 °C) and 6.74 
(40 °C). The subsequent pH decrease continues until the reaction temperature stabilizes, which occurs at 
roughly 30 min reaction time for all temperatures (Fig. 5.1b). This pH minimum has a strong temperature 
dependence with lower reaction temperatures resulting in higher pH values: 6.16 (60 °C), 6.30 (50 °C) and 
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6.46 (40 °C). The pH minimum is followed by a gradual increase in pH until titration ends after 120 min 
reaction time (Fig. 5.1c).  
 After stopping the titration, an approximately constant reaction pH is obtained at all temperatures: 
6.28 (60 °C), 6.40 (50 °C) and 6.55 (40 °C). Previous work showed that the transition to a predominantly 
ZnO phase containing reaction product is accompanied by a second decrease in pH[14]. This second 
decrease is only observed at 60 °C and occurs spontaneously after 15.5 h reaction time from pH drop of 
6.25 to 6.13. After purification of the reaction product formed at 60 °C, a fine white powder was obtained, 
whereas at both 50 and 40 °C the product has a more paint-like consistency. If consistent with work at 
80 °C (Ch. 3; 4), these two observations imply that ZnO is only formed predominantly at 60 °C. 
 

 

Figure 5.2 pXRD data of reaction product formed from 50 mM ZnAc2 titrated with 1 mM ammonia at 0.014 mL min-1 
with a target pH of 6 after the first 2 h off reaction time at 60, 50 and 40 °C reaction temperature (a) and a zoom in 
between 17.5 – 37.5 2-theta with the intensity standardized over the 20 ° LBZA signal, ZnO signals are indicated with 
an asterisk. The broad pXRD signal visible at about 20° is from the substrate.  

To verify the formation of ZnO pXRD is used (Fig. 5.2). At 60 °C, a near pure ZnO phase is obtained 
with only one signal at 33 ° 2-theta possibly matching LBZA. Decreasing the reaction temperature to 50 °C 
results in a dramatic decrease in the intensity of the ZnO signals. At this temperature, LBZA signals are 
predominantly observed with some minor wurtzite ZnO signals. Given that in-situ pH measurements did 
not show the typical LBZA-ZnO transition this matches with expectations (Fig. 5.2a). At 40 °C after 24 h 
reaction time, slightly weaker ZnO signals are observed compared to 50 °C, at both temperatures the LBZA 
signals are dominant (Fig. 5.2b). Increasing the reaction time at 40 °C to 72 h did result in a notable increase 
in ZnO signals (Fig. 5.2). This shows that ZnO can be formed at a mild near body temperature reaction 
conditions, given sufficient reaction time. However, even with extended reaction time LBZA is still the 
dominant end product. 

To investigate if reduction in reaction temperature can influence the ZnO crystal shape, the ZnO 
crystals formed at 60, 50 and 40 °C were investigated by SEM (Fig. 5.3). This showed that the ZnO formed 
at 60 °C possess a rectangular and hexagonal shape (Fig. 5.3a) similar to ZnO synthesized at 80 °C in 
Ch. 3 and 4. For 50 and 40 °C (Fig. 5.3b,c), the underlying pillar shape can still be observed, however, with 
a strong increase in multiple faceting. Accordingly, instead of a rectangular shape in the long axis (c-
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direction, [001]) these crystals seem to have a more cone-like shape. While a clear influence of temperature 
on ZnO crystal shape is observed, its origin remains unclear. 

Although ZnO can be synthesized at low temperature using this reaction protocol, reproducibility 
proves to be an issue. The reaction using 50 mM ZnAc2 was performed in three separate periods, one in 
2019, 2020 and 2021. The experiments from 2019 provided unreliable in-situ pH data making it impossible 
to assign a general pH evolution (Section A5.1.). Reproducing this work in 2020, using the same equipment 
and chemicals, resulted in a significantly decreased ZnO yield compared to the formation of LBZA, 
especially when performing the reaction at 60 °C (Fig. A5.1). Only after all chemicals and glassware were 
replaced for the 2021 experiments (i.e. the data discussed in this chapter), a similar yield, as observed in the 
2019 experiments, could be obtained (Fig. A5.2). Given that the exact cause of the low ZnO yield remains 
unclear, it needs to be emphasized that this low temperature ZnO formation protocol is rather sensitive to 
small variations in reaction conditions, including possibly the presence of minute amounts of impurities. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 SEM images of ZnO end product synthesized at 60 (a), 50 (b) and 40 °C (c) using the 50 mM ZnAc2 titration 
protocol. Scale bars are equal to 1 µm.  

Overall, it is shown that by using a mild ammonia titration-based synthesis strategy, wurtzite ZnO can 
be formed in dispersion at a temperature as low as 40 °C. Decreasing the reaction temperature results in 
an increased reaction pH, namely from 6.16 (60 °C) to 6.46 (40 °C). Furthermore, at all temperatures (60 
– 40 °C) LBZA is formed as a side or main product. The LBZA to ZnO transition previously observed at 
80 °C is not observed below 60 °C. Indeed, the formation of LBZA becomes more dominant with 
decreasing reaction temperatures, showing a clear increase in LBZA formation between 60 and 50 °C. At 
40 °C, increasing the reaction time from 24 to 72 h promotes the formation of ZnO over LBZA.  
 
 

5.3. Influence of Reducing the Zinc Acetate Concentration 
 
Using 50 mM ZnAc2 results in the formation of ZnO at temperatures as low as 40 °C, next to the dominant 
formation of LBZA. In several cases in the literature it is observed that ZnO formation can be promoted 
by using relatively low zinc salt concentrations[27]. For this reason, the ZnAc2 starting concentration was 
lowered by a factor of three to 16.7 mM, accompanied by a modified ammonia titration protocol enforced 
by equipment limitations. The 1 M ammonia concentration was kept, but a titration rate of 0.02 mL min-1 
was used for the titration for the first hour, after which ammonia was only added when the pH of the 
reaction solution decreased below 6.0.  

Performing this reaction protocol with a targeted reaction temperature of 60, 50, 40 and 30 °C, a 
somewhat similar pH evolution as at 50 mM ZnAc2was observed, however, with some notable differences 
(Fig. 5.4a,b). In all cases the initial pH increased to 7.0 - 7.1 which is significantly higher than pH 6.6 - 6.7 
when using 50 mM ZnAc2. It also exceeds the previously observed pH at which LBZA actively precipitates 
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(see Ch. 4). This indicates that a lower ZnAc2 concentration will have a direct influence on the evolution 
of the species formed, most likely also shifting the speciation balance. The relatively high pH at low ZnAc2 
concentrations is maintained during the entire reaction at all investigated temperatures.  
 Looking solely at the features of the pH curve, similarities with the 50 mM ZnAc2 reaction can be 
observed. After the initial pH increase a gradual pH decrease was seen to a minimum of 6.46 (60 °C) 6.60 
(50 °C), 6.79 (40 °C) and 7.08 (30 °C) (Fig. 5.4a,c). These pH minima are followed by a rise in pH to pH 
6.64 (60 °C) 6.86 (50 °C), 7.05 (40 °C) and 7.34 (30 °C) until titration ends at 1 h reaction time. After this 
the pH is relatively stable for several hours. In contrast to the use of 50 mM ZnAc2, a clear second decrease 
in pH is observed when performing the reaction at 60, 50 and 40 °C suggesting that a transition to a 
predominantly ZnO containing reaction product occurs at all three reaction temperatures. This point is 
supported by the observation of fine white powders formed at 60 and 50 °C. The powder obtained at 40°C 
is grainier. Performing the reaction at 30 °C several decreases in pH are observed. This includes a smooth 
decrease at 2 h reaction time from pH 7.24 to 7.14 and a more pronounced decrease at 44.5 h reaction time 
from pH 7.09 to pH 6.70. At present it is unclear if any of these two pH decreases corresponds to a LBZA-
ZnO phase transition. A transition is also considered unlikely as the reaction end product has a paint-like 
consistency, similar to the LBZA-rich reaction end products synthesized previously.  

 

 

Figure 5.4 Titration based strategy for ZnO formation showing in-situ pH curve (a), temperature T (b) and base 
volume V (c) measurements of 16.7 mM ZnAc2 titrated with 1 mM ammonia at 0.02 mL min−1 with a target pH of 6 
after the first 1 h off the reaction time and at 60 (black), 50 (red), 40 (blue) and 30 °C (green) reaction temperature.  
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 PXRD analysis of the reaction end product at 60 °C (Fig. 5.5) again showed the formation of a near 
pure ZnO phase with some minor signals before 30 ° 2-theta and one at 33 ° 2-theta that most likely 
correspond to LBZA. At 50 °C, pXRD analysis showed the formation of two major phases. The strongest 
signals correspond to wurtzite ZnO, which has more pronounced signals then those observed when using 
50 mM ZnAc2 at 50 °C. The second major set of signals matches with a wülfingite ZnOH2 phase. Besides 
ZnO and wülfingite only minor signals matching LBZA could be observed. This suggests that decreasing 
the zinc salt concentration does promote the formation of ZnO. However, it also seems to promote the 
formation of wülfingite ZnOH2. This results in a competition between the two phases.  
 

 
Figure 5.5 pXRD data of reaction end product synthesized from 16.7 mM ZnAc2 titrated with 1 mM ammonia at 
0.02 mL min−1 with a target pH of 6 after the first 1 h off reaction time, performed at 60, 50, 40 and 30 °C reaction 
temperature. The broad pXRD signal visible at about 20° is from the substrate. 

Analysis of the reaction performed at 40 °C, shows the predominant presence of wülfingite ZnOH2. 
Only minimal signals matching with either LBZA or ZnO are observed. Given that in-situ pH 
measurements show a pH decrease typically associated with a transition from LBZA to ZnO, this does 
raise the question why no strong ZnO presence is observed in the end product. Therefore, the reaction at 
40 °C was repeated and terminated after 1.5 h reaction time, before the second pH decrease. pXRD analysis 
on this intermediate product showed the dominant presence of LBZA and a minor amount of wurtzite 
ZnO phase (Fig. A5.3) at this initial reaction time. This shows that LBZA is initially formed using 16.7 mM 
ZnAc2 at 40 °C, which makes it likely that the pH decrease does indicate a transition, however, in this case 
from LBZA to wülfingite ZnOH2 instead of to ZnO. Performing the reaction at 30 °C LBZA was the 
dominant end product. 

In summary, using a 16.7 mM ZnAc2 instead of 50 mM results in a significantly higher reaction pH, 
suggesting the speciation balance does change with ZnAc2 concentration. Performing the reaction at 50 °C 
promotes the formation of ZnO as compared to higher ZnAc2 concentrations while simultaneously also 
forming wülfingite ZnOH2. A clear second decrease in pH is observed at 60 – 40 °C, though this pH 
decrease may be assigned to a transition from LBZA to ZnO or a transition from LBZA to ZnOH2. At 
40 °C the transition to ZnOH2 becomes dominant. Therefore, the ZnO synthesis strategy discussed in this 
section is ideal for a reaction temperature of > 50 °C. 
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5.4. Influence of L-lysine 
 
Given the promising results observed for the use of l-lys as an additive in the formation of ZnO, l-lys was 
employed here at 40 °C reaction temperature using both the 50 mM and 16.7 mM ZnAc2 protocol as 
discussed above with a reaction time of 24 h (Section 5.2; 5.3). Due to the high pH of a 12 mM l-lys solution, 
l-lys was first dissolved in water and the pH was corrected to 6.4 by adding acetic acid, before adding the 
ZnAc2. In both cases this resulted in a starting pH of 6.2 after adding the ZnAc2. It is assumed that this 
somewhat lower starting pH will have no influence on the reaction evolution (Ch. 4). In-situ pH 
measurements showed an overall similar evolution compared to the reaction in the absence of l-lys (Fig. 
5.6). Both reactions showed an initial rise to a pH maximum at 6.65 (50 mM ZnAc2) and 7.00 (16.7 mM 
ZnAc2). This is followed by a slight decrease in pH. Using 50 mM ZnAc2, the observed pH decrease is 
minimal and shows a rather noisy signals, suggesting some additional process may be taking place. 
Subsequently, the pH rises until titration ends at 2 h and 1 h, respectively, reaching a second pH maximum 
at pH 6.60 (50 mM ZnAc2) and 7.08 (16.7 mM ZnAc2). For the remainder of both reactions this second 
maximum pH is maintained until the reaction is terminated at 24 h reaction time. No second pH decrease, 
indicative of LBZA to ZnO or LBZA to ZnOH2 transitions, was observed. 
 

 

Figure 5.6 Titration based strategy for ZnO formation showing in-situ pH curve (a), temperature T (b) and base 
volume V (c) measurements of 12 mM l-lys at 40 °C in combination with 50 mM ZnAc2 titrated with 1 mM ammonia 
at 0.02 mL min−1 with a target pH of 6 after the first 1 h off the reaction time (orange) or 16.7 mM ZnAc2 titrated with 1 
mM ammonia at 0.02 mL min-1 with a target pH of 6 after the first 1 h off the reaction time (purple), both performed at 
40 °C reaction temperature.  
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 PXRD analysis on the reaction end products (Fig A5.4), showed the preferred formation of LBZA with 
ZnO as a minor phase for both 50 and 16.7 mM ZnAc2. Using 16.7 mM ZnAc2, a stronger yet minimal ZnO 
signal is obtained compared to the reaction in absence of l-lys. Given that wülfingite ZnOH2 is 
predominantly observed in absence of l-lys (Fig. 5.5), it is unclear whether l-lys promotes the formation of 
ZnO or suppresses the formation of ZnOH2. Using 50 mM ZnAc2, the ZnO pXRD signals are stronger than 
those observed in absence of l-lys at 24 h. Indeed, the relative intensity is similar to the ZnO signals 
observed after 72 h reaction time in presence of l-lys (Fig. 5.2). This suggests that the presence of l-lys 
promotes the formation of ZnO or suppresses the formation of LBZA. By increasing the reaction time to 
72 h in presence of l-lys the formation of ZnO can be further improved (Fig A5.4).  
 

 

Figure 5.7 pXRD data of 50 mM ZnAc2 titrated with 1 mM ammonia at 0.014 mL min−1 with a target pH of 6 after the 
first 2 h off reaction time, performed at 40 °C reaction temperature in absence and in presence of 12 mM l-lys. Half of 
the product was directly purified and analyzed after synthesis, whereas the other half was maturated for 3 weeks. broad 
pXRD signal visible at about 20° is due to the substrate.   

Upon adding l-lys to the reaction mixture, at a mild reaction pH < 6.8, rapid formation of a white 
precipitate was observed in multiple cases. This suggests that l-lys has an influence at RT. To further 
investigate this effect, a reaction was performed 24 h at 40 °C using 50 mM ZnAc2 both in presence and in 
absence of 12 mM l-lys. Subsequently, half of the reaction products was directly isolated, purified and 
analyzed by pXRD (Fig. 5.7). The other half of the reaction product was maturated at RT for 3 weeks in a 
glass vial, followed by purification and pXRD analysis. In absence of l-lys, no change in pXRD signals was 
observed before or after maturating the product. In contrast, in presence of l-lys ZnO signals are 
significantly more pronounced compared to the LBZA after maturating the reaction product. This 
indicates that the transition from LBZA to a more ZnO pure phase continues at RT when l-lys is present. 
There could be due to two possible mechanisms: either l-lys destabilizes the formed LBZA over time which 
indirectly promotes the growth of ZnO or l-lys directly promotes the growth of ZnO. Given that it is 
unclear from the data if the decrease in formed ZnO after maturating is due to continued growth or 
dissolution and reprecipitation, it is impossible to distinguish between both mechanisms. Future studies 
using in-situ cryoTEM may give more insight in this. 
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 Overall, these results show that the presence of l-lys promotes the formation of ZnO at low reaction 
temperatures. In particular, performing the synthesis of ZnO with 50 mM ZnAc2 a similar presence of ZnO 
is obtained after 24 h reaction time in presence of l-lys compared to a 72 h reaction time in absence of 
additives. The presence of l-lys further seems to allow for continuation of the ZnO formation by 
maturating the reaction product at RT.  
 
 

5.5. Conclusion 
 
Using a titration-based synthesis strategy with ZnAc2 as zinc salt and ammonia solution as base, wurtzite 
ZnO could be synthesized at temperatures as low as 40 °C in the absence of additives and without using 
any post synthetic heating steps. With decreasing reaction temperatures other species are also observed, 
namely LBZA and wülfingite ZnOH2. Here, the initial ZnAc2 concentration does influence both the 
crystalline species of the reaction product and their purity. Use of 50 mM ZnAc2 only resulted in significant 
formation of ZnO at > 60 °C. At 50 and 40 °C ZnO became a minor phase with the major phase being 
LBZA. Increasing the reaction time did increase the relative amount of ZnO formed. In contrast, using 
16.7 mM ZnAc2, ZnO was the major product at 60 °C and arguably at 50 °C. At this ZnAc2 starting 
concentration, significant amounts of wülfingite ZnOH2 were observed at 50 °C and its dominant 
formation at 40 °C. In contrast to the use of 50 mM ZnAc2 no ZnO was observed when performing the 
reaction at 40 °C using 16.7 mM ZnAc2. Wülfingite ZnOH2 was not formed during the initial reaction 
stages but likely during an observed second decrease in pH, previously only associated with the formation 
of ZnO at higher reaction temperatures. This suggests that under these conditions wülfingite ZnOH2 
formation is the kinetically and possibly thermodynamically more favorable pathway than the formation 
of ZnO.  
 The formation of ZnO at 40 °C could be further promoted by adding l-lys to the initial reaction 
solution. In presence of l-lys an increased ZnO yield was observed when using shorter reaction times. It 
was also found that in presence of l-lys the transition of the reaction product to containing more pure ZnO 
continues when maturating the reaction product at RT. Something that was not observed in absence of l-
lys. Overall, this shows that ZnO can be formed at low reaction temperatures and that ZnO formation can 
be promoted further be selecting suitable additives.  
 
 

5.6. Materials and Methods 
 
5.6.1. Materials 
Acetic acid (99-100%, GPR rectapur) and ammonia (28%, GPR rectapur) were acquired from VWR, l-lysine 
(l-lys, > 98%, purum) was acquired from Fluka and zinc acetate dihydrate (ZnAc2, > 98%, ACS reagent) 
was acquired from Acros organics. All chemicals were used as received unless stated otherwise. 
 
5.6.2. Methods 
When the reaction is performed in presence of l-lys, 12 mM l-lys was dissolved in 50 mL pure water and 
set to pH 6.4 to 6.6 using 50 and 250 mM acetic acid solutions. Next 16.7 or 50 mM zinc acetate was 
dissolved in the l-lys solution or in the case for all other reactions in 50 ml pure water in a 100 ml five-neck 
flask under reflux. The reaction solution was magnetically stirred (vortexing, 450 rpm). Unless noted 
otherwise, the starting pH was set to 6.4 by manually adding 50 mM acetic acid solution before initiating 
heating. 30 s after starting pH measurements the reaction temperature was gradually increased to ~60, 50, 
40 or 30 °C using an oil bath. 270 s after initiating heating 1 M ammonia is titrated into the system at 0.02 
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or 0.014 mL min-1 for either 3300 or 6900 s, when using 16.7 or 50 mM zinc acetate respectively. After this 
initial titration period ammonia is only added to the reaction solution if the pH is below 6.0. 24 or 72 h 
after initiation, the reaction was ended and the final dispersion collected. All dispersions were subsequently 
purified by centrifugation using an Optima L-90K ultracentrifuge equipped with a Type 70 Ti rotor at 
25.000 rpm for 20 min. The pellet was redispersed in pure water followed by another centrifugation step. 
This procedure was performed twice. After centrifugation the solid product was dried at room 
temperature.  
 
5.6.3. Analysis 
In-situ pH and temperature measurements were conducted, respectively, using a Metrohm 6.0234.100 and 
6.1110.100 pH and temperature sensor, connected to an 809 Titrando unit equipped with two 800 dosino 
dosing devices (10 or 20 mL) controlled by TIAMO 2.5 software.  

Powder X-ray diffraction (pXRD) measurements were performed on a MiniFlex 600 diffractometer 
operated at 40 kV and 15 mA using Cu Kα radiation (1.54 nm).  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out on a Quanta 3D (Thermo Fischer Scientific) 
equipped with a field emission gun, secondary electron detector and operated at 5.0 kV. The samples in 
powder form were dispersed in pure water, 10 μL dispersion was deposited on a continuous carbon-coated 
TEM grid with copper or gold supports (200 mesh), followed by manual blotting after 40 s. Samples were 
loaded in the SEM using an in‐house build custom SEM holder that can accommodate 6 TEM grids.  
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5.7. Appendix A5 
 

 

Figure A5.1 pXRD data of 50 mM ZnAc2 titrated with 1 mM ammonia at 0.02 mL/min with a target pH of 6 after the 
first 2 h off reaction time, preformed in 2019 (blue), 2020 (gold) and 2021 (black). The broad pXRD signal visible at about 
20° is due to the substrate.  

 

  

Figure A5.2 pXRD data from 2019 of 50 mM ZnAc2 titrated with 1 mM ammonia at 0.02 mL min-1 with a target pH of 6 
after the first 2 h off reaction time, performed at 60 (black), 50 (red) and 40 °C (blue) reaction temperature. The broad 
pXRD signal visible at about 20° is due to the substrate. 
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Figure A5.3 pXRD data of 16.7 mM ZnAc2 titrated with 1 mM ammonia at 0.02 mL min-1 performed at 40 °C with a 
1.5 h reaction time. The broad pXRD signal visible at about 20° is due to the substrate. 

 

 

 

Figure A5.4 pXRD data from a 24 h (orange) and 72 h (red) reaction at 40 °C in presence of 12 mM l-lys using 50 mM 
ZnAc2 titrated with 1 mM ammonia at 0.014 mL min-1 and with a target pH of 6 after the first 2 h off reaction time 
(purple) and and a 24 h reaction in presence of 16.7 mM ZnAc2 titrated with 1 mM ammonia at 0.02 mL min−1 and with 
a target pH of 6 after the first 1 h off reaction time (orange). The broad pXRD signal visible at about 20° is due to the 
substrate. 
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A5.1. Difficulties Using pH Probes 
 
As mention in section 5.3 in-situ pH data is not presented for several of the earlier experiments. In some 
cases, this is due to a software issue resulting in full loss of data directly after measurements. In most cases, 
however, the data is not of sufficient quality to allow for reliable data interpretation. All these experiments 
were performed using a metrohmn unitrode combined pH and temperature electrode, similar to the one 
used in Ch. 3. The specific electrode used was found to have an issue during heating (Fig A5.5). During the 
initial heating stages, the sensor detected a non-sample related spontaneous rise in pH. This pH rise was 
subsequently followed by a gradual pH correction over time. The occurrence of this pH rise is 
unpredictable and can be mistaken for the natural pH increase observed during initial titration. This makes 
it impossible to reliably deconvolute this artifact from pH changes present in the reaction. For this reason, 
it was decided to omit all pH data acquired with this probe from the data analysis process and this thesis.  
 

 

Figure A5.5 Measured pH a temperature evolution a pH 6 buffer heated to 80 °C, and three ZnO titration reaction 
performed at 60 °C. For the buffer reaction and the red and black titration reactions the defective unitrode electrode 
was used. The remaining titration reaction blue uses a pH and temperature sensor as used for all reaction displayed in 
this chapter.  
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Chapter 6 
 
 
 

Designing Stable, Hierarchical Peptide Fibers 
from Block Co-polypeptide Sequences 

 
Natural materials, such as collagen, can assemble with multiple levels of organization in 
solution. Achieving a similar degree of control over morphology, stability and hierarchical 
organization with equilibrium synthetic materials remains elusive. For the assembly of peptidic 
materials the process is influenced by the formation of a secondary structure motifs. This 
formation with its underlying hydrophobic interactions and electrostatics results in a complex 
interplay of variables. Consequently, fine tuning the thermodynamics and kinetics of assembly 
remains extremely challenging. Here, we synthesized a set of block co-polypeptides with 
varying hydrophobicity and ability to form secondary structure. From this set we select a 
sequence with balanced interactions that results in the formation of high-aspect ratio 
thermodynamically favored nanotubes, stable between pH 2 and 12 and up to 80 °C. This 
stability permits their hierarchical assembly into bundled nanotube fibers by directing the pH 
and inducing complementary zwitterionic charge behavior. This block co-polypeptide design 
strategy, using defined sequences, provides a straightforward approach to creating complex 
hierarchical peptide-based assemblies with tunable interactions ideal as mineralization template 
for, for example, ZnO. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This chapter is adapted from: 
M. M. J. van Rijt, A. Ciaffoni, A. Ianiro, M.-A. Moradi, A. L. Boyle, A. Kros, H. Friedrich, N. A. J. M. 
Sommerdijk and J. P. Patterson, Designing stable, hierarchical peptide fibers from block co-polypeptide 
sequences, Chemical Science, 2019, 10, 9001-9008. 

 
“All around us are people, of all classes, of all nationalities, of all ages. For three days these people, 
these strangers to one another, are brought together. They sleep and eat under one roof, they 
cannot get away from each other. At the end of three days they part, they go their several ways, 
never, perhaps, to see each other again.” 

Agatha Christie, Murder on the Orient Express, 1934 
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6.1. Peptide Self-assembly 
 
Due to their biocompatibility, biodegradability and their versatility in chemistry[1-3], poly (amino acid) 
amphiphiles are widely investigated for applications including therapeutics[4], drug delivery[5], and 
scaffolding for biological growth[6]. A wide range of strategies exist for creating peptide-based self-
assembled materials including dipeptides[7], dynamic peptide libraries[8]. spider-silk based sequences[9], 
peptide amphiphiles (PA)[10, 11] and block co-polypeptides (BCPP)[12, 13]. These amphiphilic peptide materials 
have been shown to organize into various morphologies, such as spherical-[14-17] and cylindrical micelles[6, 

8, 18], vesicles[12, 17, 19-21], nanotubes[22-30], nanoribbons[25, 30-34] and hydrogel networks[13, 35]. Nanotubes are 
defined as well-defined hollow cylinders with a diameter range of 0.5-500 nm and an aspect ratio exceeding 
five[36]. These morphologies possess only limited levels of organization, which strongly contrast with 
natural materials like collagen that possess multiple levels of organization (hierarchical materials). As these 
hierarchical materials possess unrivalled control over structure and properties[37], achieving hierarchical 
self-assembly in synthetic materials through additional complementary supramolecular interactions is an 
important goal in the field of bio-inspired materials.  

Synthetic hierarchical materials often form kinetically trapped structures, which can be very stable[38-

40], but generally are highly dependent on the preparation conditions and mostly are non-uniform in size 
and morphology[41, 42]. Thermodynamically controlled assemblies that rapidly equilibrate to the lowest 
energy conformation tend to form well-defined and reproducible structures[43]. However, these structures 
tend to rearrange upon changing solution conditions[44], which limits their usability window and prevents 
control over their organization in solution. At elevated temperatures, changes or even denaturation of the 
peptide secondary structure can radically influence the expressed morphology resulting in, for example, 
peptide nanotube in helical unwinding[29] or the devolution into spherical micelles at elevated 
temperatures[25]. The pH induced protonation or deprotonation of peptide moieties has shown to induce 
self-assembly[45], evolution in morphology[18] or even the inversion of vesicular assemblies[19]. Furthermore, 
variations in ionic concentration have shown to both influence the secondary structure and the fibrillar 
length[6]. Therefore, realizing thermodynamically controlled assemblies that are stable in a wide range of 
environments with the ability to form hierarchical assemblies is an interesting challenge which requires a 
careful balance of system thermodynamics and kinetics[46]. For peptide-based assemblies this requires 
controlling hydrophobic interactions, electrostatics and the resulting secondary structure motifs [11, 47]. 
Consequently, new approaches towards designing peptide sequences which allow control over 
thermodynamics and kinetics are needed. 

Here we use BCPPs with a defined amino acid composition and sequence, inspired by previous 
observed assembly behavior[48]. We designed a hydrophobic core sequence with the ability to form 
secondary structure, and a hydrophilic “stabilizer” sequence which is pH responsive. Simple variation of 
the peptide relative peptide block lengths and their ability to form secondary structure provides control 
over the system morphology, thermodynamics, and kinetics. This allows us to form well-defined peptide 
nanotubes which are stable between pH 2 -12, in a temperature range of 4 -80 °C and under a wide range 
of ionic strengths. The stability of the nanotube morphology under this broad variety of environments 
allows their organization in solution to be tuned by controlling inter-nanotube attraction and repulsion, 
resulting in the formation of bundled nanotube fibers. 

Using solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS)[49], we created a set of BCPPs with the generic composition 
[ALV]x[KGE]y, see scheme 1 and section A6.1.1. The hydrophobic alanine - leucine - valine (ALV) sequence 
is designed to form a rigid secondary structure, either α-helical or β-sheet[50, 51], which makes the formation 
of typical spherical or cylindrical micelles less favorable as compared to the lower curvature nanotube or 
vesicular morphologies[52]. The added rigidity of the secondary structure should also provide enhanced 
stability to the assembled morphology compared to typically used aliphatic segments. The alternating 
charges in the lysine - glycine - glutamic acid (KGE) hydrophilic sequence is designed to control the 
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repulsion between individual chains and ultimately larger assemblies by adjusting solution pH. Based on 
the pH the hydrophilic stabilizer block is either dominantly positively, zwitterionically or negative charged. 
By varying the relative lengths of each sequence and synthesizing complementary racemic sequences, we 
investigate the relative contributions of secondary structure and hydrophobicity on the morphology and 
the thermodynamics and kinetics of the assemblies.  
 
Scheme 1 Molecular structure of [ALV]x[KGE]y and an overview of the investigated peptide sequences. 

 
 
 

6.2. Control over Morphology and Assembly Kinetics by Varying the 
Hydrophobic-hydrophilic Balance and Secondary Structure 

 
To initiate self-assembly, the investigated peptide sequences (scheme 1) were added directly to pure water 
(resulting in a pH of ~4) or pH 4 buffer at a concentration of 5 or 10 mg mL−1. At both concentrations 
similar behavior was observed. For [ALV]5[KGE]2 this resulted in macroscopic phase separation. Assembly 
of [ALV]5[KGE]2 could be induced by a DMSO solvent switch procedure (see section 6.6), still yielding a 
turbid dispersion. The high water-incompatibility of [ALV]5[KGE]2 indicates the formation of kinetically 
trapped assemblies during water addition in the solvent switch procedure[53]. Upon pure water or pH 4 
buffer addition the more hydrophilic sequences [ALV]2[KGE]5, [ALV]3[KGE]4, [ALV]3[KGE]5 and 
[ALV]4[KGE]3 quickly formed slightly viscous, transparent solutions.  

The evolution of morphology with increasing length of the hydrophobic sequence was investigated by 
cryoTEM. [ALV]2[KGE]5, the most hydrophilic sequence, showed no evidence of self-assembly 
(Fig. A6.1a). Using cryo-EELS analysis a significant amount of nitrogen could be detected in the solution 
(Fig. A6.1c), indicating that [ALV]2[KGE]5 peptides are solubilized as unimers, i.e. individual 
macromolecules. The presence of the peptide in solution was further supported by the formation of sheet-
like polymer structures upon freeze drying in the TEM (Fig. A6.2a-b). For the [ALV]3[KGE]4 peptide, the 
formation of well-defined nanotubes, with lengths of > 2 µm and diameters of 9 ± 1 nm and with an 
internal cavity of 4.5 ± 0.4 nm were observed by cryoTEM (Fig. 6.1a). This measured diameter exceeds 
the length of two fully extended hydrophobic sequences (6.9 nm, section A6.2), thereby strongly suggesting 
that the observed structures are hollow nanotubes (curled bilayer structures) rather than solid or hydrated 
cylindrical micelles. However, the observation of these small internal nanotube cavities by cryoTEM was 
very challenging and required optimal imaging conditions, as further discussed in section A6.2. SAXS 
measurements were performed to support the cryoTEM results. The experimental SAXS data was 
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compared to both form factor modelling (no least-squares minimization) and fitting (using least-squares 
minimization) of hollow and solid cylinders (Fig. 6.2, section A6.2). For both procedures the solid cylinder 
model showed a poor correlation with the experimental results. In contrast, good agreement between the 
SAXS data and the hollow cylinder model, with a diameter of 9 nm with an internal cavity diameter of 
2 nm, is observed, confirming the formation of nanotubes. That this internal cavity shows a smaller 
diameter according to SAXS (2 nm) compared to cryoTEM (4.5 nm) further supports the presence of 
hydrated stabilizer blocks in the nanotube interior. These hydrated domains cannot be observed by 
cryoTEM whereas they seem to provide contrast in SAXS. 
 

 

Figure 6.1 CryoTEM images (a-c) of [ALV]3[KGE]4 (a), [ALV]5[KGE]2 (b) and r[ALV]5[KGE]2 (c) combined with 
normalized FTIR spectra (d-h) of [ALV]2[ KGE]5 (d), [ALV]3[KGE]4 (e), r[ALV]3[KGE]4 (f), [ALV]5[KGE]2 (g) and 
r[ALV]5[KGE]2 (h) self-assembled at 5 mg mL−1. The FTIR spectra show the amide I and II signals of the peptide 
assemblies. Inset (a) corresponds to a sketch of the expected tubular assembly structure based on cryoTEM observations. 
Low magnification images of a-c can be found in section A6.1.2. 
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To determine if these nanotubes are equilibrium species, dialysis was used, in combination with UV-
Vis measurements of the amide absorption (section A6.3), where the use of a 10 kDa dialysis membrane 
should only allow the diffusion of peptide unimers through the membrane wall. After 72 h of dialysis a 
strong decrease in amide absorption was observed, indicating that unimer exchange between the 
nanotubes and bulk solution indeed occurs, strongly indicating that the nanotubes are equilibrium 
species[54]. CryoTEM showed that similar tubular assemblies were found when [ALV]3[KGE]4 was 
subjected to DMSO solvent switch (section A6.1.2.). As the observation of similar structures from a 
different preparation method is uncommon for kinetically trapped structures[54], this lends support to our 
conclusion that these are in equilibrium with unimers in solution. 

To determine if the evolution from unimers to nanotubes between [ALV]2[KGE]5 and [ALV]3[KGE]4 
is due to an increase of the hydrophobic (ALV) sequence, or a decrease of the hydrophilic (KGE) sequence 
length, [ALV]3[KGE]5 was synthesized. CryoTEM showed identical nanotube assemblies compared to 
[ALV]3[KGE]4 (Fig. A6.3a). This suggests that the increase in hydrophobic domain length is the driving 
force for the observed evolution in morphology. 

Assembly of the [ALV]4[KGE]3 sequence resulted in a mixture of disordered curved cylindrical shaped 
micelles with a diameter of 5 ± 1 nm (Fig. A6.3b) and long nanotubes with a diameter of 9 ± 1 nm. The 
latter had an internal cavity of 2.5 ± 0.4 nm. The assembly of [ALV]4[KGE]3 in two distinct cylindrical 
populations suggest the presence of a kinetic component during self-assembly. 

CryoTEM further showed that the most hydrophobic peptide [ALV]5[KGE]2, assembled into 200 nm 
long nanotubes with a diameter of 9 ± 1 nm (Fig. 6.1b) and an internal cavity of 4.4 ± 0.4 nm. Based on the 
previously mentioned water-incompatibility of [ALV]5[KGE]2 we conclude that these nanotubes are 
kinetically trapped structures. This evolution from 1) soluble unimers of [ALV]5[KGE]2, to 2) nanotubes of 
both [ALV]3[KGE]4 and [ALV]3[KGE]5 that are in equilibrium with the solution, to 3) kinetically trapped 
structures with [ALV]4[KGE]3 and finally 4) phase separation of [ALV]5[KGE]2 (which can be assembled by 
solvent switch into kinetically trapped nanotubes) indicates that both the morphology and the energetics 
of the formation pathways can be controlled by the relative block lengths of the [ALV]x[KGE]y system. 

 

 

Figure 6.2 SAXS scattered intensity(I) plot against the scattering vector (q) for [ALV]3[KGE]4 assembled at 5 mg mL−1 in 
pH 4 buffer by direct dissolution (black) versus the fitted model for solid (blue) and hollow (red) cylindrical shaped 
micelles. 
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For all assembled samples, strong light scattering of the aggregates prevented the use of circular 
dichroism, therefore the secondary structure (i.e. folding behavior) of these macromolecules was 
investigated using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, by analyzing the Amide I vibrations 
(Fig. 6.1d-h; A6.3c). Hand-in-hand with the observed evolution in morphology, an evolution in secondary 
structure was observed: [ALV]2[ KGE]5 showed an amide I maximum at 1644 cm−1 corresponding to 
disordered folding behavior; [ALV]3[KGE]4, [ALV]3[KGE]5 and [ALV]4[KGE]3 showed a dominant β-sheet 
folding behavior represented by an amide I maximum at 1627 cm−1; while [ALV]5[KGE]2 showed an amide 
I maxima at 1626 cm−1 and a mixed signal between 1665 cm−1, and 1693 cm−-1 corresponding to a mix of β-sheet and β-turn folding behavior[55]. 

To identify the influence of secondary structure both on morphology and equilibrium behavior of the 
assemblies we synthesized the racemically randomized peptides r[ALV]3[KGE]4 and r[ALV]5[KGE]2. Both 
could be dispersed by direct dissolution. Similar to [ALV]3[KGE]4, r[ALV]3[KGE]4 quickly formed a slightly 
viscous, transparent solution. However, where the optically pure [ALV]3[KGE]4 formed well-defined 
nanotubes, cryoTEM analysis showed virtually no self-assembly for r[ALV]3[KGE]4 (Fig. A6.1b), with 
exception of some small populations of cylindrical shaped micelles (Fig. A6.4). After in-microscope freeze 
drying large amounts of micrometer-sized polymer sheets were observed (Fig. A6.2c-d), that were not 
observed previously by cryoTEM or by dispersion turbidity. This indicates they were formed during freeze-
drying and that most of the peptide was present in solution as unimers. For FTIR of r[ALV]3[KGE]4 
(Fig. 6.1f; A6.5) the amide I maximum was observed at 1642 cm−1 corresponding to disordered folding 
behavior, similar to that observed for [ALV]2[ KGE]5. 

The more hydrophobic sequence r[ALV]5[KGE]2 required multiple hours of stirring to obtain a 
transparent solution, but in contrast to the optically pure [ALV]5[KGE]2, it could still be dispersed by direct 
dissolution. r[ALV]5[KGE]2 showed the formation of disordered curved cylindrical shaped micelles with a 
diameter of 7 ± 1 nm (Fig. 6.1c). No internal cavities could be observed by cryoTEM, suggesting that 
cylindrical micelles are formed instead of nanotubes. This is supported by the measured decrease in 
diameter from 9 to 7 nm compared to [ALV]5[KGE]2 (Fig. A6.6). This diameter is reasonable for cylindrical 
micelles formation based hydrophobic sequence length (section A6.2). FTIR (Fig. 6.1h; A6.5) showed an 
amide I maximum at 1627 cm−1 with a broad shoulder towards the higher wavenumbers.[55] This suggests 
a combination of β-sheet and disordered folding behavior after self-assembly, and hence that β-sheet 
formation is an important stabilizing factor for the nanotubes. 

The observation that these two racemic systems behave distinctly different from their optically active 
counterparts strongly suggests that the rigid β-sheet core folding is responsible for directing the nanotube 
structure in [ALV]3[KGE]4, [ALV]3[KGE]5, [ALV]4[KGE]3 and [ALV]5[KGE]2. At the same time β-sheet 
formation reduces the solubility of [ALV]5[KGE]2 compared to r[ALV]5[KGE]2 such that direct dissolution 
is not possible, and also unimer exchange is disfavoured.44  

The above results stress the fine balance in composition required for the formation of equilibrium 
nanotube structures in water in the [ALV]3[KGE]4 system, making this peptide system an ideal candidate 
for studying the stability and responsive behavior of peptide aggregates.  
 
 

6.3. Thermal Stability and Thermodynamic Control 
 
To investigate if the [ALV]3[KGE]4 nanotubes are in equilibrium with the solution we performed 
controlled heating and cooling (thermal annealing) experiments monitoring structure formation with static 
light scattering (SLS) measurements. CryoTEM studies at room temperature before and after thermal 
annealing and for a reheated part of the sample to 58 °C (equipment limit) during vitrification were used 
to provide further insight into the system behavior.  
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Figure 6.3 SLS results for [ALV]3[KGE]4 at 0.5 mg mL−1 in pH 4 buffer collected at 20, 40, 60 and 80 °C, during heating 
(a) and cooling (b). CryoTEM of [ALV]3[KGE]4 heated to 58 °C during vitrification (c), before heating (d) and after the 
SLS heating procedure (e). Scheme of observed species (f) before / after heating (left) and during at ~60 °C (right). 

During each heating step the total light scattering intensity at 90° was measured to determine the 
equilibration time. This showed that during every step full system equilibration occurred within 80 s after 
reaching the target temperature (Fig. A6.7). At room temperature SLS shows that the logarithm of the 
excess Rayleigh ratio log10R(q) scales linearly with the logarithm of the scattering vector log10q, with a 
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slope close to −1, corresponding to the presence of cylindrical shaped assemblies or nanotubes with a fractal 
dimension of 1.[56]  

With increasing temperature, the scattering intensity decreased (Fig. 6.3a) indicating a progressive 
decrease in nanotube length with temperature. Simultaneously, we observed an increase in the slope at 
low q values (< 2·107 m−1), indicating a progressive increase in attractive interactions between individual 
cylinders with increasing temperature. This strongly implies a tendency of the cylinders to form bundles 
at high temperatures. This trend is observed with a single exception at 60 °C at a q-value of 1.1·107 m−1, 

likely due to the presence of intermediate aggregates. At 58 °C cryoTEM indeed showed the presence of 
large populations of bundles of relative short nanotubes. These bundles were present alongside a minor 
population of long (> 2000 nm) curved nanotubes and some sheet like structures which possibly resulted 
from the unfolding of nanotubes (Fig. 6.3c; A6.8).  

In contrast, during gradual cooling from 80 to 20 °C the SLS curve (Fig. 6.3b) did not show a gradual 
transition. Instead, the decrease in intensity showed a strong hysteresis, although the curve recorded at 
20°C again matched that of the sample before heating, the observed hysteresis suggests that although the 
nanotubes show fully reversible aggregation behavior, the kinetics of aggregation are different from those 
of the de-aggregation process[57, 58]. CryoTEM showed similar long nanotube assemblies both before and 
after thermal annealing (Fig. 6.3d,e), and after thermal annealing unfolded nanotubes were no longer 
observed. This confirms that the SLS observations are indeed in accord with a fully recovered morphology 
and suggests that long nanotubes are the thermodynamically favored product[6]. 

At elevated temperatures peptide nanotubes tend to morphologically rearrange[25, 29]. For 
[ALV]3[KGE]4, both SLS and cryoTEM suggest that the nanotube morphology is conserved even at high 
temperatures. The decrease in tube length can be explained by a shift in the thermodynamic equilibrium 
between unimers and assemblies at higher temperatures, and the concomitant dissolution of the unimers 
from the nanotube ends that have higher surface energies[59]. The additional formation of bundled 
structures indicates an increase in interaction between individual nanotubes. This is likely due to thermal 
dehydration of the hydrogen-bonding groups in the hydrophilic stabilizer blocks, decreasing their solubility 
and leading to the loss of the hydration layer around the individual nanotubes, making lateral aggregation 
more favorable. Evidence for dehydration was indeed observed by cryoTEM which showed that at 58 °C 
(Fig. 6.3c) the nanotube wall gave a higher contrast compared to RT observations (Fig. 6.3d,e). The 
increase in nanotube wall density is consistent with the expulsion of water from the hydrophilic stabilizer 
block. Together SLS and cryoTEM suggest [ALV]3[KGE]4 nanotubes show significant temperature stability 
and form under thermodynamic control. 
 
 
6.4. pH Responsive Behavior and Hierarchical Assembly 
 
The [ALV]x[KGE]y peptides are designed with a complementary zwitterionic hydrophilic stabilizer 
possessing alternating positive and negative charges. This should ensure stability of the assemblies at both 
low and high pH, where the stabilizer blocks will be positively charged or negatively charged, respectively, 
while promoting interactions between assemblies at intermediate pH. To investigate nanotube stability 
over a range of pH values, and to investigate whether pH modulation can activate the formation of higher 
order species without compromising the underlying nanotube morphology, [ALV]3[KGE]4 was assembled 
in buffers of pH 2, 6 and 12 (10 mg mL −1, direct dissolution). FTIR showed the formation of dominant β-sheet arrangements in all cases with amide I maxima between 1628-1624 cm−1 (Fig. A6.9), suggesting a 
core folding similar to β-sheet formation observed at pH 4. 
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Figure 6.4 CryoTEM images (1) and schemes (2) of [ALV]3[KGE]4 assembled via direct dissolution at 10 mg mL−1 in pH 
2 (a), 6 (b) and 12 (c) buffer. Zoom-in of b showing the bundled composition out of nanotubes (d) and an organization-
induced interference pattern (e).  

At both pH 2 and pH 12 (Fig. 6.4a,c) cryoTEM showed the formation of straight dispersed nanotubes 
with an external diameter of 8 ± 1 and 9 ± 1 nm, respectively, indicating that the nanotube morphology is 
highly stable over a wide range of pH values. The length of the nanotubes appears to vary with pH 
(Fig. 6.1a; 6.4b,c), where more significant populations of short nanotubes are present at pH 2 and 12. As 
the energy difference between long and short nanotubes will be small (aspect ratios > 20) it is likely that 
the distribution of lengths is determined stochastically by the nanotube nucleation rate, which is likely pH 
dependent. At pH 6 the system becomes rather viscous and turbid, suggesting the presence of larger 
assemblies. CryoTEM in combination with cryogenic electron tomography (cryoET) indeed revealed the 
formation of large fibers of closely packed nanotubes (Fig. 6.4b; A6.11). CryoET specifically confirmed that 
the fibers are three-dimensional structures composed of individual nanotubes with a diameter of 9 ± 1 nm 
(Fig. A6.10, section A6.1.3.). Although the resolution of the reconstructions was not sufficient to observe 
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the inner cavity of the nanotubes, their hollow nature could be confirmed from cryoTEM images (Fig. 6.4d; 
A6.11). The conservation of the nanotube morphology shows that the β-sheet secondary structure 
provides strong enough intermolecular interactions that are not affected by the changed charge behavior 
of the hydrophilic stabilizer block. Most fibers were relatively thin (composed of < 30 nanotubes per fiber) 
yet highly ordered as observed as interference patterns in cryoTEM (Fig. 6.4e,). We propose that this order 
originates from the attractive forces between neighboring nanotubes that in combination with steric 
interactions induce their parallel alignment. 

To substantiate this proposition, we consider the pKas of the amino acids constituting the hydrophilic 
stabilizer blocks. Glutamic acid and lysine have pKas of 4.25 and 10.53, respectively[60]. At pH 6 both are 
expected to be charged, leading to zwitterionic peptide chains with strong mutual interactions. Diluting 
fibers formed at 10 mg mL−1 at pH 4 to 5 mg mL−1 at pH 6 results in the formation of high density nanotube 
patches in which nanotube alignment is preserved despite the dilution (Fig. A6.12a,b). Note that: only 
dispersed nanotubes are observed when samples are prepared at 1 mg mL−1 (section A6.1.2.). However, 
when increasing the pH from 6 to 8, to a regime in which the lysine groups start to be deprotonated the 
alignment is lost and the fibers reorganize to form dispersed nanotubes, similar to those prepared directly 
at pH 8 (section A6.1.2., Fig. A6.12c). Consequently, sequences for which glutamic acid was replaced with 
lysine or vice versa should show dispersed fibers at pH 6; this was indeed confirmed by cryoTEM 
(Fig. A6.13).  

Hence, fiber formation appears to be controlled by electrostatic interactions between the hydrophilic 
stabilizer blocks. At pH 6 these will be in a zwitterionic state, allowing their interdigitation as proposed 
by Chen et al.[18] Indeed, cryoET shows that within the fibers the inter-nanotube distance is 2.5 ± 0.8 nm, 
which is significantly shorter than the length of a fully extended hydrophilic stabilizer sequence (4.4 nm), 
and supports the proposed interdigitation of the hydrophilic sequences as the driving force for fiber 
formation.  
 
 

6.5. Conclusion 
 
Controlling thermodynamics and kinetics of molecular self-assembly to design objects with predesigned 
morphology and hierarchical structure is a key challenge for the creation of soft and complex materials. 
Here, we achieved this by the variation of the number and type of the amino acids in the hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic blocks of a block co-poly peptide. We demonstrated that by composing the appropriate 
hydrophobic core and hydrophilic stabilizer blocks we can create well-defined and thermodynamically 
stable nanotubes that can reversibly assemble into fibers as a function of pH.  

Varying the amino acid composition of the different blocks allowed us – beyond tuning the 
hydrophobic/hydrophilic balance - to modulate two parameters that were key to the assembly of these 
hierarchical structures: 1) The introduction of secondary structure (β-sheets) in the hydrophobic block, 
that provides the nanotubes with the required stability under different self-assembly conditions, 2) The 
reversible introduction of a zwitterionic regime in the hydrophilic blocks that allowed to direct the inter-
nanotube interactions through pH variation.  

Importantly, the thermodynamic stability of the nanotube morphology is a key factor in their uniform 
formation, which, together with their high aspect ratios make this system an ideal candidate for further 
investigation as a peptide hydrogel system.[52] Moreover, we anticipate that our approach can be used to 
design and control the thermodynamics, kinetics and morphology of peptide based assemblies for a range 
of applications notably as templates for “ZnO ”mineralization. 
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6.6. Materials and Methods 
6.6.1. Materials 
Acetic acid (99-100%, GPR rectapur) was acquired from VWR, potassium chloride (KCl, > 99%, BioXtra), 
potassium hydroxide (KOH, > 85%, ACS reagent), sodium acetate anhydrous (CH3COONa, 99% ,FCC), 
sodium hydroxide (NaOH, > 98%, BioXtra) and hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37%, ACS reagent) were acquired 
from Sigma Aldrich, dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, > 99.7%, AR) was acquired from Biosolve, potassium 
dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4, > 99 %, extra pure) and sodium hydrogen carbonate (NaHCO3, 99.5%, 
EMPROVE) were acquired from Merck. All chemicals were used as received unless stated otherwise. 

The peptides were synthesized by solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) using either a Liberty 1 or a 
Liberty Blue microwave-assisted automated peptide synthesizer. Peptides were synthesized on either 
ChemMatrix Rink amide resin (if the Liberty 1 was used) or TentaGel Rink amide resin (if the Liberty Blue 
was used). Standard Fmoc chemistry was employed, with deprotection facilitated by 20% piperidine in 
DMF and coupling achieved using either HCTU with DIPEA as base (with the Liberty 1) or DIC with 
Oxyma as base (Liberty Blue). Peptides were manually acetylated upon completion of synthesis using 
acetic anhydride and pyridine, before cleavage from the resin was facilitated using a mixture of 
TFA:TIPS:H2O (95:2.5:2.5). The cleaved peptide was collected by precipitating into ice-cold diethyl ether, 
the resulting dispersion was centrifuged and the supernatant was removed. The pellet was resuspended in 
a mixture of MeCN and H2O before being freeze-dried. 

The pH buffers were prepared as shown in table 6.1.[61] 
 

Table 6.1 Measured pH and composition of used pH buffers.  pH M A ml M B ml Salt (mM) 
Target Measured 2 1.6 0.1 KCl 50 0.1 HCl 13.0 79.4  4 3.9 0.1 Acetic acid 164 0.1 CH3COONa 36.0 72.0 6 5.9 0.1 KH2PO4 100 0.1 NaOH 11.6 89.6 8 7.9 0.1 KH2PO4 100 0.1 NaOH 93.4 51.7 10 9.8 0.05 NaHCO3 100 0.1 NaOH 21.4 41.2 12 12.4 0.2 KCl 50 0.2 NaOH 12.0 161.3 

 

 
6.6.2. Methods 
High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was conducted using a Shimadzu system with two LC-
8A pumps and an SPD-10AVP UV-Vis detector. All peptides were purified using a Gemini 3 µm C18 
column (150 × 21.2 mm). Peptides were eluted using a gradient of 10-90% B over 30 min at a flow rate of 
12 mL min−1, where A is H2O containing 0.1% TFA, and B is MeCN containing 0.1% TFA. Collected 
fractions were analyzed using LC-MS and the fractions deemed to be > 95% pure were pooled and freeze-
dried.  

Liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC‐MS) was conducted on a Thermo Scientific LC‐MS 
equipped with a Gemini® 3 µm C18 LC column (50 × 4.6 mm). MS and relative abundance measurements 
were conducted using a TSQ Quantum Access MAX MS chamber.  

 
Self‐assembly by direct dissolution (DD) was performed unless stated otherwise. Typically, < 100 μl 

of pure water or buffer was added directly to the peptide powder, followed by overnight stirring using a 
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magnetic stirring bar. When mentioned, 50 v% diluted systems were made by adding < 30 μl of the 
assembled peptide system with < 30 μl dilutant followed by overnight stirring. 

Self‐assembly by solvent switch (SS) in DMSO was performed by dissolving peptide powder at 2 times 
the target concentration in DMSO. Pure water was added dropwise under heavy stirring giving the system 
time to stabilize. DMSO was removed by dialysis using a Thermoscientific Slide‐A‐Lyzer® 2 kDa mini 
dialysis unit. 

The pH measurements were conducted using a Mettler Toledo seven compact pH/ion sensor or a 
Metrohm (6.0234.100) 125 mm pH probe.  
 

Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (Cryo‐TEM) samples were prepared by depositing 3 μl 
sample on a 200 mesh Cu grids with Quantifoil R 2/2 holey carbon films (Quantifoil Micro Tools GmbH, 
part of SPT Life Sciences group). An automated vitrification robot (Thermo Fischer Scientific, TFS, 
Vitrobot Mark III) was used for plunging in liquid ethane. All TEM grids were surface plasma treated for 
40 s using a Cressington 208 carbon coater prior to use. Cryo‐TEM studies were performed on the TU/e 
cryoTITAN (TFS) operated at 300 kV, equipped with a field emission gun (FEG), a post-column Gatan 
Energy Filter (model 2002) and a post‐GIF 2k × 2k Gatan CCD camera (model 794). 

Freeze-drying is performed to confirm the presence of peptide on the grid, if no structures are observed 
during cryoTEM. Either these structures are removed during blotting or the peptides are present in unimer 
form. During freeze-drying, present peptides crash out of solution resulting in typically dense fibrous 
networks or sheets that can be observed by TEM. Freeze-drying is conducted in-microscope by gradually 
heating the samples on the grid in the autoloader to room temperature conditions overnight.  

TEM image size analysis have been conducted using an in‐house Matlab script. Rod diameters are 
estimated based on ideally 60 measurements from three representative micrographs (3 × 20). Clearly 
distinguishable cross sections are selected and measured at random. Where possible separate assemblies 
are measured targeting local maxima and minima. The interspacing distance of aligned rods determined, 
by averaging the distances between the lowest intensity of the typical nanotube W-shape from intensity 
line plots gathered from at least three representative micrographs. The lengths of directional rods are 
estimated based on 10 end‐to‐end length measurements from a single representative micrograph. A length 
of > 2000 or > 1000 nm is indicated if respectively no rod end or a single rod end is typically observed. 

Cryogenic electron energy loss spectroscopy (Cryo‐EELS) was conducted on the TU/e cryoTITAN in 
EELS mode at 390 eV with a 20 eV slit. The carbon layer of the TEM grid was avoided were possible. 
Spectra were collected between 3 s and 10 s. Beam damage was investigated by taking an image before and 
after EELS. EELS is used to identify present elements by looking at the loss energy of registered electrons. 
For nitrogen, which is only present in the Ac-(ALV)x-b-(KGE)y-NH2 peptides the K loss edge is at 401 eV. 

Cryogenic tomography series were collected between ± 66° using 3° increments, with a total electron 
dose below 60 e−Å−2. Tilt series acquisition was performed with Inspect3D software (TFS). Alignment and 
reconstruction of the series were carried out using IMOD software[62, 63]. 
 

Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR‐FTIR) measurements were 
conducted on a Varian 670‐IR spectrometer using golden gate MCT setup taking 100 scans with a 
resolution of either 2 or 4 cm−1 between 4000 and 650 cm−1. A 2 μl sample droplet was placed over the 
crystal without closing the golden gate. The environmental signals were deconvoluted from the peptide 
signals by subtracting a reference measurement. 

Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements were performed on a SAXSLAB GANESHA 300 XL 
SAXS system equipped with a GeniX 3D Cu Ultra Low Divergence micro focus sealed tube source 
producing X-rays with a wavelength of λ = 1.54 Å at a flux of 108 photons s−1. The instrument was equipped 
with a Pilatus 300 K silicon pixel detector. Two configurations with sample-to-detector distance of 713 mm 
and 1513 mm, respectively, have been used to access a q-range of 0.015 ≤ q ≤ 0.447 Å−1 and 0.007 ≤ q ≤ 
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0.212 Å−1, with wave vector q = 4π(sin θ/2)/λ. Each sample was measured for 2 hours in each 
configuration. Silver behenate was used for calibration of the beam center and the q range. Samples were 
placed in 2 mm quartz capillaries (Hilgenberg, Germany).  

The two-dimensional SAXS patterns were brought to an absolute intensity scale using the calibrated 
detector response function, known sample-to-detector distance, measured incident and transmitted beam 
intensities, and azimuthally averaged to obtain one-dimensional SAXS profiles. The scattering curves of 
the sample were obtained by subtraction of the scattering contribution of the solvent and quartz capillaries.  
Data was modelled with SasView 3.1.2 (http://www.sasview.org/) using pre-developed form factors for 
homogeneous[64], and hollow-cylinders[65]. The solvent electron length density ρH2O = 9.47⋅10−6 have been 
determined with the SasView dedicated utility. 

Static light scattering (SLS) measurements were performed on an ALV CGS-3 instrument equipped 
with a 532 nm green laser and an ALV-LSE5004 digital correlator. To minimize excluded volume 
interactions a freshly prepared sample of [ALV]3[KGE]4 self-assembled by direct dissolution at 0.5 mg ml−1 
in pH 4 buffer has been used. Based on cryoTEM measurements this low concentration does not influence 
self-assembly behavior compared to assembly at 5-10 mg ml−1, see section A6.1.2. Analysis was conducted 
using quartz NMR tube between 30 and 150 degrees with angular step of 10 degrees. For each angle three 
runs of 60 seconds have been performed and were averaged over time to obtain the static values I(q)samp, 
where q = 4πnssinϴ/λ is the wave vector (with ns the refractive index of the solvent, ϴ is half of the 
scattering angle and λ is the wavelength of the laser). The same procedure has been followed to measure 
the static intensities of the pH 4 I(q)solv buffer and of a toluene standard I(q)st. These values have been used 
to bring I(q)samp on absolute scale (the so-called Rayleigh ratio) according to the relation: 2samp solv sst 2st st

( ) ( )( ) ( )I q I q nq R
I q n

−
=  (6.1) 

Here nst and Rst are the refractive index and the Rayleigh ratio of the standard (for toluene at 532 nm 
nst =1.47, Rst = 2.10×10−3 m−1). The measurements were repeated at different temperatures from 20 °C to 
80 °C and back to 20 °C with a temperature step of 20 °C.  

Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-vis) measurements were conducted on a Jasco V‐650 
spectrophotometer using quartz cuvettes. The wavelength was probed between 340 nm and 800 nm with 
a scanning speed of 100 nm/min, a band width of 1 nm and a data interval of 0.5 nm with a medium 
response time. 
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6.7. Appendix A6 
 
 

 

Figure A6.1 CryoTEM images of [ALV]2[KGE]5 (a), r[ALV]3[KGE]4 (b) assembled at 5 mg ml−1 in pH 4 buffer. Cryo 
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS, c) between 380 and 520 eV of [ALV]2[KGE]5 in a similar region as Fig A6.1a. 
The signal at ~ 400 eV indicates the presence of nitrogen. The only source of nitrogen present in the system is 
[ALV]2[KGE]5, confirming its presence in the viewing area.  
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Figure A6.2 CryoTEM (a,c) and post freeze drying images (b,d) of [ALV]2[KGE]5 (a,b) and r[ALV]3[KGE]4 (c,d) assembled 
in water at 5 mg ml−1. If no self-assembled structures are observed during cryoTEM there are two possibilities. Either 
these structures are removed during blotting or the peptides are present in unimer form. During freeze-drying present 
peptides crash out of solution resulting in typically dense fibrous networks or sheets that can be observed by TEM. 

 

Figure A6.3 CryoTEM image of [ALV]3[KGE]5 (a) nanotubes and [ALV]4[KGE]3 (b) cylindrical shaped micelles and 
several nanotubes (red arrows) assembled at 5 mg ml−1 in pH 4 buffer. Normalized FTIR spectra of [ALV]3[KGE]5, 
[ALV]3[KGE]5 and [ALV]4[KGE]5 show strong β-sheet formation for all systems. 
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Figure A6.4 CryoTEM image of observed r[ALV]3[KGE]4 cylindrical micelles assembled at 5 mg ml−1 in pH 4 buffer. 
This is most likely due to strong self-sorting behavior of the racemic peptide sequences. 

 

 

Figure A6.5 Normalized FTIR spectra of r[ALV]5[KGE]2 and r[ALV]5[KGE]2. 
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Figure A6.6 Measured diameter of [ALV]5[KGE]2 assembled in pure water by a DMSO solvent switch (Blue) vs 
r[ALV]5[KGE]2 cylindrical shaped micelles assembled in pure water and pH 4 buffer via direct dissolution (Red).  

 

 

 

Figure A6.7 Equilibration time with temperature for each SLS heating step (20-40, 40-60 and 60-80 °C), total scattering 
intensity measured at a set collection angle at 90 °C. 
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Figure A6.8 CryoTEM images (a-c) of [ALV]3[KGE]4 assembled at 0.5 mg ml−1 heated to 58 °C during vitrification. 

 

Figure A6.9 Normalized FTIR spectra of [ALV]3[KGE]4 assembled at 10 mg ml−1 in pH 2, 4, 6 and 12 buffers via direct 
dissolution. 

 

Figure A6.10 Inverted contrast slices from the cryotomography reconstruction data of [ALV]3[KGE]4 assembled via 
direct dissolution at 10 mg ml−1 in pH 6 buffer. 
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Figure A6.11 Magnified Fig 6.4d. Regions showing nanotubes with observable internal cavities are highlighted in red.  

 

Figure A6.12 CryoTEM images of [ALV]3[KGE]4 assembled at 10 mg ml−1 in pH 6 buffer (a), diluted to 5 mg ml−1 to pH 
6 (b) and diluted to 5 mg ml−1 at pH 8 (c). 
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Figure A6.13 CryoTEM images of [ALV]3[KGK]4 (a) and [ALV]3[EGE]4 (b) assembled at 5 mg ml−1 in pH 6 buffer. 

A6.1. Additional Supporting Information 
Additional supporting information can be found online with the original manuscript at: [66] 
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2019/sc/c9sc00800d#!divAbstract  
A6.1.1. 
This section corresponding with ESI section 3 of the original manuscript. 
A6.1.2. 
This section corresponding with ESI section 4 of the original manuscript. 
A6.1.3. 
This section corresponding with both supporting videos of the original manuscript. 
 
A6.2. Observance of Hollow Assemblies by CryoTEM  
Most cylindrical structures of [ALV]3[KGE]4 and [ALV]5[KGE]2 imaged by cryoTEM show a lower electron 
transmission at the edge of the cylinder then in the center. This behavior is typical for hollow structures, 
strongly suggesting that the cylindrical structures are nanotubes, see Fig A6.14. That these typical features 
for hollow structure are not observed in every assembly and in every cryoTEM image can be explained by 
three factors; 1) resolution, 2) layer-thickness of the vitrified water and the 3) imaging defocus value.  

First, [ALV]3[KGE]4 nanotubes show an outer diameter of 9 nm and an inner diameter, measured in 
between the points of lowest intensity, of 4.5 ± 0.4 nm. Under our standard imaging conditions, the pixel 
size is 0.39 nm. This means that the inner diameter spans 10 - 11 pixels. This minimal number of pixels for 
the nanotube interior can make it hard to distinguish the wall from the nanotube center. Secondly, in 
cryoTEM imaging of organic assemblies, contrast is mainly generated due to difference in mean inner 
potential between the object electron path and the electron path of its surrounding. In cryoTEM vitrified 
water surrounds the sample on all sides, with vitrified water layers ranging from a couple of nanometers 
to over a micrometer in thickness. For a nanotube assembly this means that the observed difference in the 
core and wall contrast would be generated by: the contrast from the wall thickness + the interior water 
layer + the exterior water layer versus the contrast from the core thickness + the exterior water layer. 
With the difference in diameter thickness between the peptide nanotube core and the wall of just close to 
3 nm the interaction between the electron beam and a thick (200 nm +) vitrified water layers will be 
dominant. This makes the contrast difference between the peptide nanotube core and the wall difficult to 
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detect. Thirdly, in TEM the resolution and phase contrast are inversely related depending on the defocus. 
It was found that at our standard imaging conditions a defocus of close to −4 µm is optimal to observe 
most features. Below this defocus range the loss in contrast due to filtering by contrast transfer makes it 
harder to distinguish function the assemblies from the environment. Above this defocus value, too much 
resolution is lost to distinguish between the nanotube core and wall. Because the nanotubes are not 
perfectly aligned to the grid and multiple layers of nanotubes can be present, therefore, a difference in 
height between different nanotubes and segments of individual nanotubes. Although minimal, this 
difference in height may influence the effective defocus value resulting in the observation of hollow 
behavior in some nanotubes and regions while not in others. 
 

 
Figure A6.14 Selected cryoTEM nanotubes from several different [ALV]3[KGE]4 samples assembled by direct dissolution 
in pH 4 buffer (a1-a9). A schematic of the cross-section and the corresponding transmission signal of a hollow cylindrical 
object. The line plots, over a length of at least 58.5 nm, of the shown [ALV]3[KGE]4 nanotubes (c1 – c9). 

A6.2.1. Peptide Molecular Configuration 
In their native extended state amino acid repeats have a length of ~ 3.5 nm[67]. This means that the length 
of a single KGE or ALV repeat is equal to ~ 1.05 nm. With two C‐C bonds (C‐C = 1.53 Å)[60] the length of 
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the extended acetate core block is estimated at roughly 3.0 Å. This is an overestimation as it does not take 
the bond angles nor the presence of half a bond length in the final amino acid repeat into account. On the 
same bases the amide stabilizer block ending is estimated at 1.5 Å (C‐N = 1.46 Å)[60]. Using these chosen 
values the core, stabilizer and full sequence length of the investigated BCPP can be calculated, table A6.1. 
Based on these calculations the maximum diameter of a rod comprising out of two fully extended 
hydrophobic [ALV]x blocks is 6.9, 6.9 and 11.1 nm for [ALV]3[KGE]4, [ALV]3[KGE]5 and [ALV]5[KGE]2, 
respectively. The measured diameter of the assemblies of all these peptides in cryoTEM are 9 ± 1 nm. This 
means that the peptide core block of both [ALV]3[KGE]4 and [ALV]3[KGE]4 is not long enough to assemble 
into cylindrical micelles. However, they are long enough to assemble in nanotubes with a wall radius of 
about 2 - 3 nm. 
 
Table A6.1 Formula and calculations for the maximum core, stabilizer and sequence length for [ALV]3[KGE]4 and 
[ALV]5[KGE]2. Maximum length Formula [ALV]3[KGE]4  (x = 3, y = 4) [ALV]3[KGE]4  (x = 5, y = 2) 

Core (nm) Lcore = 0.30 + x1.05 3.45 5.55 
Stabilizer (nm) Lstabilizer =0.15 +y1.05 4.35 2.25 
Full sequence (nm) Lsequence = Lcore + Lstabilizer 7.80 7.80 

 
A6.2.2. Evidence of Nanotube Formation with SAXS 
Two different approaches have been followed to analyze the SAXS patterns: form factor modeling and 
form factor fitting. The first approach (Fig. A6.15a) consisted of comparing the experimentally obtained 
SAXS profiles with the theoretical form factors of a full cylinder having a cross sectional radius of 4.5 nm 
and the one of a hollow cylinder with an external cross sectional radius of 4.5 nm and an internal radius of 
1 nm. In both models the length of the cylinder was set to 400 nm, which is much larger than the larger 
length scale accessible experimentally. The baseline and the electron length density of the cylinders have 
been adjusted manually (no fitting procedure involved) to obtain the best agreement of the curves with 
the experimental data. The same electron length density value has been used for the solid and the hollow 
cylinders.  

The second approach (Fig. A6.15b) consisted of fitting the experimental data with the theoretical form 
factors of full and hollow cylinders respectively. The cylinder length was set as constant (400 nm) while 
the cross-sectional radius (internal and external in the case of the hollow cylinder), the background and the 
electron length density of the cylinders have been used as fitting parameters. Cross-sectional Gaussian 
polydispersity is accounted for in the fitting, with a polydispersity value of 0.08 in both cases. The best 
fitting was obtained with the form factor of a solid cylinder having cross sectional radius of 4.7 nm and 
with the form factor of a hollow cylinder having an external cross-sectional radius of 4.5 nm and internal 
radius of 1 nm. 

As expected, the main differences between the solid and the hollow models can be observed in the q 
range associated with typical length scales which are comparable to the cylinder thickness (0.08 ≤ q ≤ 
0.2 Å−1 in our case). At lower q values (larger length scales) both models follow the classical scaling power 
law associated with cylindrical objects 𝐼~𝑞 . The deviation of the experimental data from the theoretical 
curves at low q might be related with the contribution of the form factor, and is indicative for the presence 
of repulsive interactions between the cylinders, which might be caused by presence of charge groups at the 
sides of the cylinders.  

In both applied procedures the best agreement with the experimental results was obtained with the 
hollow cylinder model (Fig. A6.15). Furthermore, the typical sizes obtained by fitting the data with this 
model are in good agreement with the ones derived from the cryoTEM analysis. Hence the SAXS analysis 
confirms that the cylinders are hollow.  
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Figure A6.15 Analysis of the SAXS profiles performed via a) form factor modeling and b) form factor fitting. 
 
A6.3. Dynamic Self-assembly 
To prove unimer exchange between the assemblies and solution, [ALV]3[KGE]4 was assembled in a pH 4 
buffer at 1 mg ml−1 by direct dissolution. The resulting slightly viscous transparent liquid was dialyzed 
(10 kDa membrane) for 72 h against 900 ml of the pH 4 buffer. Pre-dialysis cryoTEM confirmed self-
assembly into nanotubes (Fig. A6.16a). UV-vis analysis (Fig. A6.16b) conducted against a pH 4 buffer 
background, pre-dialysis, showed an absorption maxima at 203 nm of 1.93 Abs, identified as the amide 
group in [ALV]3[KGE]4. Post-dialysis UV-vis analysis showed an absorption maxima at 197 nm of 0.25 Abs, 
indicating a signal decrease of 87% (1−(0.25−1.93)×100). During dialysis the sample volume inside the 
membrane increased from 0.98 g to 1.19 g, indicating a dilution of only 22% (= (1.19/0.98)×100−100), 
which is significantly lower than the observed decrease in absorbance. Therefore, the strong decrease in 
observed absorbance of the UV maxima suggests a significant decrease in [ALV]3[KGE]4 peptide 
concentration after dialysis. The 10 kDa pores (2.5 nm in diameter) are too small to fit assemblies with a 
diameter of 9 nm. However, a single [ALV]3[KGE]4 molecule would easily transfer through the membrane, 
suggesting that [ALV]3[KGE]4 can exchange unimers in water.  
 

 
Figure A6.16 CryoTEM image of [ALV]3[KGE]4 at 1 mg ml−1 assembled by DD before dialysis (a) and the measured UV 
spectra (b) of this sample pre-dialysis (black), post dialysis (red) and the outer membrane environment post-dialysis 
(Blue).  
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Chapter 7 
 
 
 

Exposure of Collagen to Zinc Species 
 
 

Collagen mineralization has extensively been investigated with hydroxyapatite, silica and iron 
oxides. To extend the range of inorganic minerals for collagen mineralization, a material with a 
wide variety in properties like zinc oxide (ZnO) is an interesting choice. ZnO can be readily 
synthesized under aqueous conditions, yet ZnO formation at low temperature conditions 
required for collagen mineralization remains a challenge. Therefore, this work explores the 
exposure of collagen to zinc acetate and layered basic zinc acetate for an extended time at 37 °C, 
both in presence and absence of charged additives. This shows that extended exposure to these 
zinc species (> 6 weeks) does not adversely affect the collagen. Although none of the 
investigated conditions resulted in the mineralization of collagen with zinc species, the use of 
l-lysine (l-lys) does show promising results. In the presence of l-lys predominantly zinc 
nanoparticles are observed that may be ideal for collagen mineralization, independent of the 
zinc starting material. This suggest that further optimalization of the mineralization process in 
presence of l-lys, or a polymer (> 5 kDA) similar to l-lys, may result in collagen mineralization.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“The distinguishing mark of man is the hand, the instrument with which he does all his mischief.” 
George Orwell, Animal Farm, 1945 
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 Collagen Mineralization 
 
Collagen mineralized with hydroxyapatite (HAp) such as found in bone and teeth is one of the most well-
known natural hybrid materials[1]. The interplay between the hierarchical organic collagen template and 
the inorganic HAp phases is what gives these materials their excellent mechanical properties[2-4]. In-vivo 
collagen mineralization is aided by a complex range of non-collagenous proteins[5]. In vitro, this process 
can be imitated by use of charged polymers[6, 7] like poly aspartic acid (pAsp)[8, 9] and poly acrylic acid 
(pAA)[7, 10] or poly allylamine hydrochloride (pAH)[11], which are believed to promote collagen 
mineralization by sufficiently suppressing crystallization in solution[12]. Utilizing these strategies, collagen 
has been mineralized with a range of alternative phases including calcium carbonate[13], yttria-stabilized 
zirconia [14], silica and iron oxides[15].  

Given the organic nature of collagen, low reaction temperatures are essential. Collagen mineralization 
is typically performed at or below 37 °C, with higher temperatures adversely affecting collagen fibers[16, 17]. 
Infiltration or mineralization process that require a higher reaction temperature, like the crystallization 
process from amorphous yttria-stabilized zirconia can result in destruction or removal of the organic 
collagen phase[14]. Therefore, to achieve a hybrid collagen material, a mild reaction temperature of ~37 °C 
is essential.  
 Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a mineral with a great variety of characteristics including but not limited to 
piezoelectric[18, 19], photocatalytic[20, 21] and antimicrobial[22] properties. This makes ZnO an interesting 
choice for collagen mineralization. Although ZnO can be synthesized near ~37 °C, these processes do not 
yet yield pure ZnO at these mild reaction conditions and can be rather complex for small reaction volumes, 
see Ch. 5. Alternatively, previous work at higher temperature showed that layered basic zinc acetate 
(LBZA) is formed as a transient phase during the formation of ZnO from Zinc acetate (ZnAc2), Ch. 3 [23]. 
After the LBZA phase reaches a critical size it is believed to collapse or dissolve, catalyzing the formation 
of ZnO in the process. Therefore, isolation of LBZA close to its critical size may result in its transition into 
ZnO at low reaction temperatures.  
 Hence, this work investigates the mineralization with zinc species by exposing collagen for an extended 
period to either a ZnAc2 solution or a LBZA dispersion in presence of pAA or l-lysine (l-lys) to promote 
mineralization. Although this work does not result in mineralized collagen, there is no indication that these 
processes adversely affect the collagen. Moreover, the use of l-lys shows promising results, so that the 
mineralization may be obtained in a more optimized mineralization process.  
 
 

 Collagen Exposure to Zinc Acetate and Layered Basic Zinc Acetate 
 
In this work two collagen mineralization strategies are explored. For all strategies the reaction is performed 
three ways, namely, in presence of 12 mM pAA functional groups, in presence of 12 mM l-lys and in absence 
of additives. Initially, the use of high molecular weight 450 kDa pAA was investigated; however, this 
resulted in complete phase separation at low pH upon mixing. For this reason, a 5.1 kDa pAA was used 
instead. After preparation of the reaction solutions they were all matured for > 6 weeks in a 37 °C water 
bath. 
 For the first strategy 12.5 mM ZnAc2, 1 mg mL−1 collagen and the selected additive were mixed. For 
the second strategy, LBZA was formed by using a titration strategy from Ch. 4. Here, 50 mM ZnAc2 was 
heated to 80 °C while titrating in 1 M ammonia at 0.02 mL min−1. After 30 minutes part of this reaction 
solution was added to a mixture of 1 mg mL−1 collagen and the selected additive, so that the LBZA 
dispersion was diluted 4 times as compared to the added LBZA dispersion. The methods are described in 
detail in section 7.5. 
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 Ideally, for low temperature collagen mineralization a titration-based ZnO synthesis procedure at 
~40 °C should be used similar as the ones discussed in Ch. 5. Unfortunately, due to the smaller reaction 
scale and current uncertainties for that procedure, this did not prove to be possible. This point is discussed 
in detail in section 7.3. 

After maturing the reaction solutions, a white precipitate was obtained under all investigated reaction 
conditions. Given the absence of stirring during the maturing protocol, the resulting dispersions were 
composed of a transparent supernatant with a white sediment at the bottom of the reaction flask. Upon 
shaking the reaction vessel, a homogenous dispersion was obtained. The reaction products were analyzed 
by conventional TEM on dried samples, indicated as TEM for the remainder of this chapter. This analysis 
confirmed that assembled collagen fibers were present under all conditions. In none of the cases 
overhydration, dehydration or disassembly of the collagen fibers was observed.  
 

 

Figure 7.1 Dry TEM images of a collagen fibril dispersed in pure water (a) and of collagen fibrils after exposure to a 
ZnAc2 solution for over 6 weeks at 37 °C with an initial pH of 6.7 in absence of additives (b), in presence of 12 mM 
5.1 kDa pAA (c) and in presence of 12 mM l-Lys (d) dried on a carbon support. 
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7.2.1. Collagen - Zinc Acetate Interaction 
After maturing the collagen - ZnAc2 solutions, TEM studies on reaction product showed no evidence of 
interfibrillar crystalline species in any of the collagen fibrils, independent of the reaction composition or 
starting pH. The results are shown in Fig. 7.1, accompanied by a water dispersed collagen reference 
(Fig. 7.1a). Comparing the products it was notable that relatively small non-uniform particles were 
observed in absence of additives (Fig. 7.1b) and in presence of pAA (Fig. 7.1c). Using selected area electron 
diffraction (SAED, not shown), these particles were identified as LBZA. In contrast, when using l-lys, 
nanoparticles and organized clusters of nanoparticles were observed (Fig. 7.1d).  
 Beside the influence on the products in dispersion, the use of additives seems to show some effect on 
the collagen fibrils. In particular, when using pAA the interface between the collagen gap and overlap zones 
seem rather sharp (Fig. 7.1c). This is not observed for the collagen reference or for the other reaction 
conditions (Fig. 7.1a,b,d). This might indicate that Zn2+ ions are present in the collagen fibrils when using 
pAA, acting as a stain. However, there is currently no conclusive experimental evidence to support this 
claim.  
 

 

Figure 7.2 TEM images of collagen fibrils (a-c) and a more general sample overview (d-f) after exposure to the initial 
stages (at 30 min) of a ZnO forming reaction at 80 °C which was subsequently matured for over 6 weeks at 37 °C in 
absence of additives (a,d), in presence of 12 mM 5.1 kDa PAA (b,e) and in presence of 12 mM l-Lys (c,f) dried on a carbon 
support. 

7.2.2. Collagen - Layered Basic Zinc Acetate Interaction 
Similar to the ZnAc2 reaction show above, mixing a predominantly LBZA phase with collagen did not 
result in interfibrillar mineralization of collagen (Fig. 7.2a-c). In all cases, similar looking collagen fibrils 
were observed as compared to the water dispersed collagen reference (Fig. 7.1a). The resulting extrafibrillar 
zinc-based reaction products proved to have a rather complex composition and for this reason only the 
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phases that are dominantly observed throughout the sample are discussed. As reference, previous TEM 
and cryoTEM sampling (Ch. 3) of initial LBZA-rich reaction phases during ZnO synthesis strategies 
showed the predominant presence of LBZA with some hexagonal ZnO crystals exposing multiple distinct 
morphologies depending on the present additive[23]. Performing the collagen maturing procedure in 
absence of additives or in presence of pAA did indeed predominately result in the observation of large 
micrometer scale LBZA sheets and some hexagonal crystals, presumably ZnO (Fig. 7.2d,e). Besides these 
products, some relatively small non-uniform particles were observed, similar to those found when using 
ZnAc2 in the previous section (Section 7.3.1.). This suggests that in presence of collagen at 37 °C minimal 
evolution of the zinc phases seems to take place.  
 In contrast, when l-lys is added, the predominant zinc phases do change. First, no hexagonal crystals 
were observed during the TEM study. This suggests that ZnO crystals that were formed during the initial 
reaction protocol and observed in presence of pAA and in absence of additives may have dissolved or 
transformed. Moreover, only two major phases, besides collagen, were observed in this system. First, 
micrometer sized LBZA sheets. However, these sheets look different in TEM compared to typical LBZA 
sheets as observed for the other reaction conditions. Higher magnification TEM images show that these 
LBZA sheets are composed out of smaller nanometer-sized particles accompanied by clearly visible defects 
in the LBZA structure (Fig. 7.3). The second phase consists of free and clustered zinc nanoparticles like the 
ones observed when using ZnAc2 as zinc source in presence of l-lys.  
 
7.2.3. Discussion on L-lysine to Promote Collagen Mineralization 
Both when using ZnAc2 or LBZA as zinc source in presence of l-lys, nanoparticles were observed in 
dispersion. Moreover, when starting with LBZA as zinc source, the addition of l-lys seems to result in the 
deconstruction of the LBZA phase into nanoparticles directly, whereas in absence of l-lys the LBZA phase 
remained stable. This shows that l-lys has a strong and active role in this process. Although ZnO formation 
in Ch. 5 in presence of l-lys is investigated, differences in procedure between this work and the work 
presented in Ch. 5 makes it hard to directly compare the results. Therefore, the exact influence of l-lys on 
these zinc rich solutions and the underlying mechanism remains unclear. 

Previous work showed that nanoparticles are an ideal intermediate for collagen mineralization[8]. This 
suggests that the use of l-lys promotes the mineralization of collagen with zinc species. It does raise the 
question, however, why no mineralized collagen can be observed when using l-lys. There are two likely 
reasons for this. The first is the absence of stirring during most of the reaction. This means that the motion 
of the nanoparticles is purely based on diffusion and therefore rather slow, reducing the probability of their 
infiltration into collagen. The more so because under these conditions the larger collagen fibrils visibly 
sediment to the bottom of the flask, whereas nanoparticles can be expected to remain homogenously 
dispersed throughout the solution. This combined effect will strongly reduce the probability of 
mineralization. The second reason may be the size of the l-lys. Song et al.[7] demonstrated that for 2 kDa 
pAA, interfibrillar hydroxyapatite (HAp) mineralization can be prevented, because these small polymers 
can enter the collagen fibril and suppress HAp mineralization. Given that the l-lys used is significantly 
smaller than 2 kDa, it can be assumed l-lys molecules can enter the collagen fibers and potentially prevent 
interfibrillar mineralization. Therefore, using a > 5 kDA poly l-lys in future work may circumvent this 
possibility. 
 Overall, by exposing collagen to ZnAc2 at 37 °C with a starting pH of 6.4 or 8.0 or to LBZA, no 
interfibrillar collagen mineralization is observed. The use of additives in this procedure does show promise 
though. The presence of l-lys results in nanoparticle formation which may be ideal for collagen 
mineralization whereas the use of pAA may result in Zn2+ ion loading of the collagen fibrils. 
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Figure 7.3 TEM image of a LBZA sheet composed of nanoparticles with clearly observable holes in the structure, after 
exposure to the initial stages (at 30 min) of a ZnO forming reaction at 80 °C which was subsequently matured for over 
6 weeks at 37 °C in presence of 12 mM l-lys dried on a carbon support. 

 

 Discussion on Possible Future Work 
 
As mentioned above the current procedures do have limitations that may prevent the interfibrillar 
mineralization of collagen. The first limitation is the synthesis of the ZnO. Ideally, a titration strategy based 
on the low temperature ZnO formation discussed in Ch. 5 would be used. To minimize the amount of 
collagen used per experiment, relatively small reaction volumes (~ 2.5 mL) were used. However, this 
requires such a low titration rate of base of near 0.001 mL min−1 that cannot be reached with the current 
equipment. Moreover, at this time it is unclear if and how this decrease in reaction volume would affect 
this procedure, making it unclear if it can be directly applied to smaller volumes. Therefore, this strategy 
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could not be used in this current work. As an ideal setup for future work, we suggest the optimization of a 
low volume titration protocol as shown in Fig. 7.4 equipped to a low rate titration set-up for the initial 
stages of the reaction.  

 

Figure 7.4 Proposed reaction setup for collagen mineralization with ZnO using a base-titration strategy. 

 Besides the base addition limitation during the initial reaction, a major disadvantage in the current 
procedure is the absence of shaking or stirring during maturing. This limits particle motion to diffusion, 
and it ensures that the collagen fibrils sediment to the bottom of the flask, minimizing exposure to zinc 
particles that may infiltrate and mineralize the collagen fibrils. The use of a water bath that allows for 
magnetic stirring or is equipped with a shaking option should solve this. 
 
 

 Conclusion 
 
Exposure of collagen to zinc species for > 6 weeks at 37 °C did not adversely affect the collagen, but it did 
not result in clear evidence of collagen mineralization. In presence of pAA or in absence of additives, 
exposure of collagen to a ZnAc2 solution predominantly resulted in the formation of small non-uniform 
LBZA particles in solution. TEM imaging did suggests that in the presence of pAA some zinc infiltration 
may have occurred into the collagen fibrils. If so, this did not result in the mineralization of the collagen 
fibers. Similar to the exposure of collagen to a ZnAc2 solution, exposure of collagen to a LBZA dispersion 
under these conditions showed formation of some new small non-uniform LBZA particles. However, most 
of the initially present phase composed of large LBZA sheets and some ZnO crystals did not show any sign 
of evolution during this process.  
 Exposing collagen to ZnAc2 or LBZA resulted in presence of l-lys in the formation of amorphous 
nanoparticles. Specifically, when starting from LBZA, the LBZA sheets seem to deconstruct into the 
nanoparticles, suggesting that nanoparticle formation is highly favorable. While collagen mineralization 
with HAp and iron oxides showed that a nanoparticle phase acts as a step towards collagen infiltration and 
mineralization, in this work this seems not to be the case. The most probable reason for this is a 
combination of the small size of l-lys, which allows this molecule to enter the collagen fibril pores, in 
combination with weaknesses in the current mineralization procedure. Hence, by using > 5 kDa poly l-lys 
combined with a more optimized mineralization procedure, zinc infiltrated and possibly mineralized 
collagen may be obtained. 
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 Materials and Methods 
 
7.5.1. Materials 
Ammonia (28%, GPR rectapur) was acquired from VWR, Zinc acetate dihydrate (ZnAc2, > 98%, ACS 
reagent) was acquired from Acros organics, Resorbable Collagen Tape (RCT, bovine Achilles tendon 
collagen) was acquired from ACE Surgical Supply Co., l-Lysine (l-Lys, > 98%, purum) was acquired from 
Fluka, 5.1 kDa (pAA, GPC) and 450 kDa poly acrylic acid (pAA) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich. All 
chemicals were used as received unless stated otherwise. 
 
7.5.2. Methods 
 
7.5.2.1 Preparation of Stock Solutions 
In all cases the stock solutions were prepared immediately before the final sample preparation. 

To prepare a collagen stock dispersion, a ceramic mortar was cooled down to cryogenic temperatures 
by filling it with liquid nitrogen. Next a piece of resorbable collagen tape (RCT) hydrated with pure water 
and placed in the mortar filled with liquid nitrogen. Using a pestle, the RCT was crushed into a fine powder, 
collected and dried overnight under vacuum. The resulting RCT powder was vigorously redispersed into 
15 mL pure water, 2 mg mL−1 via both sonication and magnetic stirring.  

A ZnAc2 stock solution was created by dissolving 50 mM ZnAc2 in pure water followed by vigorous 
stirring.  

A LBZA stock dispersion was synthesized by using a titration based ZnO synthesis protocol detailed in 
Ch. 4. Here, 50 mM ZnAc2 was dissolved in 50 ml pure water in a 100 ml five-neck flask under reflux. The 
titration experiment was magnetically stirred (vortexing, 450 rpm). After 900 s, the reaction was initiated 
by gradually increasing the reaction temperature to 80 °C, using an oil bath. Starting 300 s after initiating 
heating ammonia was titrated into the solution at a constant rate of 0.02 mL min−1. After 1800 s the reaction 
was terminated by collecting the reaction dispersion in a flask and submerging this flask in an ice bath for 
several minutes. 
 A l-lys and a pAA solution was created by dissolving 48 mM of, respectively, l-lys and pAA in 25 mL 
pure water. The pH of these solutions was subsequently set to 7.0 by adding acetic acid or ammonia 
solutions to lower or raise the pH.  
 
7.5.2.1. Maturing the Collagen-zinc Dispersions 
Collagen mineralization samples containing ZnAc2 stock were prepared by mixing 1.250 mL of the collagen 
stock with 0.625 mL ZnAc2 stock and either 0.625 mL l-lys stock, pAA stock or pure water in a borosilicate 
test tube, followed by vigorous stirring.  
 Collagen mineralization samples containing LBZA stock were prepared by mixing 1.250 mL of the 
collagen stock with 0.625 mL LBZA stock and either 0.625 mL l-lys stock, pAA stock or pure water in a 
borosilicate test tube, followed by vigorous stirring. 

The test tubes containing either the ZnAc2 or LBZA dispersions were placed in a custom-made 
stainless-steel flask holder, located in a Lauda Ecoline 019 water bath which was preheated to 37 °C. All 
samples were matured for > 6 weeks, after which the test tubes were removed from the water bath. 
Following this, using a pipet most of the liquid phase was removed from the reaction flasks and the 
sediment was dispersed in the remaining supernatant. TEM samples were prepared by placing 10 µl of the 
dispersion on a continuous carbon coated grids with gold supports that had been glow discharged for 40 s. 
Excess liquid was removed after 40 s by manual blotting from the side using a filter paper.  
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7.5.3. Analysis 
pH measurements were conducted using a Metrohm unitrode pH probe connected to an 867 pH module. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) images were 
collected on a Tecnai T20 (Thermo Fischer Scientific) operated at 200 kV, equipped with a 
4096 × 4096 pixels CETA CMOS camera. 
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“He was going to live forever, or die in the attempt.” 
Joseph Heller, Catch-22, 1961. 
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Mineralization of organic templates is a complex and difficult process. Apart from the results obtained as 
described in this thesis, several other studies were conducted that ultimately did not make it into this 
booklet, including mineralization of liquid crystals networks, track-etched membranes and collagen with 
zinc oxide (ZnO) using more traditional HMTA based ZnO formation strategies at > 80 °C. The results 
obtained generally showed a loss in materials performance of the organic templates. For example, attempts 
to mineralize 6OBA liquid crystals resulted in a general loss of the alignment of the liquid crystal network, 
without resulting in successful mineralization of the pores[1, 2], mineralization of light actuating 
azobenzene-doped liquid crystal networks resulted in a loss of actuation due to exposure to elevated 
temperatures [3] and, after performing a ZnO mineralization protocol at 80 °C on crosslinked collagen, 
only a single partially disassembled collagen fiber was observed during TEM analysis. These studies 
demonstrate the great need for mild, low-temperature conditions for successful mineralization of organic 
templates. Therefore, the research described in this thesis focuses on the efforts necessary to mineralize 
ZnO at mild low temperature condition. To obtain the necessary tools for ZnO mineralization, in this 
thesis three different approaches have been explored. 
 
 

8.1. Direct Ion-Exchange of Minerals 
 
The first part of this thesis describes the investigation into the formation of ZnO from hydroxyapatite 
(HAp) crystals via an ion-exchange procedure. The first and crucial step, the exchange of the Ca2+ ions with 
Zn2+ ions into Zn-HAp, is investigated in Chapter 2. This work shows that close to 20 mol% of Zn2+ ions 
can be incorporated into Zn-HAp within 10 s of exposure time, while preserving both crystallinity and 
crystal shape. Optimization of reaction conditions, however, only yielded a minimal increase in Zn2+ ion 
incorporation at best, and in certain cases even full dissolution and reprecipitation of the HAp crystals into 
hopeite. The most probable explanation for this is the limited stability of Zn-HAp, which is too soluble 
under aqueous conditions in absence of additional stabilizers. 

This does not mean that the crystal formation via ion-exchange is without promise. Essentially, this 
work highlights that apatites are not an ideal starting material for an ion-exchange strategy. The main 
problem with apatites is their relatively high lattice energy, which limits the number of viable exchange 
pathways. This characteristic, combined with those of intermediates like Zn-HAp that has a limited 
stability, creates a large amount of challenges. Future work should focus on the exchange of crystals with 
a lower lattice energy, like carbonates as starting material, which probably has major advantages. The 
relative ease with which ions in these materials can be exchanged with other ions should mean that they 
can be rapidly and easily converted into other crystalline species. In this case, all ion-exchange accessible 
crystals could be obtained in a complex shape or mineralized into a complex template, after the initial 
crystal can be synthesized in the shape or location of interest. 
 
 

8.2. Understanding and Controlling Aqueous Zinc Oxide Formation  
 
In the second part, this thesis describes our efforts aimed at understanding and controlling the formation 
of ZnO under aqueous conditions. Chapter 3 details a study into the mechanism of HMTA-based ZnO 
formation, using a constant reaction protocol but with varying zinc salts. This study demonstrates that, 
independent of the selected zinc counterion, a layered zinc hydroxy salt (LZHS) can be formed. This 
transient phase has a fundamental influence on the final product. In the case of zinc nitrate, the LZHS has 
a relative high barrier of formation, resulting in ZnO formation on reaction interface surfaces. Using zinc 
acetate under typical conditions or zinc nitrate with an extended incubation time, allows for the LZHS to 
act as a ZnO nucleation template, resulting in dispersed ZnO crystals. The transition from LZHS to ZnO 
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corresponds with a spontaneous decrease in pH. This allows for in-situ pH measurements to track the 
reaction progress. Finally, LZHS species, such as those formed from zinc chloride and zinc sulphate, are 
found to be too stable, thus, preventing the transition to ZnO. This shows that the reaction chemistry is 
an important factor in the formation process of ZnO. The use of HMTA, however, prevents full control 
over the reaction chemistry by moderating the base release. 
 To remove this limitation, a base titration strategy for the formation of ZnO is introduced in Chapter 4. 
Above a reaction pH of 5.5, the use of this titration strategy resulted in the formation of ZnO independent 
of the type of added base and the base addition rate, while the pH transition proved to be very similar to 
the pH transition when using HMTA. Although ZnO was formed under all conditions, highly facetted 
twin-pillar ZnO crystals were mainly observed when large amounts of ammonia were added. This makes 
it arguable that ammonia, and not HMTA, directs the formation of ZnO. Moreover, the direct addition of 
base further allowed for a doubling the reaction yield. 
 For the mineralization of organic templates, mild reaction conditions are required to prevent damage 
to the template. Whereas the formation process of ZnO in Chapters 3 and 4 uses a mild reaction pH, the 
reaction temperature close to 80 °C, is incompatible with many organic materials. Therefore, efforts to 
probe the influence of a lower reaction temperature on the titration protocol introduced in Chapter 4 are 
described in Chapter 5. The results show that, with a reaction temperature as low as 40 °C, ZnO can indeed 
be formed. With decreasing reaction temperature, a LZHS phase is more dominantly observed. The 
presence of l-lysine (l-lys) promotes the formation of ZnO and allows for the continued transition of LZHS 
to ZnO at RT after ending the reaction. By decreasing the initial zinc acetate concentration, the formation 
of ZnO becomes more favorable at 50 °C, but the side effect of this is the formation of wülfingite zinc 
hydroxide (ZnOH2). At 40 °C ZnOH2 phase becomes the dominant phase. 
 These observations demonstrate that, by using a mild reaction pH to form ZnO in dispersion, a LZHS 
transient phase is formed under various reaction conditions, with pH measurements being able to detect 
this phase transition. The ZnO formation process proved to be rather sensitive to reaction conditions. The 
exact reaction composition, including the type of zinc counterion, the selected base and the addition 
pathway of the base, can influence the shape and size of the ZnO crystals dramatically and in some cases 
prevent the formation of ZnO completely. Using a controlled titration setup, this sensitivity can be turned 
into an advantage so that greater control over the formation process and the final product can be obtained. 
However, at lower reaction temperatures this sensitivity can affect reproducibility. 

Given the immense flexibility of the titration-controlled base addition route, this strategy has potential 
for general applicability in crystal formation, for ZnO and other minerals. The exact control over base 
addition does not only allow for having the exact reaction solution composition and pH, it also, for 
example, relieves the need of refreshing steps of the reaction mixture which is used in the formation of 
ZnO growth on surfaces. This can make this strategy a relevant alternative to traditional HMTA strategies. 

The main limitation of the current approach lies in the inability to form high purity ZnO at low 
temperatures and the reproducibility at lower reaction temperature. Based on the results presented in this 
work, it is unlikely that a simple decrease in reaction temperature at a mild pH will result in reliable ZnO 
formation within a reasonable reaction time. Future work should, therefore, focus on expanding the use 
of additives for low temperature ZnO formation. Given the promising results obtained using l-lys, its use 
and the use of similar additives should be expanded upon. 
 
 

8.3. Hierarchical Organic Mineralization Templates and Templated 
Mineralization 

 
The third and final part of this thesis discusses the development and mineralization of hierarchical organic 
templates with ZnO. In Chapter 6 a self-assembling [ALV]x-b-[KGE]y block copolypeptide system is 
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developed and studied. By balancing the relative hydrophilic and hydrophobic domain lengths, assembly 
into thermodynamically stable peptide nanotubes with constant chain length results. Besides showing 
great uniformity, these peptide nanotubes are stable in a wide pH range of 2 - 12 and are stable at a 
temperature as high as 80 °C. This stability combined with the zwitterionic nature of the peptide 
nanotubes allows their hierarchical self-assembly into peptide fibers at mild pH, which makes this a 
material of interest as an organic mineralization template.  
 For the mineralization of organic templates with ZnO, collagen is investigated as a model system in 
Chapter 7. Exposing collagen to zinc salt or a pre-formed LZHS phase does not result in mineralization of 
the collagen fibers, both in absence and presence of charged additives. Exposure to these zinc species 
showed no adverse effect on the collagen fibers and in the presence of poly acrylic acid (pAA) some loading 
of the collagen fibers with Zn2+ ions may have occurred. Especially promising are the results obtained in 
the presence of l-lys, which mediates the formation of nanoparticles when starting from a zinc salt and 
which seemed to deconstruct the original LZHS phase in zinc nanoparticles as well.  
 To obtain ZnO mineralization of hierarchical templates, the organic template is currently not the 
limiting factor. Indeed, besides the existing biological templates, stable yet controllable peptide-based 
templates can be synthesized. The current limiting factor is the ZnO mineralization strategy. In part this is 
due to the current limitations posed by the available synthesis strategies as discussed in Chapter 5 and 
section 8.2., which should be further developed before continuing efforts on the mineralization of organic 
templates with ZnO.  

Besides this, the implementation of these mineralization strategies needs to be revisited as well. The 
absence of stirring or shaking during the current maturing step means that infiltration is mainly dependent 
on diffusion which can be rather slow. Moreover, the resulting sedimentation of collagen creates a 
macroscopically heterogeneous system, which further complicates collagen infiltration. The presence of l-
lys seems to stabilize the zinc phases into nanoparticles, which may be ideal carriers for collagen infiltration. 
The exact underlying process does remain unclear and might warrant further studies. In spite of these 
promising results, l-lys may infiltrate the collagen fibrils and prevent interfibrillar mineralization. 
Therefore, by using a sufficiently large poly l-lys (> 5 kDa), the advantages of l-lys may be maintained 
without impairing the mineralization process. Thus, implementing these changes in combination with a 
more effective ZnO formation strategy at low reaction temperature is likely to yield mineralization of 
collagen and other organic templates with zinc species, perhaps wih ZnO as well.  
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